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ABSTRACT 

Today Collaborative systems are increasingly being used to manage project information 

on large and medium sized construction projects. The speed of expansion in use of these 

systems combined with the lack of consolidation has lead to a highly fragmented 

marketplace for collaborative products. Organisations participating in the construction 

lifecycle are currently free to select a collaborative system from any of the available 

providers, but once selected were unable to effectively change service provider until the 

conclusion of the project. This perceived lock-in along with concerns over the stability 

of some technology providers has created unease amongst the user community and is 

hindering the adoption of collaborative tools. 

Since 2003 the bulk of major UK. construction project collaborative software providers 

have been working together to develop standards that will allow for project data to be 

transferred between vendor applications. Under the umbrella of the Network of 

Construction Collaboration Technology Providers (NCCTP), a number of solutions 

have been designed allowing for project data to be transferred between heterogeneous 

collaborative systems. 

Through extensive industry participation, this thesis shows how the theoretical work 

done in creating representations of collaborative systems can be applied to real world 

system to allow for data to be transfer in bulk, incrementally or in real time. The 

fmdings of work is presented in four peer reviewed papers, three technical reports and a 

number of supporting documents which comprise the developed data exchange 
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standards. Work in this field is continuing to evolve with the suppliers of collaborative 

systems seeking to implement additional integration. 

KEYWORDS 

Collaborative Software, XML, Standardisation, Construction Industry, Bulk, 
incremental and Real-time Data exchange. 
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PREFACE 
The research presented in this thesis is to satisfy the requirements of the Engineering 

Doctorate Programme (EngD), at the Centre for Innovative and Collaborative 

Engineering (CICE) based at Loughborough University, UK. This thesis represents 

work, undertaken in an industrial context, carried out between 2002 and 2007. The 

research programme was supervised by the CICE and jointly funded by the Engineering 

and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) and Causeway Technologies, a 

leading supplier of software solutions to the AEC sector. 
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more significant and challenging engineering problems within an industrial context. 

Differing from a standard PhD, it is better suited to the needs of industry, and provides a 

vocationally oriented doctorate in Engineering. Although part financed by the 

sponsoring company the resultant work must not only be of benefit to them, it must also 

benefit the wider industry. 

The EngD is assessed on the basis of this thesis supported by publications, and or 

technical reports. This thesis is supported by one journal paper, two conference papers, 

and three technical reports. The papers and technical reports are numbered 1 through 6 

and are located in the appendix of this thesis and should be read in conjunction with it 

when referenced. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND TO RESEARCH 

1.1.1 COLLABORATION AND COLLABORATIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

Collaborative working lies at the heart of any successful team, and the way two or more 

participating individuals work together to jointly deliver the best solution to a common 

goal. This generic concept has been extended by Kalay (1999) to the AEC sector to 

become an agreement between cross organisational specialists to share their abilities to 

achieve the larger objectives of the project, as defmed by the stakeholders. Indeed 

collaboration becomes more valuable to an organisation or organisations as more people 

are exposed to the same information, an extension of the Metcalfe's (1995) Law. 

To enable effective collaboration between geographically and chronologically dispersed 

teams, collaborative technology was devised to create an environment where team 

members share and circulate ideas, experiences and knowledge. With the technology 

itself just an enabler allowing individual participants the ability to collaborate should 

they be willing to do so, it is people who collaborate, not systems or technologies 

(Butler Group 2003). 

The term collaboration or collaborative working within the recent era for the 

construction sector was born out of the Latham (1994) Report's description of the 

communications which took place between partnering organisations. Collaborative 

working has been initially achieved using already available technologies such as phone, 

mail and fax progressing to email, ftp and groupware as they became available. It was 
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not until the explosion of web access in the late 1990's that the modem web-based 

construction collaboration applications started to become widely available. 

1.1.2 KEy COLLABORATIVE ISSUES FACING THE AEC INDUSTRY 

Projects are on tight schedules and delays can cost large amounts of money to both 

client and contractor, making the availability of accurate current documents, drawings 

and specifications imperative to eventual success. Although the risk of the access to the 

collaborative environment being lost is relatively low, the consequences of this could be 

disastrous for the project. Even if it were possible to restore the project data into another 

collaborative environment, it would take a great deal of time. The challenge to 

collaborative providers in the construction sector is to deliver a quick and reliable 

mechanism of data transfer between different solutions. 

At the completion of the project most collaborative'providers will archive the data and 

present it to the client who they were contracted to provide the solution by, and then 

remove this project from their active collaborative environment. The result being the 

loss of valuable knowledge gained throughout the project by the other participating 

partners, and limits the ability to carry out a post project analysis and review (CITSEC 

2004). 

Due to the project orientated nature of the AEC sector, organisations of all sizes face the 

issue where their employees will be using multiple collaborative solutions, across 

multiple projects 01 eomans et. aI, 2005). As users will be interacting with data through 

a number of different systems, they will not be able to easily access the advanced 

functionality which exists within each individual system, reducing the potential benefits 
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that these systems could have. Indeed employees are likely to need basic training on any 

new system they are expected to work with, incurring a fmancial implication for the 

project. 

1.1.3 CURRENT AEC USE OF COLLABORATIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

The collaborative systems used by the AEC sector will primarily be focused on the 

areas of document management and version control, workflows, drawing management, 

the viewing and mark-up of drawings, searching and content security (Wilkinson, 

2005). Known for their high service availability, collaborative systems offer 

uninterrupted access to data stored in the repository allowing effective project 

collaboration for teams located throughout the world. 

Current deployments of collaborative solutions are varied depending upon the 

requirements of the project or organisation and have evolved rapidly since the initial in-

house systems of the late 1990's, with three main types available, hosted extranets, 

hosted enterprises and enterprise solutions, Appendix D - Current Collaborative 

Systems. 

Hosted extranet solutions are collaborative environments where project data is held in a 

remote secure location by the actual software vendor, with all infrastructure and 

applications managed by the vendor. These systems are usually used on a per project 

basis, although some bulk agreements exist especially with clients who do a large 

number of construction projects (4Projects & Tesco Express 2003). 
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Enterprise solutions are collaborative environments that are operated by the construction 

organisation, with the software provided by a collaborative vendor but managed by staff 

who report directly to the organisation. These systems allow for an unlimited number of 

projects that are more easily integrated into the company's other existing systems. Since 

the system belongs to the client it can be customised to their exact specifications which 

is not possible when using a single shared extranet solution e.g. ARUPLink (Cutler 

2006). 

Hosted enterprise solutions are collaborative environments that are operated by the 

collaborative software vendor for the sole use of a single client or a single project. The 

service is managed and maintained by the vendor similar to an extranet system, but 

since it is single use it can be customised according to the client or project's individual 

requirements. They differ from project extranets as they do not require 24/7 up times, 

only those which are required by the customer. 

1.2 CONTEXT OF THE RESEARCH 

1.2.1 NETWORK OF CONSTRUCTION COLLABORATION TECHNOLOGY 

PROVIDERS 

The Network of Construction Collaboration Technology Providers (NCCTP) is a group 

of suppliers of collaborative software to the construction sector who operate within the 

UK marketplace 

The primary aim of the network is to "promote the effective use of online technology to 

support collaborative working on projects and capital developments in UK construction. 
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It aims to increase interoperability between systems - engendering easy transfer of 

data through definition and adoption of standards. The Network will· promote the 

benefits of using collaborative technology and demonstrate the value of collaborative 

working. Importantly, it provides a single independent body with whom clients can 

communicate regarding the future development of collaboration technology." (NCCTP 

2007) 

To achieve these aims the structure of the NCCTP is split into three distinct tracks: 

technical, which works on the area of standardisation amongst the vendors, marketing, 

which promotes the use of collaborative technologies, and the steering committee which 

oversees the general direction of both groups. 

The researcher's primary responsibility within the NCCTP structure was to spearhead 

interoperability, working with the technical representatives of all the vendors to produce 

practical solutions. The role also included an examination of data exchange beyond the 

NCCTP's initial bulk project exchange project to investigate the practicalities of 

extending the schema, project archiving, incremental exchange, and real time exchange. 

1.3 INDUSTRIAL SPONSOR 

Causeway Technologies provided the industrial sponsorship and context for the 

undertaken research project. Causeway is one of the leading suppliers of software to the 

UK construction market with its solutions used throughout the world to facilitate the 

management of the entire construction process. Solutions provided include Financial 

Management, Supply Chain Management and Enterprise Content Management; the 
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latter of which includes the collaborative technologies which are an integral part of the 

research. 

Causeway's construction specific ECM (Enterprise Content Management) solution can 

be delivered to clients as an ASP (Application Service Provider), hosted enterprise or 

enterprise, and is built upon the Livelink application provided by Open Text who is the 

world's largest supplier ofECM solutions spanning all industrial sectors. 

1.4 JUSTIFICATION AND SCOPE 

1.4.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The need for a mechanism to bulk transfer project data between different systems can be 

seen from both the perspective of client and vendor with each seeking different positive 

outcomes from the transfer ability. With vendors collectively keen to increase the 

utilisation of collaborative products, and clients seeking to gain these benefits in a 

secure and predictable environment. The following two paragraphs examine in more 

detail the need form each stakeholder group. 

Through the implementation of a project data exchange standard the vendor community 

is collectively seeking to change some of the perceptions held by clients about the 

providers of collaborative tools. The standard is aimed at increasing confidence in the 

tools by providing a mechanism for the extraction of project data from one system and 

easy importation into another should the need arise. 
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Increasingly the larger clients have begun to select a single system to help to mange all 

of their projects in a single environment. These clients having spent large sums of 

money on systems and training staff on how to use these systems will require the ability 

to migrate their pre-existing projects from other systems to the one that they have 

purchased. They will be no longer willing to expend large amounts of money training 

staff on a new system on a project by project basis and will strive for their own system 

to be adopted for each project in which they participate. 

In an attempt to meet the improvement targets demanded by Egan (1998) the UK 

construction sector has increasingly been employing project collaboration technology to 

manage the vast amount of information generated during a project. In the initial stages 

of this drive many construction organisations developed their own solutions, but as the 

complexity of solutions grew these were largely replaced by offerings from specialist 

software vendors. The move towards utilising a service provided by others raised a 

number of concerns about the reliability of the solutions and the business models 

operated by the vendors. 

Construction organisations were concerned that once a particular service had been 

selected for a project, they were effectively locked in as it would be exceedingly 

difficult to get the data out of one system and into another. Additionally when the 

concept of enabling data transfer was first discussed many of the vendors of 

collaborative software were still largely unproven (Krojevski 2001). This coupled with 

industry publications questioning the fmancial predicament of some providers (Building 

2004), continues to influence confidence in the collaboration provider industry. Client's 
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confidence in collaborative products has been further shaken by some early high profile 

failures of providers, and then their inability to access their data (Holden 2001). 

Since the rapid growth of the sector has led to the creation of a large number of different 

suppliers of collaborative software solutions, industry watchers, such as Gamer have 

been predicting widespread consolidation. This thinking has been reinforced by Lane 

(2003) who in his analysis of the collaboration industry expected that the UK. 

collaborative software market would consolidate to around 3 main vendors. Those 

vendors leaving the marketplace would need to transfer their remaining active client 

projects to the vendors continuing to operate. 

1.4.2 SCOPE OF THIS RESEARCH 

The primary concern of this research is to deliver practical solutions which will enable 

the suppliers of collaborative solutions to the UK. construction sector to more easily, 

quickly and seamlessly transfer project data between repositories. 

The research initially focused on delivering a bulk exchange mechanism then moving 

onto incremental and real time proposals. 

The research done worked with vendors who were largely primarily focused on 

delivering collaborative solutions to UK. AEC companies, although the majority of these 

solutions are also used on projects throughout the world. 
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1.5 AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

1.5.1 AIM 

The project's primary aim was to increase the level of interoperability between the 

different vendors of collaborative software to the UK construction industry through 

standardised data transfer methodologies. 

1.5.2 OBJECTIVES 

This aim was represented by a number of key objectives to be met throughout the 

project. 

1. Provide and implement a mechanism which would enable bulk project data to be 

migrated between heterogeneous collaborative systems, which would be 

practical in real world situations. 

2. Investigate the additional potential benefits that bulk project data extraction and 

bulk project data importation could yield, going onto proving these benefits 

were obtainable. 

3. Propose a solution which would allow incremental data updates to be passed 

between different collaborative projects, replicating the content of one repository 

with another. 

4. Propose a solution which would allow real-time integration between different 

collaborative systems participating on the same project, allowing the same 

content to be viewed and manipulated through multiple user interfaces. 
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1.6 DISCOURSE CONTENT MAP 

Table 1, below outlines the discourse contents, indicating where sections refer to either 

parts of a paper, a paper in its entirety or a technical report located in the appendices of 

this thesis. Papers 1 and 2 are concerned with evaluating the proposed NCCTP XML 

Bulk Data exchange standard from the perspective of the vendor and client respectively. 

While paper 3 examines the practical issues which would be encountered by any clients 

and vendors during the transfer of project data between systems. Paper 4 highlights the 

business and technical need for transfer, how the NCCTP XML schema was developed, 

the common components of the generic collaborative system model created to enable 

transfers and the potential future work in this area. Technical report 1 outlines the 

NCCTP standard for bulk project data exchange, with reports 2 and 3 concerned with 

extending this to incremental and real time exchange respectively. Additionally the 

appendices F and G include a number of supporting documents written during the 

implementation phase of the project. 
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2 REVIEW OF EXISTING AND RECENT WORK 

2.1 BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

2.1.1 DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES 

The tenn disruptive technologies was first coined by Clayton Christensen (Christensen, 

1997), but it is not the case that these did not exist before this date (Access To Energy, 

1998), (Integral, 2002a) and (Integral, 2002b). When defining the concept of a 

disruptive technology, Christensen showing that even though companies seem to do 

everything right, listening to customers, continue to develop technology to improve 

their existing product lines; and are always on the alert to what their competitors are 

doing, they occasionally lose major markets or major market shares, and they 

sometimes go out of business all together. However Christensen's definition of 

disruptive technologies as those which swoop in under a company's radar to offer low-

end customers far better value has been questioned by Cohan (2000a) as to its relevance 

in the internet age. Cohan (2000b) highlighted in industry based examples by companies 

that have successfully managed disruptive technologies internally countering 

Christensen's theory, of how they should be handled 

Since the original definition, there have been many attempts to redefine disruptive 

technologies in the light of what they mean to different businesses. However the 

original theory still remains relevant in the internet world as shown by the music, and 

fllm Industries' continuing battles with flle sharing over the internet. 
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In the early 2000's web services were seen as a potential disruptive technology 

(Charlesworth, 2002), appearing on the research analyst Gartner's, Enterprise 

Application Integration Hype Cycle of new technologies (McCoy et aI, 2003). They 

were seen as disruptive due to the potential they offered to change the way disparate 

computer applications communicated with each other. To test this, part of the EngD 

project examined the potential application which web services could have within the 

area of interoperability between different collaborative solutions offered to the UK AEC 

sector. 

2.1.2 WEB SERVICES 

On the 12th July 2000, at the Microsoft Professional Development Conference in 

Orlando, Florida, Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates fIrst unveiled the concept of 'Web 

Services' in the context as they are known today (Gates 2000). But while the words may 

have come from the mouth of the Microsoft's chairman, Web Services are not just a 

Microsoft creation. The technology was developed by many organisations which shared 

an interest in building electronic marketplaces. Although Gates reintroduced the modem 

concept of web services, their root can be traced back to 1975, when EDI heralded the 

launch of electronic data interchange (CMIS, 2003), as the fIrst attempt to standardise 

business communication over a network. Since the launch of EDI other attempts have 

been made to standardise business communications over a network. 

• CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) 

• DCOM (Distributed Component Object Model) 

• Unix Remote Procedure Call 

• Java Remote Method Invocation 
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All these technologies are still in existence today, but to date they have failed to gain 

significant market share or enough momentum to succeed. It was the evolution in 

standardisation of the web which eventually made it possible to get all of the major 

vendors to agree on common transport protocols, HTTP, a universal business standard 

by 1997 running on TCPIIP, a mature standard when the web went main-stream in 

1994. The final piece of the required puzzle fell in place with the eventual release of 

proposed SOAP 1.0 by Microsoft after over a years delay (Box, 2001). 

Support for Web Services amongst the major IT vendors spread quickly and by the end 

of 2000, HP, mM, Microsoft, Oracle and Sun had announced their commitment to Web 

services. (Hayward, 2002) shows that already some unexpected business opportunities 

have arisen, with MapPoint.Net, being used to combat credit card fraud in the retail 

sector. 

2.2 EXISTING COLLABORATION STANDARDISATION 

PROPOSALS 

2.2.1 DocLINK SPECIFICATION 

The Specification was produced as a direct response to the increasing number of 

organisations using project collaboration tools, by primarily Leeds University and 

collaborative software provider Sarcophagus (Watson & Davoodi 2002). It was aimed 

at aiding the movement of data between an organisations own intemal repository and 

any of the many existing project collaboration solutions. DocLink proposed 25 generic 

XML transactions with which a corporate document management system could interact 
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directly with any compliant project collaboration system allowing the automated 

transfer of documents and associated metadata in either direction. 

The DocLink specification defines a good system for transfer of information from one 

system to another but this is achieved by moving small amounts of data as responses to 

particular requests made by the other system. Since the requirement for the NCCTP 

Bulk data exchange would require for all project data to be transferred in one lump a 

methodology for storing data outside ofthe tools was required. 

Additional problems with the DocLink Specification, if it were to be used for bulk data 

exchange was the requirement that the two systems be in direct communication with 

each other, exposing both systems to increased security risks. This coupled with 

perceived leaning to the Sarcophagus product meant that it would be difficult for other 

vendors to implement both from a commercial and practical view point. 

2.2.2 ISO 82045 

This specification by the International Standards Organisation for document 

management systems (ISO 2000), describes the associated metadata which is attached 

to a document. The example Document Type Definitions (DTD) included with the 

current specifications do define elements that are common to the NCCTP Schema that 

has been produced, such as documents, and document revisions. However this is not 

directly comparable with the work that has been undertaken, as the NCCTP describes a 

wider range of objects. The similarities within the document elements are only a few as 

ISO 82045 goes into much more detail than that which is currently implemented by any 
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vendor and therefore not be suitable as the NCCTP's aim is to work with the existing 

structure of the systems, not impose a new structure. 

2.2.3 EBXML (ISO 15000) 

Maintained by OASIS and UN/CEFACT and published as ISO 15000 this specification 

defines a whole set of standards that describe how organisations should conduct 

business over the internet; it describes a framework for conducting e-business using 

well defined XML messages within the context of standard business processes and 

partner agreements (ISO 2001). 

The application of this framework, which is focused on continual communications, to 

the transfer of a collaborative project from one system to another, would be impractical 

as it would require a CCP (Collaborative Protocol Agreement) and both vendors to enter 

into a partnering agreement. However moving forward to the possibility of incremental 

and real time integration, where agreements such as these would be more likely the use 

of the ebXML framework for conducting eBusiness could be more useful. 

2.2.4 PIX PROTOCOL 

The PIX (project Information Exchange) protocol seeks to establish the best use of 

Information Technology for communication between the project participants, for each 

individual project, this includes selecting an appropriate collaboration system to manage 

document control (PIX 2004). It is recommended that the protocol be agreed as early as 

possible in the project so information can be shared amongst the participants, which 

works fme when the entire project team is in place at the start of the work. Issues could 

arise when decisions on systems are taken early on in the project and then imposed on 
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other participants as they join the team, leading to the situation where the same content 

can be stored in multiple repositories. 

2.2.5 JSR-000170 

JSR-000170 is a Java based API for accessing data store in a content repository and 

collaborative systems, which outlines a series of methods which must be implemented 

by a vendor (JSR 2004). It defines the requests and responses but leaves the 

implementation to the individual vendor, which would allow real time access to data 

stored in the repository. The specification contains many of the generic functions 

required to interact with collaborative systems and formed an interesting reference point 

for the verification of the set of functionalities discussed by the NCCTP Technical 

Group. The JSR 170 Specification could not itself be used as vendors systems are 

written using different base technologies, and they do not necessarily have the java 

skills in house to implement this solution. 

2.2.6 IFCXML AND AEcXML 

With the wide spread emergence ofXML as a data exchange platform, many new XML 

based standard approaches for the construction industry appeared for data exchange 

such as ifcXML (IAI 2001), aecXML (lA! 2004). While aecXML was aimed at 

producing a collection of transaction schemas, ifcXML did offer storage and transfer 

capabilities applicable to Collaborative systems. The Leeds University (2002) DocLink 

specification then extended the ifcXML model and applied this to the transfer of 

documents and associated metadata between collaborative systems. 
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2.2.7 BcXML 

Building and Construction eXtensible mark-up Language (bcXML) was designed to 

provide the European building and construction sector an XML based language to 

support the eBusiness communication between clients, architects, engineers, suppliers 

and contractors for the procurement of products, components and services (Lima et aI, 

2003). With its focus on eBusiness, the bcDictionary and bcTaxonomy defined in 

bcXML (Tolman et aI, 2001) is well suited to defining the physical objects which exist 

in the AEC sector but not the virtual objects which exist in collaborative systems. 

2.2.8 ECOSPACE 

The eProfessionals Collaboration Space (eCoSpace) Project is a European wide 

initiative started in 2006 aimed at delivering seamless, dynamic and creative 

collaboration across teams, organisations and communities through a personalised 

collaborative working environment by 2012 (ECOSPACE, 2006). This project is a three 

year project focused on four different areas of collaborative working, with the area of 

most interest to' this thesis is their investigation into user-centric integration of 

collaborative tools. The aim being that shared workspaces become interoperable to 

avoid the deployment and learning of different solutions for being able to. collaborate 

with people using different solutions (Prinz et al 2007). Participating in this project is 

one of the NCCTP member organisations, Business Collaborator, who will bring to the 

table valuable knowledge of interoperability gained during the standardisation efforts 

presented in this thesis. 
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2.2.9 SEMI STRUCTURED DATA 

The concept of Semi Structured Data precedes XML and refers to data which can 

neither be classified as structured, i.e. easily storable in a database or unstructured i.e. a 

text document. The work done by the NCCTP was aimed at creating a largely 

. automated system which would allow for projects to be transferred between large 

numbers of different systems. This required the core data model developed to be ridged 

with element names and the general structure of elements clearly defined. However 

NCCTP does support the concepts of Semi Structured data through the extensibilities 

provided which allow for vendors to export custom data against defmed NCCTP XML 

elements, they can included their own XML tags in an export. 

2.2.10 SEMANTIC WEBS 

The Semantic Web is ,concept were the meaning of information available on the web is 

defined to such a degree that it is clearly understandable by both humans and machines 

(Lee et al. 2001). In such a scenario it would be possible for data, information and 

knowledge exchange between collaborative systems to be handled automatically since 

one collaborative application would be able to understand what the data in the other 

system was by simply viewing various web pages. The feasibility of this approach for 

use as a bulk data exchange methodology has a few fundamental floors which could not 

be overcome in the short term. One current implementations of collaborative software 

do not include enough semantic information in their web pages to allow for the true 

meaning of the data displayed to be understood, i.e. it would require substantial rework 

for every application. Secondly the physical size of some of the projects including 

documents would make transfer over the internet impractical. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Research in the context of the Engineering Doctorate programme is a systematic 

investigation to discover, revise or extend theories that have practical application within 

the AEC Industry, and or extend general domain knowledge. The required systematic 

approach, or methodology, describes all the tools, techniques, methods and procedures 

to facilitate successful research. This chapter examines the different methodological 

approaches available and the rationale for the selection of appropriate methods for the 

undertaken research project, and sub projects, concluding with the overall research 

design. 

3.1.1 METHODOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS 

Before it is possible to select an appropriate research methodology for the project it is 

important that a clear understanding of the different methodologies available is known. 

Dainty (2004) argues that all research methodologies can be categorised into one of 

three different types Positivist, Interpretative or critical. Creswell (2003) describes 

positivist methodologies as quantitative approaches that use positive observable 

phenomena to not only describe but also predict. Interpretative or phenomenalist 

methodologies are subjective and make no reliance on the postulates that underpin 

positivist methodologies. The content and pursuit is indicative of the researches 

intentions, and conclusions form qualitative narratives (Woods & Trexler 2001). 

Whereas critical methodology, which grew from perceived weaknesses in traditional 

methodologies (Yanchar et al. 2005), and is the evaluation how cultural, historical and 
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political factors have moulded experience creating subjective truths to be challenged. 

However whichever category of research methodology is selected the overall structure 

of the research, Figure 1, will follow the hourglass model (Dane 1990). 

Within the Engineering Doctorate Programme the broad 

area of research is decided up on by the University and the 

Sponsoring Company, with a suitable research engineer 

selected who is best able to conduct this research. The 

Research Engineer, in Collaboration with industrial and 

academic supervisors, then focuses the research, and 
Figure 1 Generic 
Structure of Research selects how the goals are to be delivered. 

Once a suitable methodology has been selected, the research engineer can commence 

with the research, analyse the results and then draw suitable conclusions from the work. 

Finally the delivered research and its conclusions must be Generalised back to the initial 

Problem/Question that was set by the sponsor's. 

Along with the different categories of research methodology specified earlier, there are 

a number of different research methods that can be undertaken including Action, 

Cartography, Case Study, Classification, Content or Textual Analysis, Experience & 

Intuition, Experiments, Eye Tracking, Interviews, Mathematical Models, Participant 

Observation, Semiotics, Simulation, Statistical Analysis and Statistical Surveys 

(Wikipedia, 2007). However not all these research methods are suitable for an 

engineering research project and only Action Research (Lewin 1946) and Case Study 

Research are deemed to be suitable (Yin 2002). 
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The Engineering Doctorate Programme allows for the research to take either the fonn of 

a single project that lasts the entire 4 year duration, or a series of sub projects that can 

be drawn together cohesively into a single project. Therefore in the situation where a 

series of projects have been undertaken a general methodology will be required for both 

the project in its entirety and each of the sub projects individually. The following 

section outlines the selected methodology for the entire project and those for the 

individual components of the project, stating the justification ofthese selections. 

3.1.2 METHODOLOGY AND JUSTIFICATION 

The research that was undertaken to reach the aim of the overall project was conducted 

in five stages. These five phases of the project account for the research required for the 

entire project and that require'd for the individual sub projects. These separate 

components or sub projects were inter-dependent upon each other, fonning a structure 

which is shown in Figure 2. Stage 1 set out to confirm the need for the research into 

data transfer between collaborative systems used by the UK AEC Industry, while stages 

2 through 5 examined ways of best delivering the identified segments of integration to 

clients of collaborative products. Action and case study research methodologies were 

selected as the most appropriate to follow for the project as the research engineer would 

be embedded within the NCCTP technical group working with the vendors in 

workshops to collect sufficient infonnation to design practical data exchange standards. 

These proposals would then be amended and validated through additional workshops 

conducted during and after implementation efforts by the vendors. The ultimate proof of 

the work success would be measured through practical application of data transfer 

between systems and presented as case studies. 
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Figure 2 - Interrelated Structure of EngD Project Components 

Along with an overall methodology that controlled the project in its entirety each 

individual component had its own methodology which was focused upon delivering the 

best results for that phase. The individual methodology selections for the components 

are discussed in sections 3.2 through to 3.5, while the key deliverables for the project 

and sub projects is shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 - EngD Sub Project Key Deliverables 

Sub Pro.iect Key Deliverables 
Bulk Data Exchange • A Standardised method for the bulk Transfer 

of Project Data between different 
collaboration systems. 

• A solution Implemented by vendors in the 
UK AEC collaboration system supplier's 
marketplace. 

• Independent solution verification 
documentation. 

Extending Bulk Data • Proof that the extensibility provided within 
Exchange and Project Data the bulk data exchange schema can be used to 
Archiving support additional data stored within a project 

collaboration tool. 

• A Set of Generic Extensions which could be 
utilised by the NCCTP to increase the 
coverage of the bulk data exchange standard. 

• Additional Opportunities for the use of 
Extended Data Extraction and Importation. 

• NCCTP Export Based Project Archiving 
Solution 

Incremental Data Exchange • Proposed solution to the NCCTP which 
outlines a method of achieving incremental 
data exchange in a manor that complements 
existing NCCTP efforts. 

Real Time Data Exchange • A Proposed solution to the NCCTP Technical 
Group which outlines a methodology for the 
achievement of real time data exchange 
between collaborative systems used by the 
AEC sector. 

3.2 BULK EXCHANGE OF PROJECT DATA 

To satisfy the aim of producing a standardised mechanism for the bulk transfer of 

project data between heterogeneous collaborative systems and also to form a foundation 

for more advanced integration, any proposed solution needed to be as generic and 

widely adopted as possible. To increase the probability that the solution would be 

implemented by vendors in the construction collaboration supplier market, it was 

important that any proposal fitted within the existing implementations of software with 
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minimal changes required. Therefore a workshop approach was selected that would 

enable the technical architects of many major solution providers to be closely involved 

in the initial design and test implementation through to the fmal approval of the 

proposed bulk data exchange standard. These workshops, detailed in section 4.2.3, were 

conducted quarterly during the design phase to review progress and resolve any issues 

arising during the system modelling and implementation testing phases. Figure 3 

illustrates the key activities flow and deliverables of this project phase showing the 

iteration process that the standard would be subjected to. 

Figure 3 - Key Activities and Deliverables for the Bulk Project Data Exchange Project 

The initial workshops aimed to establish the commonalities that existed between 

different collaborative systems through the examination of implementations of seven of 

the best known vendors in the UK marketplace. Allowing for a series of object class 

definitions and their inter-relationships to be defined, this could then be transformed 

into an object model defining a generic collaborative system used by the construction 

sector. An online discussion group was established in order for the model to be fine-
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tuned through the implementation efforts of vendor organisations, with minor changes 

agreed online, while major changes being discussed and either accepted or rejected 

during the quarterly meetings. 

Once the first agreed draft of the standard was available the participating organisation 

would then start to exchange sample project data to validate the object model that were 

made during the initial design of the standard with real project data extracted from other 

systems. Similar to the initial design phase of the model, changes would be made based 

upon the experiences of organisations as they tried to implement the solution, which 

would be ratified at the subsequent quarterly technical meetings. 

Once intra-organisational testing of the data exchange standard was complete and each 

organisation was satisfied that it not only represented a model that their organisation 

could support but one that the wider industry could support the existence of the standard 

would be unveiled to the construction industry. To increase confidence in the data 

exchange standard a series of independent testing would be conducted by a 3rd party 

organisation to verify that vendors were capable of both exporting to and importing 

from the agreed standard. 

3.3 ADDITIONAL APPLICATION AND EXTENSION OF 

NCCTP BULK EXCHANGE 

In this phase of the project an investigation was done into two possible application of 

the bulk data exchange standard. 
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3.3.1 EXTENDING BULK EXCHANGE 

The designed NCCTP bulk data exchange standard defines will only those elements 

which are common amongst the majority of construction collaboration system, but 

includes built-in extensibility to allow individual vendors to export vendor specific 

information. To test this extensibility, Causeway's collaborative solution would have its 

NCCTP compliant project export expanded to export additional data in NCCTP format. 

This practical examination of the standards extension capabilities involved the 

following steps. 

1) An examination of the additional data held within the Causeway collaborative 

solution which was not directly supported by the initial version of the NCCTP 

bulk data exchange standard. 

2) Selection of a subset of available data, which would be the most appropriate 

to include as part of an exported project. 

3) Design of structures/object models that would hold the additional information 

that could be contained within a valid NCCTP project export document. 

4) Extending the export and import capabilities of Causeway's NCCTP utilities 

to deal with the additional project and object data. 

5) Recommendations for using the extended export and import capabilities to 

meet other data exchange requirements. 

Figure 4 shows the key activities and deliverables from this portion of the sub project 

aimed at using the extensibility incorporated into the NCCTP Bulk Data Exchange to 

include more project data in the export. 
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Figure 4 - Key Activities and Deliverables for the Extension of Core NCCTP Project Data 
Exchange Project 

On completion of the research, the results of the extensibility analysis carried out on the 

NCCTP schema and any potential utilisation of the finding as separate product streams 

would be passed onto both the NCCTP technical committee and Causeway staff for 

evaluation and feedback. 

3.3.2 NCCTP BASED PROJECT DATA ARCHIVING 

The creation of a generic archiving solution which is capable of being applied to project 

data which has been created in a number of different collaborative solutions offers 

tangible benefits to both users and suppliers. This phase of the project will examine if 

an archiving solution could be applied to project data extracted in NCCTP format from 

any collaborative system. The sample projects used for this analysis would be those 

generated during the intra-organisational testing of the bulk project exchange standard 

with the aim being to give the impression they had all been generated from the same 
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system when viewed through the archive. The practical examination of NCCTP 

exported data usability for project archives involves the following primary tasks. 

I) Review of the existing functionality offered by those vendors who do 

currently offer post project archiving functionality. 

2) Selection of appropriate technology for the creation of the archive viewer. 

3) Analysis of the suitability of the data structure of an exported project in 

NCCTP format to archive viewing. 

4) Document the changes required to allow exported project data to be viewed 

in an archive viewer 

5) Create Transformation application which will restructure data to the format 

required by the archive viewer. 

6) Create the archive viewer. 

7) Recommendations on the suitability of an archiving solution based on 

NCCTP extracted data. 

On completion of the research into the creation of an archiving solution based on the 

data extracted in an NCCTP bulk project exchange export, the finding will be passed 

onto both the NCCTP technical committee and Causeway staff for evaluation and 

feedback. 

3.4 INCREMENTAL PROJECT DATA EXCHANGE 

The incremental updating of project data between two collaborative systems used by the 

construction sector is a logical extension of the generic collaborative system object 

model, developed in the bulk data exchange of project data within this research. 
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Therefore the start of this work was constrained by the completion date of at least the 

fIrst recognised version of that bulk exchange standard. Figure 5 shows the flow of this 

sub project, along with the key deliverables to be produced during its progression. 

Updated 
Ioaemental 
Exct1ange 

, "Standard 

PtoPosal .. 

Figure 5 - Activities and deliverables of the incremental data updating project 

The initial step in the project will be to establish the need for the creation of an 

incremental project updating solution amongst both the vendors and clients, and then 

the evaluation of all the available methodologies that could be adopted. These different 

approaches would then be debated with the other participating members of the NCCTP 

Technical committee, and the most promising selected for further investigation, based 

upon the evaluation criteria, detailed in Table 3. 

Table 3 - Incremental Updating Solution Evaluation Criteria 

Criteria Description 
Feasibility Is the proposed solution practical in real world 

situations 
Design Complexity (Cost) The amount of time required to design the 

proposed solution 
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Implementation Effort The amount of time required implementing the 
solution, including testing and enhancing the 
original design. 

Solution Capabilities A solution which maximises the data which can 
be incrementally updated, while reducing the 
complexity of the incremental updates. 

The selected methodology to achieve the goal of incremental project updating would 

then be written up in to an NCCTP proposal document outlining the recommended 

approach to delivering an incremental project data exchange solution. This document 

would then be evaluated by the member organisations, as a standardised way of 

incrementally updating project data, and once the evaluation is complete this document 

would become the proposed NCCTP incremental project data exchange standard. 

3.5 REAL TIME PROJECT DATA EXCHANGE 

The real time exchange or access to project data which is or was initially stored in a 

different system to the one through which the user is attempting to access it, has been 

the long time goal of the NCCTP technical committee since its inception in mid 2003. 

Although this project has been ultimately planned since the start it does rely upon the 

successful completion of the bulk data exchange work and to a lesser extent the 

incremental project data exchange work prior to its commencement. The following 

flowchart, Figure 6, outlines the key stages in which the real time project should 

progress through in order to produce an outcome that can be effectively incorporated 

and utilised by vendors and clients. 
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Figure 6 - Key Stages and deliverables of the Real Time Integration Sub Project 

Since vendors are generally reluctant to undertake experimental work which may not be 

required by the user community, it is important to establish the need for and potential 

business models that real time integration between different vendors will open up. This 

can be achieved through the analysis of previous work in the sector and discussions 

with prominent clients who are in the position of utilising multiple solutions 

concurrently. 

Once that the justification of the work has been clearly established and is accepted by 

the majority of the vendor community the next stage was the creation of a series of 

proposals which would allow for data to be available in real time through a verity of 

different user interfaces. These proposals will be based upon an evaluation of work done 
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previously in other NCCTP activities, and work carried out by other teams in both the 

construction and non construction sectors. 

The NCCTP Technical committee have then evaluated the different options and selected 

the one that they wish to progress in detail, with this option then being expanded into a 

proposal that could be adopted by the NCCTP as a standard for real time integration 

between collaborative systems used by the AEC sector. 

3.6 SUMMARY 

This chapter has discussed the methodologies adopted for the EngD project in its 

entirety, and those adopted for the individual sub-projects which combined together to 

form it. It provided an overview of the research methodologies available and a 

justification of those selected for particular components, to deliver the overall research 

design. 
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4 RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AND FINDINGS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the research carried out to meet the aim and objectives of the 

entire EngD project, with each of the sub projects presented in its own section of the 

chapter. 

4.2 NCCTP BULK PROJECT DATA EXCHANGE 

The initial stage in any EngD project is to examine the work that has already been done 

to ensure that a genuine real world problem exists, or that any existing solutions can be 

improved. Once the need had been established, and any existing solutions examined a 

process of industry workshops was undertaken to develop a generic solution which 

would then be implemented by participating vendor organisations. The following 

sections discuss each of the activities in more detail. 

4.2.1 CLIENTS' AND PROVIDERS' BULK EXCHANGE NEEDS 

At the start of this sub project a literature review was carried out to identify previous 

work in the following areas: 

• The barriers to the adoption of project collaboration tools. 

• The client's need for the ability to transfer project data between different 

tools. 

• Any existing studies that had examined data exchange in a construction 

context, especially vendor neutral implementations. 
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• And; existing studies which had examined data exchange outside of a 

construction context. 

The paper "potential impact the bulk data exchange standard may have on the user 

community", Appendix B, contains an evaluation of the need for data transfer. It 

highlights the following, (explained in detail in the paper), as the client's need for bulk 

project data transfer: 

• Once started, clients are locked in to using the solution throughout the 

project. 

• Confidence in the stability of the providers of collaborative solutions. 

• Anticipated Consolidation of the sector. 

• The increase in use by larger organisation of a single enterprise solution to 

manage multiple projects. 

• Current requirement for organisations to use multiple project collaboration 

simultaneously. 

The needs of vendor's to create bulk project data exchange were primarily focused on 

increasing client confidence in the vendor marketplace, "The Impact of the NCCTP 

Data Exchange Standard on the Providers of Collaborative Software to the UK. 

Construction Industry", Appendix A. 

4.2.2 VIABILITY ASSESSMENT OF SOLUTIONS 

A solution which would allow for project data to be bulk extracted from one system and 

imported in a timely way into a number of other systems would need to address the 

following points: 
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• Since all project collaboration tools have their own unique underlying 

database schema, a common description of the structure would be 

needed. This schema or defmition was agreed upon during a series of 

workshops attended by leading architects for numerous vendors of 

collaborative technology, section 4.2.3.2. 

• That data could be transferred between systems without fundamentally 

changing the integrity of the data. Exporter and Importer checklists 

where created which allowed data leaving one system and data imported 

into another to be validated, Appendix F. During the implementation 

stage the proposed standard was tuned at a series of workshops, sections 

4.2.3.3, 4.2.3.4 and 4.2.3.5, utilising feedback from participating 

vendors. 

• That data could be stored in a format outside of the collaborative systems 

which was accessible to collaborative systems deployed on different 

platforms and built using different technologies. XML was selected to be 

the vendor neutral storage format as it has become the leading data 

exchange format. 

4.2.3 INDUSTRIAL WORKSHOPS AND SOLUTION DESIGN 

The structure of the research was focused around workshops which were attended by 

the lead architects of participating vendor organisations, during these sessions any work 

identified would be allocated and carried out before the next meeting. The following 

paragraphs describe the highlights of each workshop and then detail the actions carried 

out between workshops. 
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4.2.3.1 Feasibility Workshop 17th July 2003 

The primary aim of this workshop was to examine the feasibility of migrating data 

between different collaborative systems, and if possible to produce a rough estimate of 

the effort required to both design and implementation of the solution. This estimate was 

required by the participating vendor organisations to ensure that enough time would be 

allocated for successful implementation. The workshop was attended by seven technical 

architects, representing all six of the different NCCTP member vendors, the technical 

lead from the NCCTP steering committee and the research engineer. 

Through a broad discussion of how data was stored within each system it was decided 

that the differences which existed could be overcome and a single generic description of 

a project stored on a collaborative system could be made. With the feasibility 

established the group outlined the key activities required to design and then implement a 

data exchange standard which would allow projects to be migrated between 

heterogeneous systems. 

Prior to the next workshop session, existing work in the field of data exchange 

involving collaborative tools used by the construction sector was examined, in the hope 

that it could be utilised as a basis for the NCCTP activities. The 2 papers, addressing the 

potential impact on vendors and user, Appendix A and B, outline the existing methods 

available for forming the foundation of transferring data. Some similar activities were 

found however, under detailed evaluation they were deemed not suitable for the NCCTP 

requirements without the need to change core functionality ofthe participating vendor's 

system. 
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4.2.3.2 Design Workshops September 2003 - July 2004 

With the review of the existing available solutions showing that they did not meet the 

NCCTP's requirements for bulk project data exchange a series of design workshops 

were undertaken in 2003 to create a generic model of a collaborative system which each 

vendor was capable of storing their data. After each workshop, the findings were 

constructed into XML Schema to be discussed at the next meeting. By the end of 2003 

the NCCTP had a working first version of a bulk data exchange standard, with each 

vendor investigating the implementation requirements and how well they could support 

it. 

With a new vendor 'Business Collaborator' joining the NCCTP in January 2004 a fresh 

look was taken at the first version of the standard. The contribution of a fresh member 

who had not been involved in the initial work proved useful, along with the experiences 

of vendors that looked to implement the standard, in suggesting improvements which 

should be made. Feedback from each vendor collected at the session was incorporated 

into the standard after the meeting to be reviewed at the next design workshop. 

Participants at the fmal design workshop suggested some minor amendments, listed 

below, to elements contained within the schema which were made then circulated for 

acceptance. 

• New optional description element added to the folder defmition. 

• Allow for separate XML files which defme a document to be validated with the 

same schema. 
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• New name element, and extensibility added to the definition of an alias/shortcut. 

• Adjustments made to the naming convention used for describing object audit 

history. 

• Allow optional audit history to be defined for a folder object. 

Once each vendor had notified that they were happy with the schema implementation 

efforts were started, with progress to be reviewed at the first implementation workshop. 

During the implementation efforts, the standard was adjusted slightly as each vendor 

mapped their system to the common model, resulting in the officially ratified version of 

the NCCTP bulk project data exchange standard, Appendix E. The XML schema 

created by the NCCTP defines the generic collaborative system model as a series of 

object classes and interrelationships which have been presented in a number of papers, 

Appendix A - Key Classes and Class Interrelationships, Appendix B - The NCCTP 

Standard and Appendix D - Generic Collaborative System Model. 

4.2.3.3 Implementation Workshop 19th October 2004 

The primary aim of this technical workshop was to review the continuing 

implementation activities of the participating vendor organisations and to address any 

issues that had been discovered during this. It was established that 6 of the 7 

participating vendor organisations were capable of exporting data from their systems to 

the NCCTP Data Exchange Standard, and had produced sample export data for other 

vendors to test with. These exports had been imported into 2 of the 7 participating 

vendors systems, with 4 more known to be working towards support for data 

importation. 
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During the meeting it was agreed that the schema would be extended to include a series 

of true/false elements which would describe the content of the exported data; for 

example an element(s) to specify the objects for which user rights were stored, or the 

object level where audit information was held. Participants believed that this would help 

the importing vendor to quickly identify the most appropriate methodology for 

importing the data into their system. 

During the meeting the technical representatives from the NCCTP partners agreed upon 

a new change control process which would be used to manage adjustments that were 

requested by vendor organisation. Table 4 shows the flow of actions and the 

person/people who were assigned responsibility for them. 

Table 4 - Schema Change Control Process 

Action Responsibility 
1 Change requests would be sent to Scott Moses via the Notice <All> 

Board (Online Discussion Group). 
2 Scott will review each request and add any comments and <Scott Moses> 

likely Schema changes to address the request before 
circulating to all NCCTP Technical Standards Group 
members. 

3 A 2 week "Review Period" would be allowed <All> 
4 All comments to be returned to Scott within the 2 week review <All> 

time. 
5 Where a consensus exists, the changes would be planned for <Scott Moses> 

the next release ofthe Schema. 
6 Where no consensus exists, the changes would be raised at the <Scott Moses> 

next Technical Standards Group meeting. 
7 Where no consensus exists following the next Technical <Scott Moses> 

Standards Group meeting, the changes would be raised to the 
Steering Group Meeting, who would make the final decision. 

To give the data exchange standard added credibility the technical group decided that 

each vendor organisation must supply documentary evidence that they were capable of 
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both exporting data to and importing data from the agreed standard. It was agreed that a 

standard checklist of actions should be produced for both the import and export which 

would then be completed and shared with the other vendors. 

The following actions identified during the implementation workshop were conducted 

prior to the next scheduled workshop: 

• The proposed changes to the current version of the standard agreed at the 

workshop were submitted to the group for evaluation using the new change 

control process, consensus was reached and the changes committed to the new 

version of the standard. The proposed release date of this new version standard 

would be discussed at the next workshop. 

• The import checklist proposal document version 1.4, which can be found in 

appendix F, was circulated to all participating organisations for approval. 

• The export checklist proposal document version 1.4, in appendix F, was 

circulated to all vendor organisations for approval. 

• The structure of the elements to be added to the standard which will describe the 

contents of the exported data. 

4.2.3.4 Implementation Workshop 13th March 2005 

The primary focus of this workshop was to review the experiences gained by each 

organisation in the implementation of 1 sI proposed version of the data exchange 

standard. At this meeting it was established that another two participating organisations 

had successfully implemented import functionality to work with their collaborative 

software. 
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During the workshop the following changes to the current version of the schema, 

identified during implementation, were agreed, and would be included in the next 

release of the schema. 

• It would be OPTIONAL to hold "Groups" within "Groups". 

• It would be OPTIONAL to have a "Group" without members. 

• It would be MANDATORY that users and organizations that had ever existed 

within a project who then left the project would be marked as "INACTIVE" and 

not deleted to retain audit links and so they would be included in any 

export/import. 

• It would be OPTIONAL to include a folder description as well as a folder name. 

• The agreed list of elements which describe the contents of the exported data. 

To increase the credibility of the data exchange standard the technical group agreed that 

participating vendor organisations should have implementations of the data exchange 

standard independently verified by a neutral 3rd party organisation. The group then 

collectively produced an outline of what they felt should be included in any independent 

testing. 

• A project already available within the application to be tested would be selected 

at random and exported. 

• The export process and exported XML data would be tested for compliance to 

the standard. 
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• A generic project, previously unseen, would be provided by the tester and 

imported into the application being tested. 

• The import process and imported project would be tested for compliance with 

the standard. 

The following actions identified during the implementation workshop were conducted 

prior to the next scheduled workshop: 

• The changes to the data exchanged standard which had been agreed at the 

workshop were implanted and a new version of the standard submitted to the 

group for approval. 

• An updated version of the import checklist document v1.5, located in appendix 

F, was produced which addressed concerns raised by several vendors about the 

wording of the tests at the last workshop meeting. 

• An Updated version of the export checklist document v1.5, shown in appendix 

F, was produced which adjusted the wording of several of the specified tests. 

4.2.3.5 Implementation Workshop 27th July 2005 

The primary focus of this technical workshop was to finalise the last revision of version 

one of the bulk data exchange standard which would be utilised as the basis for the 

independent testing of vendor implementations. At the workshop it was established that 

every participating vendor now supported the current version of the standard with 

import and export functionality for their product. 
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The group then created a series of recommendations which would be required for the 

independent testing of a vendor's implementation of export functionality compatible 

with the NCCTP bulk data exchange standard raising the following points: 

• Each organisation must have a project ready to export from their system that 

includes all elements that they support, elements to be compared to completed 

'classes and interrelationships' document returned to the NCCTP technical 

group. 

• Scalability testing of export utility on a project that must contain at least 10000 

documents. 

• Export checks to be carried out on only the sample project, as this will include 

all functionality supported by the organisations system. 

Then, the following recommendations for the tests which should be conducted on a 

vendor's NCCTP bulk data exchange import functionality. 

• Scalability testing of the import utility on sample project that contains a 

minimum of 10000 documents. 

• Independent tester to select one of the sample projects exported from another 

NCCTP members system to be imported. 

• Checks to be carried out only on the sample project not the large project. 

• The imported project to be checked using the import checklist document along 

with project statistics and/or screenshots provided by the source system. 
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The following actions identified during the implementation workshop were conducted 

prior to the next scheduled workshop, with a proposal on how independent testing 

should be conducted circulated to all NCCTP member organisations, see Appendix E. 

4.2.4 

• Creation of a very large sample NCCTP project to be used for vendor 

scalability testing and eventually independent testing. 

• Proposal on what activities should be included in independent testing, the 

order of these activities and the likely duration of this testing. 

• Creating new versions of example projects which validated against the 

ratified version of the NCCTP bulk data exchange standard. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF BULK DATA EXCHANGE STANDARD WITH 

CAUSEWAY'S COLLABORATIVE SOLUTION 

As part of Causeway Technologies support for the NCCTP in general and the Bulk 

Project Data Exchange Standard in particular, the various incarnations of the standard 

which have been created through its development process have been implemented 

against the Causeway Collaborative solution. This ability to test the data exchange 

standard against a real world product at key stages during its development coupled with 

detailed knowledge of how collaborative systems are actually utilised has lead to a 

generic standard applicable to the construction sector. 

As Causeway's collaborative solution is built upon Livelink the world most used 

Enterprise Content Management software a number of generic import export utilities 

already existed for Causeway's Collaborative product. The initial implementation of the 

standard was attempted using XSLT Transformations which turn NCCTP XML into 

XML capable of import into the Causeway system using Livelink's standard XML 
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import, and vice versa. However this approach was unable to deal which the self 

contained structure, content and users, of the NCCTP defined project, as well as a few 

other features of the NCCTP schema. 

As the analysis of all existing techniques had proved that they were incompatible with 

the NCTTP schema it was decided that two separate applications would need to be 

written to control the import and export to and from the NCCTP Standard. These 

utilities utilised the Livelink API to add to or retrieve information from Causeway's 

collaborative environment. 

When inter organisational testing on the standard started it was found that the flexibility 

needed in order to allow for each system to map successfully made it difficult for a 

single implementation of the import application to be flexible enough. Therefore the 

NCCTP component was separated from the import application allowing greater 

flexibility in how data was handled during import into the Causeway system. 

In addition to providing the framework of a construction project held within a 

collaborative system and the definition of the key components, the schema provides the 

ability to extend the data exported from any system. To test this extensibility a project 

was undertaken which attempted to export all information stored within a collaborative 

project to the NCCTP Standard utilising the extensibility provided. Although largely 

successful it was not possible to include every piece of data in a compliant export, these 

areas have been documented and could form the basis for extending the core Schema 

already defmed. 
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The work done during the implementation efforts and the live project migrations 

highlighted in section 4.2.6 have generated a large volume of knowledge around the 

practicalities of transferring project data between different collaborative systems which 

is presented in Appendix C. 

4.2.5 PRACTICAL USAGE 

With the much anticipated consolidation of the collaboration systems marketplace 

foreseen in the early 2000's having failed to materialise within the UK, the practical 

application of the NCCTP transfer has not been tested in a real world environment 

between two separate vendors. With the designed schema and transfer mechanisms 

acting as a safety net which prospective clients can rely upon worst case situations. 

Since the invent of the data exchange solution by the NCCTP members and it's public 

launch to members of the construction industry at the Project Extranets V Conference 

many new lIT (Invitation To Tender) documents for collaborative systems have 

included cross vendor data transfer requirements. Clients are looking not only for the 

safety net that the data exchange standard offers but data transfers between collaborative 

systems at key stages during the project process. For example if a client used an 

enterprise collaborative system internally for their organisations, but used a variety of 

project extranets on individual projects they could have the requirement to transfer their 

latest policy documents to each project to share with other participating organisation. 

Further examples of the potential uses of the bulk data exchange standard are illustrated 

in the standard document which is attached in Appendix E of this thesis. 
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One of the most important uses of the bulk data exchange standard was that the work 

required to define the key cornrnonalities which existed between the different vendor 

systems, produced a foundation which other extensions could be built upon. Incremental 

data exchange between different systems used many of the classes and metadata defined 

in the bulk data exchange to describe objects and information which had been updated. 

Real time integration would extend this concept further to make the amended data 

available across systems as the modifications occurred. 

As shown in methodology section 3.1.2, the bulk data exchange standard work is the 

basis on which all other work conducted during the project is based. 

4.2.6 CASE STUDIES 

The following two case studies show the application of the bulk data exchange standard 

into real world situations. 

4.2.6.1 Transferring Data from ASP to Enterprise System 

Since 2004 HBG, one of the UK's leading construction services organisations, have run 

an internal collaboration system based upon Causeway's implementation of Livelink, 

for the construction industry. Prior to this HBG had utilised a number of different 

hosted collaborative solutions to manage their construction projects. To improve 

information access for all HBG users to the information contained within these projects, 

they wished to have the data replicated in their internal system. 

A suitable project was selected, details below, from Causeway's hosted service, to be 

transferred to the HBG internal system. The migration was done utilising Causeway's 
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Project Import Export Software which is based upon an extended version of the 

NCCTP's Bulk Data Exchange Standard. The extended version was selected for the 

migration since data was being transferred between instances of the same system. 

The extraction of project data from the Causeway ASP system lasted 35 minutes and 

was done to coincide with minimum overall system utilisation. After completion of the 

export, project data was prepared for transfer then transferred to Causeway's office 

from their secure hosting environment, the whole process taking 1 hour. This extracted 

data, was stored in NCCTP bulk exchange format, including all the physical documents 

along with object metadata and user information, was then encrypted to DVD and 

transported to HBG offices to be imported. 

Once the data on the DVD had been unencrypted, the import of project data into HBG's 

environment was done in two stages. The first mapped the 115 user accounts from the 

Causeway ASP system to the existing user accounts on HBG's system, creating new 

accounts for those which did not exist, taking 45 minutes'to complete. The second stage, 

lasting 75 minutes, imported the project's data into the HBG environment. 

Review of the application logs and testing done by both Causeway and HBG showed 

that the project had been transferred successfully between the systems. 
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4.2.6.2 Transferring Pilot Projects to Live Environment 

Kier Group, a leading UK building and civil engineering contractor, first started piloting 

the use of an Enterprise Content Management System to manage their construction 

projects in 2004. After a number of successful pilot projects they decided to roll out the 

Causeway solution to their entire organisation, requiring them to deploy new hardware. 

However the initial pilot projects were still live and running on the pilot servers, and 

needed to be transferred to the new instance. The table below details the metrics of the 

projects migrated from the pilot server. 

Project Parameter 

Number of Users 
Number of Folders 
Number of Emails 
Number of 
Documents 
Number of Revisions 
Total Size of 
Revisions 

Kier and Causeway staff worked together using Causeway's NCCTP based project 

import export software to migrate each project first to Kier's test environment, and then 

after successful validation of the process into Kier's live environment. As all project 

data was kept within Kier's network during the migration there was no requirement to 

encrypt the data when transferring between servers. 

The migration of each project between the pilot and live servers followed the same 

procedure; approximate times for each stage are shown in the table below. 

1) Project data was exported from the pilot server and stored in an NCCTP 

based XML format. 
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2) Exported project data was validated, e.g. checking number of documents, 

revisions, etc. 

3) Project data was moved from the pilot server to the live server. 

4) User account mapping between the pilot and live server was done. 

5) Project data was imported into the live server. 

6) Imported project data was validated against the project on the pilot server. 

Activit 

Ex ort Pro'ect Data 
Validate Exported 
Data 
Transfer Data 
User Account 
Ma in 
Im ort Pro'ect Data 

The validation of exported and imported data and the migration utility log files showed 

that the projects had been successfully migrated between the pilot and live servers. 

4.2.6.3 Case Study Findings 

The two practical applications of the bulk project migration showed that it was of 

primary importance to get the user and group mapping information mostly completed 

prior to starting the migration, as creating and mapping users between two different 

systems cannot be automated and that it takes a long time. It was also found that 

importation or project data was vastly more intense then exportation, and took a greater 

length of time to complete. The conclusions from these case studies and their 

implementations for the transferring of bulk project data is discussed at length in 

appendix C. 
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4.3 ARCmVING IMPLEMENTATION OF BULK DATA 

EXCHANGE 

Archiving is the extraction of project data from a collaborative system upon completion 

of a project which provides an encapsulated collection of all content shared on the 

collaborative system during the project. Giving access to all the data without the need to 

continue to pay for the project to be hosted on a collaborative system is an ideal solution 

for minimising licensing costs in some payment models. However this solution is not 

without problems with each vendor supplying a different type of archive, with a unique 

GUI and access method. The collaboration of vendors on the NCCTP Bulk Data 

Exchange Standard offered the ability to create an archive solution that would be vendor 

neutral, since data could be extracted from projects in NCCTP then adjusted to the 

structure required for archive viewing. This sub project fIrstly examined the feasibility 

of this solution then investigated how it could be implemented. 

4.3.1 PROJECT ARCHIVING NEED 

As discussed earlier the ability for all project participants to continue to have access to 

project related data after the completion of the work is very important, however the 

costs of enabling this read only access to the data needs to be considered. To meet this 

need the vendors have created a number of different solutions which give the ability to 

view the data which was stored on the collaborative system. However this information 

is normally only given to the party which entered into the contract with the vendor 

therefore other parties are unlikely to get any access to this data after the completion of 

the project. Therefore there is a current requirement to fmd an inexpensive mechanism 
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which will allow for all participants on the project to have the ability to access all 

content they had rights to view after the completion of the project. 

As the number of different collaborative systems with which companies have to work is 

showing no sign of reducing, archived data from projects will remain inaccessible to the 

company employees as a whole due to the vendor specific way in which the data is 

presented. This in turn will lead to silos of knowledge within the company and reduce 

collaboration across the enterprise. So there is a requirement to get the data in a format 

that is configurable so that archives from different vendors can be presented to 

employees in a uniform way. 

4.3.2 VIABILITY ASSESSMENT OF SOLUTIONS 

Any generic archiving solution which was developed would need to have the flexibility 

of presenting the same data in a number of different ways, so as to provide the different 

project participants with a customisable viewer for the data. The NCCTP Bulk Data 

Exchange Standard would form an ideal foundation for such an archiving solution as the 

structure and contents of the data are very similar independent of the system which has 

been used to generate data. When accessing data from the archive the speed in which 

the correct data could be found would be an important issue to consider. 

Potential problems would be encountered if a viewer was placed directly onto the data 

extracted via the bulk data exchange mechanism due to the following reasons: 

• The NCCTP Schema used to validate the XML of exported projects allows for 

the definition of document objects to be included in separate XML documents, 
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with the relationship between parent and child held within the folder container. 

Any archiving viewer would therefore need to open a series of XML documents 

in order to render a folder view with the perfonnance overhead which that would 

entail. This is especially important when you consider that the data could be 

stored on slow optical media such and CD or DVD. 

• For large project structures, huge quantities of data would either need to be kept 

in memory or processed each time a new view of the infonnation was requested. 

This is due to the entire structure of the project been included in a single XML 

file, as this is the best mechanism for holding bulk project data, when access is 

required to the data in its entirety. 

To solve this problem two different approaches are possible, the ftrst would be to 

change the structure of the XML produced by the bulk extract, and the second would be 

to create the archiving structure directly using only the defmitions of classes from the 

bulk exchange standard. 

4.3.3 UTILISING BULK EXCHANGE STANDARD FOR ARCHIVING 

Using the elements and structure defmed by the NCCTP Standard as a foundation for an 

archiving solution is logical since it contained definitions of the objects contained 

within the collaborative system, meaning that every vendor could understand them. The 

actual output fro~ the bulk export could not be used, without manipulation, as the 

source data for the archive views due to perfonnance issues which would be faced on 

large projects phasing the entire xml structure. 
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Project data extracted to conform to the bulk exchange standard contains all the 

information which is required from an offline archive including: 

• Browse the project folder structure 

• Searching for objects via metadata 

• Access to document revisions 

• Access to audit Information 

• . And access to the physical files, for each revision. 

The advantage of separating the data from the presentation layer means that generic 

style sheets can be written to display information which had been extracted in NCCTP 

format from any collaborative system, thus data from any system would appear in the 

same format. 

4.3.4 IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation of the archiving solution was split into a number of distinct work 

packages that would deliver a working archive prototype which could be applied to 

NCCTP data. Once the selected solution to adjust the structure of XML required for the 

archive was taken, it was required to adjust the extraction to produce the new structure, 

create presentational views of the data, and then test it, with the implementation of each 

discussed in more detail below. 

Prototyping the archiving solution would be done using Causeway's Collaborative 

product and the Data Export Capabilities of the NCCTP Bulk Data Extract Tool. 
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4.3.4.1 Archive Format Data Extraction I Transformation 

To create the optimum performing archive structure changes were required to the XML 

produced by the NCCTP Bulk Extraction Utility. To investigate the work required for 

vendors to implement the solution it was necessary to implement both the possible 

solutions. 

• Firstly Causeway's existing NCCTP Extraction utility was adjusted to produce 

the XML structure, which represents a vendor independent archiving solution, 

i.e. the archiving extractor could not be used by another vendor even if they 

were a member of the NCCTP. 

• Secondly a Transformation utility was written that would take an NCCTP Bulk 

Data Exchange Source XML Document and transform it to the format required 

for the archive. This solution would potentially be a vendor independent solution 

as it could be used by any vendor who could produce NCCTP Bulk Data 

Exchange compliant data. 

The implementation of the adjustments to the extraction utility proved far easier then 

the transfonnation of the NCCTP Bulk Exchange source, as the content of the source 

could change substantially depending upon which vendors system had generated it. This 

was later helped by the addition of additional XML Tags to the source document that 

identified the characteristics of the system which generated it. 

4.3.5 PRACTICAL USAGE 

Project Collaboration systems host projects of all sizes, which once completed are 

effectively removed from the online collaborative tool, with the exception of those 
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which are continued to be paid for. At completion a project's data maybe archived by 

some vendors and sent to the client they have been contracted by, while those who 

simply participated on the project will receive no data from the system. 

An XMLIXSLT Based solution which displayed data inside a browser would offer a 

low cost method of delivering project data to all participating organisations. Since any 

set of style sheets could be applied to the data a common look and feel could be 

obtained across projects which were originally hosted on different collaborative 

products. 

4.4 INCREMENTAL PROJECT DATA EXCHANGE 

The work done in this area of the project was an investigation into the feasibility of 

enabling project data transfer between different collaborative products, at regular 

intervals throughout a project. Through the execution of this sub project the 

requirements of both client's and solution providers were considered to ensure that the 

proposals arrived at would deliver what clients required while minimising the efforts of 

the providers. On completion of the investigation the proposals were constructed into a 

document for incremental project updating which was submitted to the NCCTP 

Technical Committee for consideration as a standardised way to transfer data between 

collaborative systems. 

4.4.1 THE NEED FOR INCREMENTAL DATA EXCHANGE 

From the perspective of the vendor's participating in the NCCTP initiative incremental 

data exchange provided a stepping'stone on the route to real-time data exchange, the 

long term goal of the group. Incremental Data Exchange was seen as a valuable step as 
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it would examine some of the same issues involved in real-time integration, and add to 

the knowledge of their organisations. 

Incremental data exchange solution would enhance the usefulness of collaborative 

products to clients by. 

• Allowing project data to be held in a number of different collaborative 

systems simultaneously, so individual companies could view the data in 

an environment they were familiar with. 

• The ability to verify a bulk exchange between systems without the need 

to turn off one system, because data could be added incrementally. 

• The ability to update a number of different projects with the same 

information stored on a company's own internal collaborative product. 

4.4.2 VIABILITY ASSESSMENT OF SOLUTIONS 

Due to the resource constraints that face collaborative software providers along with any 

other business any solution proposed to, and ultimately endorsed by the NCCTP would 

need to build on the work already done in the bulk data exchange standard to have a 

realistic change of being implemented. Therefore a successful solution would have to 

seek to meet the following criteria, which were agreed at the incremental project 

inception workshop, section 4.4.3.1. 

• Use the same agreed defmitions, object classes and properties, as the 

bulk data exchange standard. 

• That the structure in which data was stored should be as close as possible 

to that of the bulk data exchange standard. 
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• That the export utilities written for the bulk data exchange extraction 

could be modified to incremental extraction with the minimum of effort. 

• That incremental data could be imported into a collaborative system 

utilising the same import utility as the bulk data exchange standard, with 

minimal changes required. 

• That the updates generated by the exporting system contained the 

minimum amount of data required to syrichronise both systems. 

Due to the conflicting nature of the above points it was not possible for a solution to 

fulfil all completely. and it was the correct balancing of the various requirements which 

would lead to the best solution for the NCCTP. 

4.4.3 INDUSTRIAL WORKSHOPS AND SOLUTION DESIGN 

The structure of the research in this sub project can generally be partitioned into three 

distinct sections. The first part primarily focused on examining the feasibility of the 

work and outlining the criteria required for a successful system. This portion was done 

in technical workshops similar to the workshops undertaken for the bulk data exchange 

standard. The second portion of the work focused around the design, testing and 

documentation of the proposal which was undertaken within the sponsoring company. 

Finally the proposal created was an extension of the bulk data exchange standard which 

would allow for incremental data to be exchanged between systems. This proposal was 

presented to the NCCTP technical group for evaluation at a workshop event. 

4.4.3.1 Incremental Updating Project Feasibility/Outline Workshops 

A portion of each of two NCCTP technical workshops was used to examine the 

feasibility of, and then plan the requirements of the incremental project data updating 
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solution. The participants of these workshops included technical representatives from 

NCCTP member organisation who had specialised knowledge of both how their 

products functioned and how they were used by their client's. 

The ultimate outcome of the session around the feasibility of incremental updates was to 

agree that it would be possible for them to be successfully exchanged between systems. 

This decision was reached by the group going through the following process. 

• Firstly a common understanding of the meaning of incremental project 

updating was decided between all participants. 

• A high level discussion of the data which each vendor could extract from 

their system that could be of use in an incremental updating transfer of 

data between systems. 

• A high level discussion around that data which would be required by 

each vendor if they were required to incrementally update a project 

which already existed on their system. 

• Review of data transfer requirements between the systems, engaged in 

the incremental updating scenario. 

• Decision ofthe feasibility of the proposal. 

The time at the second workshop was used to discuss what was required from the 

proposal, which is outlined in section 4.4.2, and a brainstorming session and discussion 

on incremental data updating. The session outlined several points or questions which 

needed to be considered when designing the proposed solution, which included: 

• How synchronisation conflicts, which could exist if data is updated on 

both systems between incremental updates, would be handled? 
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• How a record would be kept of objects created by prior incremental 

updates? 

• How the fIrst update would be made between the collaborating systems? 

• Potential uses of incremental updating? 

4.4.3.2 Incremental Updating Standard Solution Design 

The proposed solution for incremental interoperability allows for data to be 

synchronised between two different project collaboration tools, however only one of 

these tools can be active, the second must be read only. This is a requirement because of 

the issue of potential data conflicts between the two systems, which could occur if data 

is amended in both systems between the incremental updates. For example a new 

revision is added to the same drawing in both systems between incremental updates, 

creating a potential conflict. 

Each project collaboration tool has it own unique way of storing object data in its 

system, which usually takes the form of an ID value. When data is being incrementally 

transferred between systems a record of object mapping data between the two systems 

must be maintained. This is because each incremental update will reference objects 

which have been previously passed in other incremental updates. Further user, group 

and organisation mapping information must also be maintained, so that the links 

between objects and users are the same when data is imported into the destination 

system. 

4.4.3.3 Proposal Presentation Workshop 

At the completion of the design for incremental data exchange the created proposal was 

presented to the other members of the NCCTP for consideration. This presentation of 
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the standard was done at a technical workshop, which then allowed any questions to be 

answered and a discussion of the proposal to be held. During the workshop the solution 

presented was evaluated against the criteria that were set out at the project inception, 

section 4.4.3.1. 

The feedback given towards the proposal by the participating vendors was generally 

positive; with the feeling that the proposal could form the basis of incremental data 

exchange between collaborative systems should it be requested by clients on a project. It 

was noted that the group felt further evaluation of the proposal would be required once 

implementation efforts were started, similar to that undertaken during the 

implementation of the bulk data exchange standard. 

4.4.4 DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 

To enable the proposal created for incremental data exchange to be tested for 

compatibility with other NCCTP system without full implementation in these systems, 

it was necessary to construct a collaborative system which was based solely on the 

elements described in the bulk data exchange standard. Once in place, the effect of. 

particular incremental updates could be examined, and adjusted if required. The two 

systems constructed were simple database schemas containing the NCCTP defined 

elements, with one system populated initially, and the other system by a bulk update. 

4.4.5 SUBMISSION TO NCCTP GROUP 

Work on incremental exchange done was collated into a proposal document, appendix 

H, and presented for consideration to the N CCTP technical committee. 
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4.5 REAL-TIME PROJECT DATA EXCHANGE 

The real-time access and exchange of data between collaborative project solutions was 

examined in two distinct projects during the EngD. The first looked at providing generic 

access to manipulate data stored in project collaboration system through a generic API, 

done as an MSc Dissertation Project (October 2003 - September 2004). While the 

second built upon the first and other work in exchanging project data to investigate how 

multiple project collaboration tools could share data on the same project (December 

2005 - November 2006). The following two sections examine the work done and key 

fmdings of both these projects and show how they relate to other projects undertaken 

during the entire EngD. 

4.5.1 WEB SERVICES BASED API FOR COLLABORATIVE SYSTEMS 

In the early 2000's web services were emerging as a new existing framework that 

allowed integration between applications which were independent of the technologies 

they were built in or the environments they were deployed upon. Naturally then a web 

services foundation was selected as the basis for the Collaborative System API designed 

during the MSC Project. This designed API gave other software applications access to 

the core functionality contained within collaborative systems in a generic manner which 

would facilitate one-to-many integration. The following sections highlight the need for 

the generic API, the viability of the generic API solution, how the NCCTP bulk data 

exchange standard was used during the project, the implementation of the API with the 

Causeway Collaboration product, and a demonstration project of another system 

interacting with a collaborative system via the API. 
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4.5.1.1 Generic API Access Needs 

Since most people's experience of project collaboration tools is as a service offered via 

the internet, the need for generic API access to the data, or the ability to interact with 

the project workspace through an API is hard to see. Indeed even the tools which were 

deployed globally for a particular client or construction organisation provided their own 

API's which allowed application integration between the collaborative software and 

other systems. One vendor, 4Projects even published a web services based API for 

programmatic access to their collaborative system (4Projects Desktop, 2005), although 

access has since been restricted to members only. 

This approach to providing integration with other application does however have a 

number of problems for both 3rd party software suppliers and clients of collaborative 

software: 

• Not every vendor has an API, meaning that it would not always be 

possible for clients to expose their functionality to other software 

applications utilised in their business. Indeed as many clients work on 

multiple different tools concurrently, integration would not be feasible 

since it could not be easily accomplished across the board. 

• The vendor API's which existed utilised very different technologies, 

effectively meaning that any integration would have to be done on a one-

to-one basis. 

• That the APIs offered by the vendors of collaborative software each 

offered their own unique set of functionality, this inconsistency between 

functionality meant that integration would be more difficult. 
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• That collaborative system API's were not always available publicly, 

meaning that 3rd party software vendors could not build integrations 

which would work with a number of different collaborative products. 

• That APIs offered by individual vendors could evolve overtime meaning 

that integrated software would have to be updated to work with the 

newly created API specification for that vendor. 

The Generic API for interacting with the collaborative project workspace would 

overcome these identified problems through 

• The system integrator would have access to an API which worked 

against a number of different vendor's software, and that as long as any 

integration was done against the latest version of the API then this would 

function against newer versions of individual vendor's products. 

• A single integration solution could be designed and built to work with 

collaborative products, since the technology used for the integration is 

not tied to a particular technology. 

• That a single set of functionality would be available against each 

vendor's solution, as a generic solution had been implemented. 

• System integrators would not need access to every different product to 

create generic integrations, saving costs and producing a better solution. 

4.5.1.2 Viability AS'sessment of Solutions 

A major part of the early work done in the project was to investigate the feasibility of 

designing a generic solution which would allow applications to integrate with 

collaborative software. As many individual vendors had already exposed their 
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collaborative solutions functionality to 3rd party integration then the core functions 

needed to be included were easier to identify and to include. 

• The ability to add and retrieve document revisions from the 

collaborative system. 

• The ability to view and update the metadata associated with objects 

contained with the collaborative system. 

• The ability to search the collaborative system for objects and within 

document revision for content. 

• The ability to browse the structure in which objects were stored in the 

collaborative system. 

• The ability to authenticate against the collaborative system. 

The bulk data exchange standard which defined the generic structure of collaborative 

systems was used as the foundation of the different API requests as it defined each of 

the objects required in the transactions. Its Document / Revision / File structure allowed 

conceptually for the addition and retrieval of document revisions to and from a 

collaborative system. The class defmitions for each object within the bulk data 

exchange standard allowed for the set of metadata viewable and updateable in the 

collaborative system to be defmed for each object. Search queries and result returned 

from these queries could be standardised using the definitions contained within the bulk 

data exchange standard as they were understood by different vendors. The structure 

contained within the collaborative system project could be browsed conceptually since 

the bulk exchange standard defined the structure. Additionally, user authentication 

would be possible since the classes for Organisation, User and Group were already 

defined. 
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4.5.1.3 Extending Bulk Exchange Standard to API 

The Generic API for accessing functionality in collaborative systems from other 

applications comprises a set of request and response transactions. The elements 

contained in these transactions are taken from those dermed in the NCCTP Bulk data 

exchange standard, which allows for a common understanding by different vendors of 

collaborative software. Since.3rd party applications do not store data which is similar to 

that stored by collaborative solutions it is not required to maintain any object mapping 

information. However user authentication is required in order to verify that the user can 

access or modify the content. This is not covered in the Bulk exchange standard and 

hence this has been designed into this solution. 

The following list outlines the API's which have been created: 

• Add Object to Collaborative System 

• Add Document to Collaborative System 

• Add Document Revision to Collaborative System 

• Download Object from the Collaborative System 

• Download Document Revision from the Collaborative System 

• Get Allowable Search Criteria from Collaborative System 

• Get Allowable Object Metadata form Collaborative System 

• Get the Children of an Object in the Collaborative System 

• Get the Metadata associated with an Object 

• Search the Collaborative System 

• View a Document Revision 
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4.5.1.4 Implementation 

For the implementation of the generic APIs a Java web services layer, deployed in 

Apache Axis, was written for Causeway's collaborative product which exposed the 

stored project data to other applications. This web services layer utilised an existing 

repository API provided as standard by the application. The web services layer written 

for this project to create the generic API, controlled reading and responding to HTTP 

request sent over the web. 

4.5.1.5 Demonstration Project 

The demonstration project designed to simulate a 3rd party application interacting with a 

collaborative system through the designed generic API was a client based text editor. 

This simple text editor application which was written in java would demonstrate the 

ability fetch, add revisions to a collaborative system and browse the structure in which 

the content was stored. These functions would replicate common desktop actions when 

using applications like word, excel, autoCAD etc. when a user open a document / 

drawing revision, ame~ds it and then saves the newly amended file. The collaborative 

system used as the document repository was Causeway's collaborative product, which 

had been extended to include the generic API, section 4.5.1.3. 
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Figure 7 - Opening a Text Document from Collaborative System using API's 

In the demonstration project the user would start the text editor application and then 

select to open a document from the collaborative system, Figure 7. Once selected this 

document would be fetched to the user machine via the document revision fetch generic 

API function, and opened in the text editor. The user then edited the content of the 

document, and selected to save it back to the collaborative repository, Figure 8 .. 
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Figure 8 - Saving Document Back to Repository using APl's 

The Application then allows the user, via the generic API browse functionality, to 

browse the collaborative repository to .locate where they wish to save the new 
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document, Figure 9. Once located the user submits to file to the collaborative 

repository, using create revision generic API function, and it is saved in the correct 

location in the repository. The uploaded file can now be accessed by other users of the 

collaborative system through the applications web interface, Figure 10. 

fQsavl" to Collaboration g ~ 

Figure 9 - Browsing Collaborative Repository using APl's 

Through the scenarios tested the demonstration project successfully showed how the 

designed generic API could be used to allow integration between 3rd Party Applications 

and collaborative systems. 
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4.5.2 REAL-TIME EXCHANGE FRAMEWORK 

Previous components within the overall EngD project had focused on the transfer and or 

duplication of the project data stored within a collaborative system, the real-time 

exchange framework investigated within this sub project aimed to give access to data 

without the need to duplicate information. The real-time exchange framework was 

identified by the NCCTP technical committee as one of the future projects of interest 

which could bring real benefit to client's of collaborative solutions. In the following 

sections the current needs for a real-time exchange solution are presented, along with a 

viability assessment providing real-time integration capabilities. It shows how the 

solution design was made, and its proof of concept implementation and demonstration 

project. Finally it details the proposal handed over to the NCCTP technical committee 

for consideration, and the next steps along the road. 

4.5.2.1 Clients Real-Time Needs 

Extending the need set out in section 4.5.1.1 for real time access to a collaborative 

repository for 3rd party applications, access to collaborative data from other 

collaborative systems will bring the following benefits. 

• The user will be accessing data in a familiar user interface. 

• No additional training requirements for users when a new project starts 

and a different solution is selected, for storing the project data. 

• Organisations which have invested in enterprise system for managing 

their internal and external work will have the ability to manage 

everything on a single system. 
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4.5.2.2 Viability Assessment of Solutions 

Any solution that aimed to give users access to information stored in a number of 

different collaborative repositories would have to overcome issues relating to the fact 

that content is dispersed across multiple systems. The following list shows the main 

points which would need to be addressed by any proposal: 

• Since collaboratiye systems are based around the principle of controlled 

access to the contents stored within their repositories, any integration 

framework would require users to be accUrately identified and 

authenticated. Either through each system holding a common set of user 

credentials, or mappings between user accounts on different systems. 

• The mechanism selected for the integration must have the capability to 

integrate software which is built utilising different technologies and 

deployed in different environments. 

• Must define transactions using terminology which is understandable to 

all vendors of collaborative systems. . 

• Provide fast and reliable access to the information stored in repositories 

4.5.2.3 Industrial Workshops and Solution Design 

After the successful implementation of the bulk project data exchange standard by the 

participating vendors the format of the technical workshops was adjusted, splitting them 

into two sections. One continued to examine the bulk project exchange standard, while 

the second discussed future interoperability projects, such as extending bulk exchange, 

incremental exchange and real-time data access. 
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The discussions at the technical workshops relating to real time interoperability, which 

outline the technical requirements of each vendor, were used in the creation of the 

proposed standard shown in appendix I. 

4.5.2.4 Implementation 

Currently implementation of the proposed real-time data exchange standard has only 

been done with one collaborative tool, Causeway's collaborative system. This 

implementation has allowed the design solution to be tested against a real collaborative 

system used by the construction industry. Through the demonstration project 4.5.2.5 and 

linking together two Causeway collaborative systems basic real-time interoperability 

has been proven to work. 

Through the knowledge and understanding gained by the author, in the implementation 

of the NCCTP's bulk project data exchange standard by multiple vendors, it is expected 

that the proposal will require modifications as vendors attempt to implement this in their 

collaborative systems. It is also expected that further adjustments to the proposal will be 

required once intra-organisation testing starts. 

4.5.2.5 Demonstration Project 

The demonstration project undertaken was designed to prove that the proposal for real

time integration between heterogeneous collaborative software would allow for the 

client requirements to be met. This prototype involved the creation of a collaborative 

system which was based upon the common definition defined in the NCCTP bulk data 

exchange standard. It was assumed that if an actual collaborative system could integrate 

in real-time with this NCCTP based system then other could integrate in real-time using 
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the same methods. This was because all vendors had already shown they could map to 

common defmition when they implemented the bulk project data exchange standard. 

The main advantage of this approach is that it allowed the transactions to be validated, 

without the need to involve another collaborative tool, which would have delayed the 

demonstration project. Thus the real-time integration solution tests were carried out 

between the created NCCTP based collaborative tool and Causeway's collaborative 

software. 

When operational the demonstration project showed that the proposed standard for real-

time integration allowed for users in one system to browse and interact with content 

stored in the other system, without the need to replicate the data in two repositories. 

4.5.2.6 Submission to NCCTP 

The work done on the creation of a proposed standard to enable real-time access to 

content stored in different collaborative~repositories, Appendix I, has been shared with 

the other members of the NCCTP but is yet to be subjected to formal evaluation. This 

proposed standard was produced to meet one of the stated requirements of the NCCTP 

from a technical perspective, it is currently available to all members as a starting point 

should they be involved in a project where the client requires this. A formal evaluation 

of the proposals, by the technical commit of the NCCTP has been put back to 2008. 

4.6 SUMMARY 

This chapter has given an overview of the research undertaken for the EngD project into 

increasing the interoperability of project collaboration systems. Each sub project has 
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been presented separately so outcomes of each can be more clearly identified, however 

they are intrinsically linked, Figure 2, with each sub project forming the building blocks 

for the next. 

In the first project a bulk data exchange standard was created through a workshop 

approach involving the lead technical people from all participating NCCTP Vendor 

organisations. The discussions undertaken at these workshops were transformed into an 

XML schema, and associated documentation which represented a generic model of a 

collaborative system currently used by the UK. AEC Industry. Through extensive intra

organisation testing and validation, using import and export checklists this standard 

which will enable bulk transfers of project data between heterogeneous collaborative 

systems, has been implemented by the majority of vendors. To aid vendor organisations 

ensuring their implantations are working correctly,. an independent verification 

procedure has been designed, Appendix G. 

Building upon the foundations created through the generic collaborative system model 

constructed, additional applications of the bulk data transfer functionality were 

investigated, as another project. The first utilised the extensibility within the generic 

bulk data exchange standard to construct export and import functionality which would 

include all of the custom data contained within a collaborative system. This was applied 

to Causeway's ECM solution and is currently used for migrating project data between 

different instances of the application to eliminate data lost. The second extension of the 

bulk transfer functionality was into the area of project data archiving, where XML, 

XSLT and HTML based solutions were created. This utilised a slightly adjusted, to 

improve performance, NCCTP export as the basis for data views created using XSLT. 
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The archiving solution generated during this research is used as the basis for 

Causeway's project archiving solution. 

The project then investigated the area of incremental project data transfer between 

collaborative systems, which would allow data to be updated at regular intervals. The 

research approached the problem form the view that ideally vendors would wish to 

utilise their existing import export functionality if possible. The proposed standard 

which has been created builds upon the generic model created for the bulk exchange 

standard and customises this to incremental updates, not the most efficient updates but 

the most practical. The work presented in the proposed standard has been shared with 

the NCCTP Technical committee, but has not been formally adopted as the NCCTP 

formal standard which vendors must conform to .. Practical validation of the work on 

incremental integration has be~n done using Causeway's ECM product. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter summarises the finding of the entire EngD, and shows the impact the 

research has had on the industrial sponsor, the suppliers of collaborative solutions and 

the wider AEC Sector. It continues to highlight further work which could be undertaken 

to advance interoperability between vendors, from an academic, vendor and client view 

point. Finally the chapter makes a critical evaluation of the work done in the EngD and 

presents the main conclusions. 

5.2 REALISATION OF AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The primary aim of the research presented in this thesis was to increase the level of 

interoperability between collaborative software solutions currently used by the UK AEC 

Industry, through the creation of standardised data exchange methodologies. With the 

creation and implementation of the bulk project data exchange standard by most of the 

leading suppliers of collaborative solutions, coupled with the proposals for incremental 

and real time exchange, the goal of increasing interoperability has been successfully 

accomplished. Clients of collaborative solutions are now able to move project data from 

one system to another, without the need for any custom work on the part of the vendors. 

The bulk data exchange standard written and implemented during NCCTP technical 

project, has been proven to allow migration of data between heterogeneous systems 

through inter-organisational testing, and validated utilising the checklists in Appendix 

F. This standard, which fulfils objective 1 of the EngD, has been ratified by all members 
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of the NCCTP in 2004 as the NCCTP Bulk Project Data Exchange Standard version 

1.102. 

After the ratification of the bulk exchange standard by participating vendors, research 

was undertaken to examine the potential additional applications for bulk project data 

extraction and the benefits these could bring, objective 2. Two different areas of 

research were pursued,' one examining the potential for using the extensibility provided 

in the standard to support application specific data, with the other examining archiving. 

The archiving investigation offered potential benefits to both the users' and providers' 

of collaborative solutions showing the NCCTP extracted data could form the basis of a 

project archiving solution. This extension would deliver to vendors a cheap uniform 

mechanism of supply data to all project participants after completion of the project, and 

to clients the ability to apply a uniform 'look and feel' to data from many different 

systems. To prove that this benefit was practically obtainable, work was done 

implementing the proposed solution using Causeway's Collaborative product. The 

second investigation into the benefits that an extended version of the data exchange 

standard could bring, showed that it was possible to migrate information above that 

defined in the core standard, using the extensibility provided. This solution again was 

implemented using Causeway's ECM product to prove its practical applicability. This 

showed that clients could benefit from a greater level of interoperability should vendors 

extend their extraction and importation routines beyond the core NCCTP elements. The 

NCCTP based archiving solution constructed as part of the research is now used be 

Causeway for supplying project data to customers at the completion of their 

projects.The extended bulk project data exchange created is used by causeway for 
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migrating live customer projects between different instances of Causeway ECM 

solution. 

Objective 3 of the project was to propose a solution which would allow for incremental 

data updates to be passed between collaborative systems, replicating the contents from 

one vendor system into another. This objective has been met through the creation of the. 

proposed NCCTP Data Exchange Standard, appendix H. It builds upon the work done 

in the creation of the NCCTP bulk project data exchange standard, and generally utilises 

the same generic system model in the incremental updates which exists in a bulk 

transfer. Indeed a bulk transfer is proposed in the standard as the initial import before 

incremental updates can begin. Although this use of the generic structure from the bulk 

exchange standard does not make for the most efficient incremental updates, it does 

mean that vendors should be able to utilise their existing import export functionally to 

process and create these incremental updates with only limited adjustments. 

Objective 4 of the project was to propose a solution which would allow real-time 

integration between different collaborative systems been utilised on the same project. 

The proposed solution which would allow for the same content to be viewed and 

manipulated through multiple user interfaces is shown in Appendix I. The Web Services 

based solution outlined has been designed to avoid the necessity to duplicate physical 

files in multiple systems which was a feature of the incremental exchange solution. This 

is due to the fact that since most solutions are hosted in data centres there is no time 

difference from fetching the files from one system as opposed to another. 
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5.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SPONSOR 

Causeway Technologies Collaborative system is fully compliant with the latest version 

of the NCCTP bulk data exchange standard, allowing projects to be relatively easily 

transferred either into the system or out to another system. Supporting and fully 

implementing the bulk data exchange standard will give current and future clients added 

confidence in the Causeway Collaborative solution and its interoperability with other 

collaborative solutions offered by other vendors. 

Through being at the forefront of the proposals into extensions of the implemented bulk 

data exchange standard to areas such as incremental and real time integration Causeway 

Technologies is in a very strong position should these standards be adopted by industry. 

This is coupled with the proof of concept solutions existing for Causeway's 

collaborative product which allow incremental integration and real time integration with 

other NCCTP compliant systems. 

5.3.1 BUSINESS EXPLORATION OPPORTUNITIES 

Additional services can now be offered by Causeway Technologies to parties which 

collaborated on the project, such as the ability to archive their data from the project at 

completion. Previously only the client would receive this information as it could be an 

expensive business getting the data out of the system and giving away the ability to 

view it. 
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The ability to selectively import data from a number of other collaborative systems into 

a single repository used for the, project will reduce the need to manually transfer data 

saving time and money for the client, and its partners on the project. 

5.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR WIDER INDUSTRY 

The work presented in this thesis is the fIrst attempt to defIne a series of standardised 

mechanisms for transferring of project data between AEC focused collaborative systems 

which had suffIcient backing for industry to succeed. By approaching the problem from 

the perspective of needing to work with existing collaborative systems rather then 

proposing an idealised model potential barriers to implementation have been removed 

as core systems do not need to be changed. The work done in this research project to 

increase interoperability between collaborative systems will increase clients' confIdence 

in the stability of project collaboration tools. Clients will no longer be locked into a 

single solution for the entirety of the project as data can be migrated to another solution 

if required. 

The proposals for incremental and real-time integration contained in this thesis when 

implemented by industry offer users the ability to access multiple repositories from a 

single familiar user interface, increasing system adoption and user productivity. 

In section 5 of the 'The NCCTP Data Exchange Standards Impact on the UK 

Construction Industries Collaborative Technology User Community' conference paper, 

Appendix B, the impact of the bulk exchange standard to clients is highlighted. This 

paper argued that although the ability for users to access their data in XML format is 

nothing new, the bulk exchange standard does allow for project information to be 
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exported in such a way that another collaborative application can readily interpret the 

data and recreate the project. Furthermore, clients have the ability to select a system 

which best matches their needs, as the bulk exchange standard has been implemented by 

a large number of vendors. The emergence of the bulk exchange standard may have 

little impact on the system selection decision made by clients, as it has been 

implemented by the majority of vendors, but it will increase the confidence to use this 

technology. 

The conference paper in Appendix A shows the impact which bulk data exchange will 

have on the suppliers of collaborative solutions to the AEC sector. It highlights how the 

standard has reduced the time and effort which would have been required to transfer a 

project from one system to another, through the creation of a common model which all 

vendors map to. This eliminates the need to do a one to one mapping of collaborative 

systems per migration. This common model which all organisations map their own 

collaborative systems to means that each vendor does not need to be concerned about 

the changes made in any other vendors system, only the changes made in their own. 

Since the NCCTP bulk exchange standard does not require any changes to a vendor's 

core system, it is possible for additional collaborative providers to implement, which 

was illustrated by Business Collaborator, who joined the NCCTP after the standard had 

been agreed. 

5.5 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

The following three sub sections contain recommendations for further work which will 

advance this project. 
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5.5.1 ACADEMIC RESEARCH 

The NCCTP work on data exchange presented in this thesis focused primarily on 

delivering a solution to industry which could be easily implemented by the vendors and 

would not require any changes in their own applications. This resulted in some of the 

more complex functions in collaborative systems, such as workflow and forms are not 

covered by the specification. Further research is recommended to devise a method to 

include these in the existing standard which will not require changes to the different 

underlying applications. 

5.5.2 AEC INDUSTRY 

The work presented in this thesis on the bulk exchange of project data, which has been 

implemented by the collaborative system vendors and subjected to extensive intra-

organisational testing, has never been deployed to transfer live data between different 

collaborative systems. Although the data exchanged standard has been used for the 

migration of live project data between instances of the same tool, true evaluation can 

only be achieved once a live project has been transferred between different solutions. 

Clients of these systems do have to be aware of some of the potential issues of 

transferring projects between systems, highlighted in the paper 'The Practicalities of 

Transferring Data between Systems used by the Construction Industry', Appendix C. In 

its conclusions the paper identifies the following issues which need to be considered: 

• That the generic collaborative system model by its very nature will be 

unable to accommodate all of the custom data and structures which 

existed in the source system. Furthermore it may not be possible to 

create these in the destination system due to the differing underlying 
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structures. Meaning that some loss might be experienced for elements 

which exist outside of the specified NCCTP schema. 

• That the project export is only a snapshot of the project at the time of 

extraction, and any data added during or after the export may not or will 

not be included. This effectively means that the users of the 

collaborative system will only have read only access once the migration 

has started, increasing the total level of down time for the process. 

• That the total duration of the migration cannot be exactly known prior to 

the completion of the activity, meaning that adequate contingency time 

must be allotted for the transfer. 

The AEC industry needs to continue to push the vendors to increase the level of 

interoperability between their collaborative products if the incremental and real time 

data exchange proposals are to be implemented. 

·5.5.3 IT VENDORS 

It is recommended that the vendors, as a group, work towards implementing 

incremental data exchanges between their products, extending the existing bulk data 

exchange standard which is already in use. This will allow updates from many 

repositories into a single collaboration solution which is used as the project 

collaboration solution. The proposed NCCTP Standard for incremental Project data 

exchange should form the basis for this effort, although changes are inevitable once 

implementation begins. 
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It is further recommended that real time data exchange between collaborative systems, 

based upon the draft specification contained in this thesis, Appendix I, is implemented 

by vendors collectively. Should this be implemented then real benefits could be realised 

by users of these systems as they could access project data which resided in a number of 

different repositories from a single familiar user interface. 

In any future interoperability efforts the importance of the major vendors working 

together to achieve the goal will be paramount to success. 

5.6 CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE RESEARCH 

The main limitations of the research presented in this thesis were that neither of the 

incremental or real-time interoperability proposals were tested by the different vendors 

to ensure they were capable of transferring the correct data. This is reinforced by the 

experiences gained during the implementation of the NCCTP bulk data exchange 

standard where continual minor adjustments were made based on feedback from 

participating vendors. 

Furthermore, although the bulk data exchange standard, which forms the foundation of 

this research, has been implemented by the suppliers of collaborative technology to the 

UK AEC Sector, no live projects have been used to migrate between heterogeneous 

systems. This has primary been due to the increasing stability and longevity of the 

providers and the failure of consolidation of the sector to actually happen. Application 

of this methodology has been limited to intra-organisation testing between the vendors 

and live project transfer between different instances of the same application utilising the 

extended version of the bulk data exchange standard at Causeway. 
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ABSTRACT 

Since 2003 the bulk of major UK construction project collaborative software providers have 
been working together to develop standards that will allow for project data to be transferred 
between vendor applications. Under the umbrella of the Network of Construction 
Collaboration Technology Providers (NCCTP), an XML standard for project exchange has 
been developed to address user concerns of stability and choice. 

Through extensive discussions between vendors, a series of object classes and their 
relationships were defined, describing the data commonly held within a collaborative system. 
Each participating organisation then extended their application to transfer project data to and 
from the standard. An extensive testing program between the member organisations showed 
that projects could be successfully transferred from one vendor's system to another. 

This paper presents the key aspects of the developed standard, document, user and 
security sections, and how the model addresses the user communities' requirements, of 
supplier confidence, data security and transferability. It then examines the impact that the 
developed standard will have upon vendors who provide collaborative software to the 
construction industry 

Contrasting previous information exchange systems developed for these products, the 
wide industry support given to the standard ensures that it is applicable throughout all similar 
products. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Collaborative software tools have become increasingly commonplace amongst larger 
construction projects over recent years, allowing large amounts of project data to be managed 
with increasing efficiency. At the core of these systems are the abilities to allow project team 
members to effectively communicate and exchange data with other team members, allowing 
real tangible benefits to be realised. However despite the many successes that collaborative 
technology has brought to the construction industry doubts about the technology and those 
who provide it still remain amongst many clients. This perception has been fuelled by some 
well publicised problems of vendors, ceasing to trade, and clients been unable to access the 
data held on the system. With this negative impression coupled with continuing stories 
questioning the financial positions of some vendors it is not difficult to see why some 
organisation are stilI producing paper backup of drawings, as insurance against the 
unforeseen when using hosted collaborative services (Milton 2003). 

I t is in this environment of continuing user concerns that a group of vendors, representing 
the majority of suppliers to the UK Construction Industry have come together with the aim of 
increasing the markets confidence in collaborative products. In addition to jointly promoting 
the benefits of the use of collaborative technology on construction project, they have 
developed a standard that allows for project data to be transferred between compliant 
collaborative products. 

The project data exchange standard developed by the group of vendors describes projects 
in terms of a number of classes and their interrelationships. The developed standard builds 
upon work done on the transfer of documents and associated metadata outlined in the 
DocLink Specification (Watson & Davoodi 2002), and combines it with data that is stored in 
Collaborative systems. By industry developing the standard through wide vendor 
participation the generic model of project information that is stored within a collaborative 
system can be applied to any project collaborative application used by the construction 
industry. 

The development of the standard will have the impact of increasing the confidence that 
client organisation can have in collaborative tools by providing a mechanism through which 
project data can be easily extracted and then resurrected in another system. This increased 
confidence in collaborative products should help speed up the continuing adoption of 
collaborative tools for use on projects. The ability to offer the functionality to export project 
data from the collaborative system will become a requirement that all clients will expect, 
from their tool supplier. This requirement will drive the adoption of the standard to be 
implemented by all organisations that trade within this particular marketplace. 

The importance of collaborative tools to the aim of improving the overall efficiency and 
effectiveness of the construction industry is significant. Over the coming years the size of the 
collaborate marketplace within the UK is expected to continue to grow rapidly with an 
estimated 95% or large projects 65% of medium projects expected to use the tools by 2007 
(Compagina 2003). But this drive towards greater utilisation of the technology must be 
accompanied by developments and improvements made to collaborative products 
themselves, if these number are to be realised. Through working together to produce a 
standard that will enable project data transfer between systems, the collaborative providers 
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are helping to increase deployment of collaborative products by addressing clients needs over 
product stability and continued access to their useable data. 

The key importance of the collaborative marketplace for the construction industry has 
become apparent recently with large multinational organisations such as Microsoft targeting 
it specifically. If these enterprise level solutions are widely deployed over the coming years 
then a method of transferring live project data to these new systems will be required. The 
developed standard will be able to facilitate this transfer, allowing potential future client 
needs to be addressed. 

THE INDUSTRIAL NEED FOR PROJECT DATA EXCHANGE 

Through the drive to improve the efficiency of the construction process, and to meet the 
targets set for the UK. Construction Industry by a Government Funded Report (Egan 1998). 
Constructions organisations have increasingly been employing project collaboration tools to 
help manage the entire construction process. This has enabled rapid growth of the 
collaboration vendor market along with an increase in the capabilities and complexities ofthe 
tools that are available. This increase in complexity and the costs associated with the 
management of continually developing collaborative tools has lead to these services been 
mainly supplied by 3rd parties. , 

Currently a multitude of different collaborative tools are available to be selected by 
organisations participating in the construction process, offering both opportunities and 
pitfalls to clients. With the wide diversity of different solutions available clients can usually 
find a system that they like at a price that they are willing to pay, however is the system 
going to reliable over the full duration of the project? 

The need for project data exchange can be seen from both the client and provider 
perspective with each seeking different positive outcomes form a single initial initiative. 
Vendors, as a group are keen to increase utilisation of collaborative products, by promoting 
the benefits of their use, and clients seeking to gain these benefits in a secure and predictable 
environment. 

Through the development and implementation of the project data exchange standard the 
vendor community is seeking to change some of the conceptions that have been propagated 
about the providers of collaborative tools. The standard is aimed at increasing confidence in 
the tools by providing a mechanism for the extraction of project data from one system to 
another should the need arise. Since many of the collaborative solution that are currently 
been employed to manage project data were born out of the dot.com era, with the surviving 
organisations still largely unproven (Krojevski 2001). Although this perception has 
diminished somewhat as time has passed since the busting of the dot.com bubble, many ITT 
(Invitation to Tender) proposals sent out by clients still are seeking to determine the long 
term viability of the vendor. This coupled with articles within industry publications 
questioning the financial predicament of some providers (Building 2004), continues to effect 
confidence in the industry. 

In the early days of 3rd party vendors supplying collaborative solutions, some major 
problems arose with the services provided by some companies. With a number of vendors 
closing down after a few weeks, and other stopping their services without informing their 
user community (Holden 2001), confidence in collaborative tools industry was damaged. 
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This coupled with customers not been able to retrieve their data from systems that have 
ceased to trade has cast a shadow over the long tenn viability of the wider industry. 

Once a solution has been selected and is being used on a project then it is difficult to 
transfer this project data to another environment, known in the industry as product lock-in. 
Therefore irrespective of the level of service that is provided the same tool must be used 
throughout the entire project in all but the most exceptional of circumstances, leading some 
potential clients to conclude that the level of unknowns outweighs the benefits that the tools 
usage can bring. 

Since the creation of large number of different suppliers of collaborative software 
solutions appeared in the late 90's respected industry watchers, such as Gamer have been 
predicting wide spread consolidation within the sector. This thinking has been reinforced by 
Lane (2003) who in his analysis of the collaboration industry expected for the UK market to 
reduce down to 3 main players and for clients of the vendors leaving to be taken over by the 
remaining participants. 

Increasingly the larger clients have begun to select a single system to help to mange all of 
their projects in a single environment. These clients having spent large sums of money on 
systems and training staff on how to use these systems will require the ability to migrate their 
pre-existing projects form other systems to the one that they have purchased. They will be no 
longer willing to expend large amounts of money training staff on a new system on a project 
by project basis and will strive for their own system to be adopted for each project which 
they participate. 

EXISTING STANDARDISED DATA TRANSFER METHODS 

When discussing the issue of the transfer of project data between heterogeneous systems, 
work can be traced back to Bjork (1993) who first attempted the construction ofa conceptual 
model of documents that could form the heart of a construction document management 
system. This work was then taken forward to show how document management systems 
could provide a smooth transition towards computer integrated construction (Turk et al. 
1994). Then Rezgui & Cooper (1998) advanced the field further by presenting a migration 
from document-based to model-based information representation and structure, through 
looking at the inter workings between different document management systems. However an 
alternative approach was put forward that moved away from the shared model approach to 
document management by Hajjar & AbouRizk (2000). The definition of organisation, project 
and document data based on a common data model but customised to a specific sector of the 
construction industry. The idea being that the incremental development of specialised 
modules for each specific sector towards industry wide standardisation facilitates immediate 
realisation of benefits of construction document management systems. Further attempts were 
made at an international level to standardise the metadata that should be associated with 
documents (ISO 2000a) and in particular construction related documents (ISO 2000b), but 
with individual clients specifying what data they wanted to be stored many diverse document 
metadata implementations have been created. This client specified document rnetadata 
system, coupled with a desire to for speedy database access lead vendors to limit rnetadata 
held on objects to that which was required by the client only. Today there is no accepted 
definitive standard for document metadata existing within the collaborative applications that 
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are used by the construction industry, with clients specitying their own on a project or 
enterprise basis. With the wide spread emergence ofXML as a data exchange platform, many 
new XML based standard approaches for the construction industry appeared for data 
exchange ifcXML (IAI 2001), aecXML (IAI 2004). While aecXML was aimed at producing 
a collection of transaction schemas, ifcXML did offer storage and transfer capabilities 
applicable to Collaborative systems. The Leeds University (2002) DocLink specification then 
extended the ifcXML model and applied this to the transfer of documents and associated 
metadata between collaborative systems. 

THE NCCTP STANDARD 
The Standard defines a set of classes and the interrelationships between these classes which 
represents the commonality that exists between all collaborative systems used by the 
construction industry. The purpose of the standard is to enable the transfer of a single project, 
including all associated documents, users and their organisations, from one collaborative 
system to another. The standard agreed upon by the majority of the providers to the UK 
construction industry represents the data that is actually stored within the projects, which are 
held within different provider's systems. As well as agreement upon the core data to be 
transferred, classes, the standard also represents the structure in which the data will fit, class 
interrelationships. 

The NCCIP Standard document implemented by participating vendors is based upon 
XML (eXtensible Markup Language), which is an open web standard published by the World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C 2000). Since its inception XML has become the paramount 
standard for data transfer used throughout the world, and has spawned a number of different 
XML related technologies. The actual standard uses XSD (XML Schema Definition) 
Language, a Recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C 2001), to specity 
how to formally describe the elements in an XML document. XSD has become the main 
language for controlling the contents of XML documents rising above its rivals such as the 
DID (Document Type Definition) and the XDR (XML Data Reduced) schema backed by 
Microsoft. 

In order to provide support for the standard each participating vendor organisations 
collaborative application has the ability to export a single project's data to the current version 
of the NCCTP standard. And also has the able to import project data that is stored in a XML 
Document that complies with the standard into their own system. In practical terms this 
means that any future product developments will have to be made with the common standard 
in mind, so that data can always be moved. 

The principles behind the standard are based upon the ability to transfer a single project 
from one system to another; currently there is no facility to allow for multiple projects to be 
defined in a single compliant XML document. Since one XML Export document contains 
one project all organisational and user information relating to this project must be contained 
within the file. However since systems generally hold multiple projects, and organisations 
that work on a multitude of these, user and organisation information is held outside of the 
project, therefore it is a requirement to create them inside the project for the purpose of 
transfer. 
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As there is great diversity in the way that different products help in the management of 
construction projects the standard covers only the core elements that go to make up any 
collaborative system. The characteristics of these common classes, such as documents, 
revisions, users and groups, have been designed with extensibility in mind, allowing for 
providers to include all unique metadata they hold on a particular object. 

KEy CLASSES AND CLASS INTERRELATIONSHIPS 

The information that is defined within the NCCTP standard is divided into two main 
subtypes, the actual documents that exist within the project, and the people who interact with 
these documents. Within a compliant XML document all definitions of users and the 
structures in which they are held, organisations and groups, are defined within the two 
NCCTP elements organisations and groups. Similarly all the information regarding 
documents is contained within the NCCTP element folders. A Diagram showing the main 
classes and their relationships can be seen in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Main Classes and Relationships in the NCCTP Standard 

NCCTP Users 

The NCCTP schema holds information about users and organisations that are participants on 
the project in a separate branch of the XML Document to the folder structure. It defines users 
and organisations as classes each with their unique set of attributes similar to the ifcXML 
model for IfcPerson and IfcOrganisation. However a substantial departure from ifcXML is 
made with the omission of any classes relating to the ifcPersonAndOrganization entity, with 
relationships between the two classes enforced by having users nested within organisations. 
Extensions have been made to the classes available in ifcXML to include a group class which 
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is not included as an ifcXML Class; this follows work done in applying ifcActorResources to 
project extranets done in the DocLink specifications (Leeds University 2002). A group, as 
defined by NCCTP standard as being a collection of users, which mayor may not be from 
the same organisation that can act collectively within the collaborative environment. The 
NCCTP standard does not include any interrelationships between organisations, which are 
defined by IfcOrganisationRelationship, as this hierarchical organisation structure is not 
commonly stored within collaborative systems. 

NCCTP Document Model 

Since one of the primary functions of collaborative systems is to store electronic documents, 
the IFC Document Model with its scope of managing information about and references to 
document potentially stored electronically, can form the basis for document transfer. This 
application of the IFC Document Model was shown when it was used to transfer single 
documents between collaborative systems during the DocLink project. However the Model 
does not easily specify a way of arranging a set of documents into a hierarchical folder 
structure that is commonly deployed within collaborative tools. Since the structure in which 
documents are stored must be transferred between the two systems, the NCCTP Standard 
defines the class of 'folder' that stores information about these containers. To allow a full 
folder structure to be formed folder entities can contain other folder entities and so on to form 
the entire structure. 

The NCCTP schema holds document information within its own class with document 
attribute information and relationships to other classes defined, comparable to 
ifcDocumentInformation class. Within the standard the information that is held about the 
document is extensible so applications can supply any custom attributes that they hold. The 
ifcDcoumentInformation class however defines attributes that are redundant in the NCCTP 
standard, such as the confidentiality attribute, which is replaced by a new security class, see 
NCCTP Object Security Implementation. 

The NCCTP Standard supports linkages between documents, through the 
revisionReferences class, with the linkages held being those that exist between different 
revisions of the document, not the documents themselves. This class forms the same function 
as the IfcDocumentInformationRelationship but at the revision level not the Document level. 

NCCTP Object Security Implementation 

As security of data contained within collaborative systems is of fundamental importance to 
the user community it is of paramount importance that a robust security model is transferred 
within the XML Document. Therefore the standard has defined a class that can be applied at 
numerous levels throughout the project. The ACL (Access Control List) class defines the 
people that have rights to work on a particular object within the system, and can be applied to 
the project, folder, document, revision, or file. Since all vendors operate slightly different 
security system the classes needed to be generic enough to allow every system to map 
security settings. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STANDARD BY INDUSTRY 

In order to be complainant with the NCCTP standard for project data exchange vendor 
organisations must be able to produce both an accurate export of any project's data, that 
represents the project to the best level that the schema allows, and to import projects stored in 
the standard into their system. Organisations are also encouraged to use the extensibility 
provided in the schema to export addition objects that are not directly implied in the standard. 
This extended data export gives importing organisations more data to work with in an 
emergency situation. 

Currently 7 vendors have implemented the project data exchange standard, allowing their 
applications to export data to and then import project data, produced by any product back 
into their systems. These vendors, who now provide a facility to exchange project data 
through the NCCTP data exchange standard, account for the majority of tools that are utilised 
for project collaboration on UK construction projects. 

As the standard schema only defines the objects that exist and a structure in which project 
data can be stored, it cannot control the quality of the data that is outputted to it from any 
vendor's application. Along with this it also cannot control how that project data that is store 
is reproduced in the importing system. Unless the project process can accurately reproduce 
the project the usefulness of the standard will be very limited. Therefore additional checks 
are required that compare that data that is contained within an exported XML Document with 
that stored within the application, to ensure that the export XML is an accurate 
representation. Similarly any vendor who is importing project data from the standard to their 
application will need to go through a series of tests that verifies that the project created in the 
system is an accurate representation of that stored in the XML Document. Although direct 
comparisons between the two systems would seem the logical way of checking that the 
project data had been reproduced correctly there are a number of limitations that make this 
approach unfeasible. 

• Every collaborative system contains and displays information in a unique way, while 
in some system it may be easy to compare the two projects, other are sufficiently 
different to make this task difficult. 

• Vendors will not wish to give direct access to products to other collaborative 
providers as this could provide vital information about the working of their products. 

• Exporting system may not exist, to be checked against when the data has been 
imported into the new system; therefore checks on the data could not be made. 

• Without the checking of both the import and export independently any errors that 
were apparent between the two systems, would not be known where they were 
generated. 

To ensure that the standard that had been developed was capable of enabling project data 
to be transferred between different applications member organisations of the NCCTP 
conducted a series of project transfer test. These tests involved the transfer of sample project 
data between the different vendor applications, and the recreation of the project in the 
original exporting system. Therefore each vendor produced a XML Document that was 
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compliant with the data exchange standard of a project stored within their collaborative 
system. These projects were then made available to other vendor for import into their 
applications, confirming that the standard could enable project data transfer between different 
vendor applications. 

Not included in the inter-organisational testing were any extensions that individual 
vendors may have added to their export through the extensibility provided by standard, as 
this information could give insights in to the product. Or, the transfer of any real complete 
client project data between systems, as this would be legally impossible because of client 
confidentiality arrangements. 

IMPACT ON PROVIDERS OF PROJECT COLLABORATION TOOLS TO THE 
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
Since the standard provides a mechanism for the definition of users and organisations that are 
associated with a particular project, and that organisation may utilise many different 
collaborative tool providers. Inconsistencies between the information stored in systems will 
exist. When moving the data from one system to another, these discrepancies could make 
project transfer difficult through mapping of users and organisations. Currently different 
collaborative applications required differing amounts data to be compulsorily supplied for 
any users and organisations, with the primary aim of getting users up and running on the 
system rather then complete data entry. In addition to this desire to get the users using the 
system as quickly as possible there are no checks that verify that the data entered is accurate. 
This will become more important as larger organisations start to employ their own enterprise 
solutions for project collaboration that will have user information synchronized through 
directory services. With user uncertainty existing, a great effort will be required in order to 
make sure that users are mapped correctly, and additional user accounts are not created when 
the user already exists on the system. In order to better facilitate project data transfer between 
different systems the collaborative community will be required to overcome this user 
duplication/confusion problem especially if they are looking to make future advancements 
into real-time collaboration with users able to access data store in numerous different 
products. 

The standard is a starting point to address some of the other issues that are holding back 
deployment of collaborative projects, like users being forced to use a particular product, 
which generates hostility to collaborative products in general meaning that not all the 
benefits that should be realised are. 

The NCCTP standard is not seeking to define a model that all collaborative systems must 
adopt, that is why only the core is defined. It is enough that systems can map what they store 
to the collaborative generic model. However if many organisation do a certain item that is 
seen as a core activity then others may want to adopt this in their products. This will help 
integration between the differing systems. In real terms this agreed standard means that 
vendor applications will now not be able to fundamentally change what they do without 
taking into account project data transform via the schema provided. 

The transferring of projects from hosted to enterprise systems and archiving projects 
from one system and then reinstalling into another to leverage the knowledge that has been 
developed by the participating vendors. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

An industry lead initiative has developed an XML based standard to enable the exchange of 
project data between different collaborative software vendors, working in the UK 
marketplace. Under the management of CIRIA the NCCTP, who encompass the majority of 
providers of collaborative software, have defined a set of classes and their interrelationships 
that model the data commonly held within all collaborative tools. This generic applicability 
of the constructed data model has been shown through vendors adopting the standard who 
were not involved in its initial conception ("Business Collaborator joins the NCCTP", 2004), 
and should reassure other that the standard can work with their applications. 

Through the knowledge that developed standards are of little practical use unless widely 
implemented within industry, participating providers have been proceeding with extensive 
inter-organisational testing in order to fully implement the standard. With a generic tested 
solution for the transfer of project data between collaborative systems now in place, amongst 
the majority of providers to the UK marketplace, users now have the confidence that they are 
no longer locked into a single solution for the entirety of the project. The implemented 
standard also reassurances users that should the unforeseen happen and the collaborative . 
technology provider go out of business, then the data can be saved and resurrected in another 
application. The developed exchange standard will allow for the continued deployment of 
collaborative tools to manage project data, with the knowledge that the information is secure, 
safe and now potentially transferable should the need arise. 

It is not envisaged that clients will be rushing to move live projects between collaborative 
systems, due to the loss of some application specific data, and that the main application of the 
standard will probably be to extract project in emergency situations. However, the standard 
through its common definitions and understandings can form the basis for greater levels of 
integration between collaborative products in the future. Enabling client's access to all 
projects data trough a single interface, regardless of what collaborative application is storing 
the information, through multiple collaborative systems collaborating on a single project 
through real time messaging using standards frameworks such as Web Services. 
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ABSTRACT 

Collaborative systems are increasingly being used to manage project information on 
the larger construction projects. However this speed of expansion coupled with the 
lack of consolidation between such systems has lead to a highly fragmented 
marketplace for collaborative products. Currently client organisations are free to 
select systems from any of the available providers, but once selected are unable to 
effectively change service provider until the conclusion of the project. This perceived 
lock-in along with concerns over the stability of some technology providers has 
created unease amongst the user community and is hindering the adoption of 
collaborative tools. 

In an effort to reassure the users of collaborative tools that these products can be 
trusted with valuable project data, UK collaborative technology providers to the 
construction industry have come together to address the user communities concerns. 
Seven companies agreed to work together on common industry issues. This resulted 
in the formation of the Network of Construction Collaboration Technology Providers 
(NCCTP). The NCCTP is a vendor neutral group aimed at increasing interoperability 
between different collaboration systems. Initially focusing on reducing the concerns 
associated with the restricted access to project information, an XML data exchange 
standard was developed. This has been adopted by the NCCTP service providers and 
allows for project data to be transferred, between different collaboration systems. 

This paper examines what the existence of a generic solution for the transfer of 
project data between collaborative systems will mean for the user community, and 
why such a standard was of key importance. It introduces the key classes that are 
defmed in the standard, and the interrelationships between them. Moreover how the 
standard reassures users that, if required, their data can be exported from one system 
and imported into another application. Also with the current industry trend towards 
joint ventures, and the increasing prevalence of companies selecting a single 
collaborative solution, project data transfer will become a necessity in the future. It is 
the author's belief that the work done on this standard could form the basis of more 
advanced levels of integration between the different collaborative products. 

Keywords: Construction, Collaboration Software, Data Exchange Standards, 
NCCTP, XML Schema 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Collaborative Systems are now an integral part of any major construction project, 
managing large amounts of documents, facilitating collaboration between project 
team members and allowing users to quickly find the information required to 
complete tasks. Modem Collaborative Systems have come a long way since they 
initially started to be used, with a multitude of different solutions now available for 
clients to select from. Current offerings range from hosted extranet sites, through to 
deployments of enterprise level solution to manage all projects. With the complexity 
of these solutions increasing the initial trend of construction companies deploying 
their own internal project extranet systems has been replace with a large number of 
different vendors supplying collaborative solutions to the construction sector. 

The recent rapid growth of the UK collaborative marketplace is expected to continue 
with an estimated 95% of large projects and 65% of medium projects likely to use the 
tools by 2007 ("Collaboration Software in the Construction Industry", 2003). These 
growth figures however will only be realised if vendors continue to address client 
requirements and concerns, in a timely manor. Since, despite the successes that 
collaborative technology has brought to the construction industry doubts still remain 
about the providers sector amongst some clients. With some high profile and well 
publicised problems with vendors, ceasing to trade and clients been unable to access 
their data, it is not hard to see why some organisations still are producing paper 
backup of drawings as insurance against the unforeseen (Milton 2003). It is in this 
context that a group of vendors, representing the majority of suppliers to the UK 
Construction Industry have come together with the aim of increasing confidence in 
collaborative products. In addition to jointly promoting the benefits of the use of 
collaborative technology on construction project, they have developed a standard that 
allows for project data to be transferred between compliant collaborative products, in 
an effort to increase user confidence in the solutions. 

The new data exchange standard developed utilises knowledge gained from previous 
projects conducted on document transfer (Watson & Davoodi 2002), in which one of 
the NCCTP members was involved, and combines this with knowledge of the actual 
data that is stored in collaborative systems. By combining a wide sample of vendors 
who provide services to almost all UK clients an accurate picture of current system 
usage was created. The constructed generic model of a collaborative system, as 
actually deployed by clients, was then arranged into a number of classes, with class 
being used to describe a range of things that have common characteristics. For 
example in a collaborative system, every folder has the attributes for the date it was 
created; and every user has attributes of a first and last name. Folder and user are 
described as names of classes. To continue the analogy there could be many folders 
used in the project, with each folder conforming to the class specification but 
potentially having different values assigned to its attributes. One folder may be hidden 
from view whilst another may be highlighted at the start of the page. Both are folders 
and have the attributes of a folder as defined in the NCCTP schema. In this respect the 
work closely resembles the structure of the Industry Foundation Classes defmed in 
ifcXML (lAI 2001) in the concept of defmed classes and interrelationships between 
classes. Indeed many classes are shared between the two standards, with the 
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ifcXML's being more generic and the NCCTP being more specific to collaborative 
tool specific. 

2 THE INDUSTRY NEED 

In an effort to meet the targets set out by Egan (1998) the UK construction industry 
has employed a number of technical solutions to improve its performance, with one of 
the most successful of these solutions being project collaboration tools. Although 
initially many organisations developed their own internal collaborative solutions these 
have largely been replaced by third party systems as the solutions have become more 
and more elaborate. Thus the collaborative project information management needs for 
most current construction projects are met by a number of different vendors. This shift 
towards a service that is provided to the company rather then a resource that the 
company has direct control over has lead to a number of concerns about the reliability 
of the solutions offered, and the longevity of some vendor' business models. The 
following list of points illustrates the industrial need for a mechanism allowing the 
transfer of project data between collaborative systems. 

• Once a particular vendor's solution has been selected and is being used on a 
project, it is difficult to transfer this project data to another environment, 
known in the industry as product lock-in. 

• Many of the collaborative solution that are currently been employed to 
manage project data were born out of the dot.com era, with the surviving 
organisations still largely unproven (Krojevski 2001). Although this 
perception has diminished somewhat as time has passed since the busting of 
the dot.com bubble, many ITT (Invitation to Tender) proposals sent out by 
clients still are seeking to determine the long term viability of the vendor. This 
coupled with articles in industry publications questioning the financial 
predicament of some providers (Building 2004), continues to effect confidence 
in the collaboration provider industry. 

• In the early years of vendors supplying collaborative solutions, some major 
problems arose with the services provided by some companies. With a number 
of vendors closing down after a few weeks, and other stopping their services 
without informing their user community (Holden 2001), confidence in 
collaborative tools industry was damaged. This coupled with customers not 
been able to retrieve their data from systems that have ceased to trade has cast 
a shadow over the long term viability of the wider industry. 

• Since the rapid growth of the sector has lead to the creation of a large number 
of different suppliers of collaborative software solutions industry watchers, 
such as Gamer have been predicting wide spread consolidation. This thinking 
has been reinforced by Lane (2003) who in his analysis of the collaboration 
industry expected that the UK market would consolidate to 3 main players and 
those clients of the vendors leaving would be taken over by the remaining 
participants. 

• Increasingly the larger collaborative technology clients have begun to select a 
single system to help mange all of their projects in a single environment 
These clients having spent large sums of money on systems and training staff 
on how to use these systems effectively will require the ability to migrate their 
pre-existing projects from other systems to the one that they have purchased. 
They will be no longer willing to expend large amounts of money training 
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staff on a new system on a project by project basis and will strive for their 
system to be adopted for each project in which they participate. 

The standard discussed in this paper addresses the growing user need for a mechanism 
that will enable project data to be transferred for one vendor's collaborative system, to 
a selection of other systems, in a way that the active project can continue to be used 
by the current group of participating users and organisations. Although the solution 
proposed is only directly relevant to construction project data, the approach of 
industries participating vendors cooperating could be mirrored in other sectors to 
leverage similar results, to the benefit of all collaborative users in many vertical 
markets. 

3 EXISTING STANDARDISED DATA TRANSFER METHODS 

To allow for project data to be transferred between heterogeneous collaborative 
systems used by the construction industry a conceptual model of the data stored is 
required. Part of this work was attempted by Bjork (1993) who presented a model of 
documents that could form the heart of a construction document management system. 
The early work was then advanced to show how the use of document management 
systems could provide a smooth transition towards computer integrated construction 
(Turk et al. 1994). The field was then progressed further by Rezgui & Cooper (1998) 
who examined the workings of different document management systems, going on to 
present a migration from document-based to model-based information representation 
and structure. This however was contradicted when an alternative approach was put 
forward that moved away from the shared model approach to document management 
(Hajjar & AbouRizk 2000). With the defmition of organisation, document data and 
project based on a common data model but customised to a specific construction 
industry sector. The concept being that the incremental development of specialised 
modules for each specific sector would help move towards industry wide 
standardisation facilitating the immediate realisation of benefits of construction 
document management systems. Additional attempts were made at an international 
level to standardise the metadata associated with documents (ISO 2000a) and in 
particular construction related documents (ISO 2000b), but with individual clients 
specifying the metadata they required many diverse document metadata 
implementations have been created. It is these client specified document metadata 
systems, coupled with a desire for speedy database access which has lead vendors to 
limit metadata held to that which is required by the clients only. Today there is no 
widely accepted definitive standard for document metadata existing within the 
collaborative applications used by the construction industry, with clients specifying 
their own on a per-project or enterprise basis. 
The wide spread emergence of XML as a data exchange platform, has lead to many 
new XML based data exchange standards for the construction industry such as 
ifcXML (IAI 2001) and aecXML (IAI 2004). While aecXML initiative was aimed at 
producing a collection of transaction schemas, ifcXML did offer storage and transfer 
capabilities applicable to Collaborative systems. The Leeds University (2002) 
DocLink specification then extended the ifcXML model and applied this to the 
transfer of documents and associated metadata between collaborative systems, 
developing a series of data transfer transactions that could be executed in near real
time. 
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4 THE NCCTP STANDARD 

The Standard defines a set of classes and the interrelationships between these classes 
which define the commonality that exists between the majority of construction 
specific collaborative systems used by the construction industry. The purpose of the 
standard is to enable the transfer of a single project, including all associated 
documents, users and their organisations, from one collaborative system to another. 
The standard agreed upon represents the data that is actually stored within projects, 
which are held within different providers' systems. As well as agreement upon the 
core data to be transferred, classes, the standard also represents the structure in which 
the data will fit, class interrelationships. 

The NCCTP Standard document implemented by participating vendors is based upon 
XML (eXtensible Markup Language), which is an open web standard published by 
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C 2000). Since its inception XML has become 
the paramount standard for data transfer used throughout the world, and has spawned 
a number of different XML related technologies. The actual standard uses XSD 
(XML Schema Definition) Language, a recommendation of the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C 2001), to specify how to formally describe the elements in an 
XML document. XSD has become the main language for controlling the contents of 
XML documents rising above its rivals such as the DID (Document Type Definition) 
and the XDR (XML Data Reduced) schema backed by Microsoft. 

In order to provide support for the standard each participating vendor organisation's 
collaborative application has the ability to export a single project's data to the current 
version of the NCCTP standard. And also has the ability to import project data that is 
stored in a XML Document that complies with the standard into their own system. In 
practical terms this means that any future product developments will have to be made 
with the common standard in mind, so that data can always be moved. 

The principles behind the standard are based upon the ability to transfer a single 
project from one system to another; so currently there is no facility to allow for 
multiple projects to be defined in a single compliant XML document. Since one XML 
Export document contains one project all organisational and user information relating 
to this project must be contained within the file. However since systems generally 
hold multiple projects, and organisations work on a multitude of these, user and 
organisation information is held outside of the project, therefore it is a requirement to 
create them inside the project for the purpose of transfer. 

As great diversity exists in the way that different products help in the management of 
construction projects the standard covers only the core elements that go to make up 
any collaborative system. The characteristics of these common classes, such as 
documents, revisions, users and groups, have been designed with extensibility in 
mind, allowing for providers to include all unique metadata they hold on a particular 
object. 

4.1 Key Classes and Class Interrelationships 
The Information that is defined within the NCCTP standard is divided into two main 
subtypes, the actual documents that exist within the project, and the people who 
interact with these documents. Within a compliant XML document all definitions of 
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users and the structures in which they are held, organisations and groups, are defmed 
within the two NCCTP elements organisations and groups. Similarly all the 
information regarding documents is contained within the NCCTP element folders. A 
Diagram showing the main classes and their relationships can be seen in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1,' Main Classes and Relationships in the NCCTP Standard 

NCCTPUsers 
The NCCTP schema defmes users and organisations as classes each with their unique 
set of attributes similar conceptually to the ifcXML model for IfcPerson and 
IfcOrganisation. However a substantial departure from ifcXML is made with the 
omission of any classes relating to the ifcPersonAndOrganization entity, with 
relationships between the two classes enforced by having users nested within 
organisations. Extensions have been made to the classes available in ifcXML to 
include a group class; this follows work done in applying ifcActorResources to 
project extranets done in the DocLink specifications (Leeds University 2002). A 
group, is defined by NCCTP standard as being a collection of users, which mayor 
may not be from the same organisation that can act collectively within the 
collaborative environment. The NCCTP standard does not include any 
interrelationships between organisations, which are defined by 
IfcOrganisationRelationship, as this hierarchical organisation structure is usually not 
stored within collaborative systems. 

NCCTP Document Model 
As a primary function of collaborative systems is to store electronic documents, the 
IFC Document Model with its scope of managing information about and references to 
documents potentially stored electronically, can form the basis for document transfer. 
This application of the IFC Document Model was shown when it was used to transfer 
single documents between collaborative systems during the DocLink ,project. 
However the Model does not specify a way of arranging a set of documents into a 
hierarchical folder structure that is commonly deployed within collaborative tools. 
Since the structure in which documents are stored must be transferred between the 
two systems, the NCCTP Standard defines the class of 'folder' that stores information 
about these containers. To allow a full folder structure to be formed folder entities can 
contain other folder entities and so on to form the entire structure. 
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The NCCTP schema holds document information within its own class with document 
attribute information and relationships to other classes defined, comparable to 
ifcDocumentlnformation class. Within the standard the information that is held about 
the document is extensible so applications can supply any custom attributes that they 
hold. The ifcDcoumentInformation class however defmes attributes that are redundant 
in the NCCTP standard, such as the confidentiality attribute, which is replaced by a 
new security class, see NCCTP Object Security Implementation. 

The NCCTP Standard supports a mechanism for describing relationships between 
revisions of different documents, through the revisionReferences class. This class 
forms the same function as the IfcDocumentlnformationRelationship but at the 
document revision level not the document level. 

NCCTP Object Security Implementation 
As security of data contained within collaborative systems is· of fundamental 
importance to the user community it is of paramount importance that a robust security 
model is transferred within the XML Document. Therefore the standard has defined a 
class that can be applied at numerous levels throughout the project. The ACL (Access 
Control List) class defmes the people that have rights to work on a particular object 
within the system, and can be applied to the project, folder, document, revision, or 
file. Since all vendors operate slightly different security system the classes needed to 
be generic enough to allow every system to map security settings. 

4.2 Implementation of the Standard by Industry 
The standard has so far been implemented by 7 different organisations that account 
for the lion share of tools that are currently been used on UK construction projects, 
table 1. Although most of these organisation had input into the initial drafting of the 
standard one vendor joined after the first version of the standard had been agreed 
upon, but had no problems mapping their system to the NCCTP standard. 

NCCTP Member Organisation 
4Projects 

BIW 
Build Online 

Business Collaborator 
Cadweb 

Causeway Technologies 
Sarcophagus 

Table 1: Collaborative Technology providers Involved in the standards development 

To ensure that project data could be successfully transferred between the participating 
systems, a series of test projects were created in each system, and then exported to the 
standard. The validity of the created XML data was verified through the conduction of 
a series of standard export tests defined by the NCCTP. These exported XML 
documents were then made available for each different organisations application to 
import into their system. Once that the data had been imported into a system the 
validity of the data was verified through a series of standard import tests defined by 
the NCCTP. The project data transfer testing that was conducted between all the 
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member organisations showed that data could be successfully moved between 
systems. 

The standard outlines a structure in which project data can be held that is neutral of 
anyone organisation system. When the standard was implemented by the different 
vendor organisations no organisation changed the way that they held the data within 
their own database system. Indeed the aim of the exchange standard is not to change 
how data is stored, only to provide a mechanism for the storage of project data that 
can be understood by all vendors. 
Currently no clients have utilised the standard through choice or necessity, to transfer 
a live project between different systems, with the main client interest in archiving 
completed projects and recreating them in enterprise systems to leverage the 
knowledge gathered. 

5 USER IMPACT OF NCCTP STANDARD 

For the fIrst time users of any NCCTP compliant system will have the ability to take 
information relating to a 'live' project from one system and transfer it to another 
system, without the need for a lengthy data mapping exercise to be carried out by the 
two vendors involved. Furthermore as the system has been implemented by a large 
number of vendors, the client organisation has the ability to select a system that best 
meets their requirements. For example if the system in which the data was originally 
stored employed a hierarchical folder structure, similar to windows explorer, then it is 
likely that the client would wish to import project data into a system that used 
hierarchical folders. The ability for users to access their data in XML format is 
nothing new, with the majority of systems already offering XML Export functionality 
to their clients. However the standard devised by NCCTP members allows project 
information to be exported in such a way that another application can readily interpret 
the data and recreate the project in another system. 

The emergence of the standard may have little impact on the system selection 
decision made by vendors but it should increase the confIdence to use this technology. 
Users if collaboration systems are likely to extend their use of such tools when they 
are confIdent that increasing the level of intellectual property contained in such 
systems will remain accessible. Such accessibility is partly to address concerns 
should a vendor cease trading but more about the ability to respond to different 
business requirements - such as working with clients and partners who may use an 
alternative collaboration system. 

The close cooperation between the different vendors and the production of a standard 
will be of benefIt to the clients of such applications. This also shows that vendors can 
work together for the common good of the industry. The industry made the need for 
action clear and will continue to do so as their business requirements evolve over 
time. The formation of the NCCTP creates a focus for users and providers alike. This 
collaboration in partnership with the user community should be to the benefit of the 
whole industry. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

With the majority of providers of collaborative software to the UK construction 
industry participating and implementing the data exchange standard. It will become 
standard functionality that clients should expect from any supplier that they engage 
with. As the development of the standard has been industry lead, and involved a large 
number of the main providers it cannot be seen as been biased to one particular 
vendor or group of vendor. Other Collaborative providers should feel confident that 
their product could conform to the standard with has been reinforced by a vendor 
joining and implementing the full standard after the first version was constructed 
("Business Collaborator joins the NCCTP", 2004). 

Work by each individual member organisation in implementing that data exchange 
standard with their individual collaborative tool has started the providers collectively 
down the road to greater integration in the future. With a generic tested solution for 
the transfer of project data between collaborative systems now in place, amongst the 
majority of providers to the UK marketplace, users now have the confidence that they 
are no longer locked into a single solution for the entirety of the project. The 
implemented standard also reassures users that should the unforeseen happen and 
their collaborative technology provider goes out of business, then the data can be 
saved and resurrected in another application. The developed exchange standard will 
allow for the continued deployment of collaborative tools to manage project data, 
with the knowledge that the information is secure, safe and now potentially 
transferable should the need arise. 

The trends towards joint ventures, and the increasing use of enterprise collaborative 
solution, will mean that users will potentially soon require the ability to access project 
data stored in numerous different systems. It is the author's belief that work done on 
this standard could form the basis for this level of real-time integration. 
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Abstract 
As part of an industry-lead initiative, standards have been developed to enable bulk 
exchange of project data between project collaboration systems used by the 
construction industry. Through the work of developing exchange standards to the 
practical implementation of data transfer, this paper examines the issues that need to 
be addressed by both solution providers and their clients when considering moving a 
project's data between two different instances of collaborative software. It highlights 
the practical difficulties of keeping the consistency of the data during the transfer 
process and gives solutions that can help to overcome these and other problems. The 
paper draws on experience gained through the development of vendor neutral 
standards and real-life project migrations to put forward procedures which should be 
adopted by vendors, and gives insight into the underlying process for clients. The 
paper will form a vital framework for clients to determine if the benefits of moving 
projects between suppliers outweigh the difficulties associated with the move, and to 
help vendors put processes in place to best facilitate the transfer. 

KEYWORDS: XML, project collaboration, data exchange standards, architecture 
engineering and construction 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Project Collaboration systems which encompass both project extranets and enterprise 
wide solutions are now widely deployed throughout the construction sector, with a 
wide number of vendors competing to supply these systems on either a global or per 
project basis [1]. These solutions allow for geographically dispersed project teams to 
work together collectively increasing efficiency in the process and bringing greater 
profitability to their organisations [2,3]. Currently however project extranets are seen 
by many project participants as temporary repositories of information that are used for 
the duration of the project and then discarded. Clients also feel that once the project 
has begun they are stuck with the selected system for the duration without any 
reasonable way to transfer. Clients may desire to move their projects between 
different project collaboration systems for a number of reasons, or be forced into a 
transfer by events beyond their control. Examples of reasons clients may wish to 
move project data between systems with the potential benefits this could bring are as 
follows [4]: 

• The client is unhappy with the service that they are receiving from the vendor 
and wish to move to another supplier who offers a more stable system and a 
better level of service. 
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• The vendor is unable or unwilling to continue the service that they are 
currently providing and the client needs to transfer project data to another 
supplier. 

• When selecting a system, the client undertook pilot projects on a number of 
different systems to evaluate the products and wishes to move all the projects 
to the single selected system. 

• The project on the extranet has been completed and the client wishes to bring 
the data in to their enterprise system for all employees to utilise the captured 
data. 

To help address these client concerns with project collaboration systems a group of 
vendors formed the Network of Construction Collaboration Technology Providers 
(NCCTP), an association focused on developing standards that would aid data transfer 
between different systems and lead to a greater uptake of collaborative technology in 
the UK construction sector. Initially containing 6 collaborative vendors, the NCCTP 
has now grown to 9 members and is one of the projects managed by the British 
Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA). Participating 
vendor organisations produced an Extensible Markup Language (XML) based 
standard for the bulk exchange of project data between project collaboration systems 
[5], which was presented to industry at the Project Extranets V Conference in London 
[6]. The developed NCCTP Standard builds upon work done on the transfer of 
documents and associated metadata outlined in the DocLink Specification [7], and 
combines it with knowledge of how data is stored in a wide variety of collaborative 
systems. The DocLink Specification [8] extends the ifcXML model [9], with the 
NCCTP standard using the same class structure. The XML based bulk data exchange 
standard differs from previous prescriptive standards such as ISO [10] and [11], 
which attempted to standardise document metadata and construction specific 
document metadata, by providing an extensible model that can be mapped to each 
vendor's software. 

Through the work done in association with the NCCTP Technical group, development 
and implementation of data transfer solutions at Causeway Technologies and actual 
industry deployments of the technology, this paper presents the practicalities 
associated with transferring project data between different extranet systems, and 
should be beneficial to both clients and solution providers. The paper shows clients 
what they should be expecting if they want to transfer projects between systems, from 
potential transfer duration to the difficulties that are involved. To vendors, the paper 
will show the areas that need to be considered in order to best accomplish the transfer 
of data with the least difficulties. The paper will also present some difficulties that 
may be encountered during the process. 

2. EXTRACTING PROJECT DATA 

The first activity required in the transfer of project data between two different project 
collaboration systems is to extract all relevant data from the source system to an XML 
based external storage system. This extracted project's information must be self 
contained with all the data required to recreate the project on the destination system 
included within the export. For example all the users who have ever interacted with 
the project must be included even if their access to the project has since been 
removed. The partial good news for clients is since offline access to project data is 
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necessary from a security perspective [12], most major vendors already have the 
ability to extract data for the purpose of project archives. It is questionable however 
whether or not these can meet the unique project transfer requirements, as each 
different system's unique export mechanism produces project data that is structured in 
a different way, and hence clients will be left with the responsibility for organising 
and paying for any transformation work required. 

Equally for providers, even the actual extraction of their standard project data from 
the live environment, which potentially hosts numerous projects that are continually 
in use, is fraught with difficulties. It is of paramount importance when selecting both a 
time to conduct any project data export and the methodology utilised to get the data, 
to minimise the impact on the service level to other customers. It transpires that one of 
the advantages of project collaboration system use, with people able to work on the 
same data while been located anywhere throughout the world is also a drawback when 
looking to extract the data. This 24/7 use of the service will mean that there are no 
natural points when the service is not in use or at very low levels of use, thus 
providers will need to monitor their usage before deciding when to conduct an export 
of data, Figure 1. Additionally the time required to complete the entire extract needs 
to be considered, with estimates as accurate as possible, while understanding that each 
project is unique. Projects that have been running for many years can amass large 
quantities of documents and associated metadata, and it is not uncommon to hold data 
in the order of tens of Gigabytes, and numbers of documents in the high tens of 
thousands. Extrapolating from the extractions documented in case studies included 
with this paper, projects of this scale could take many hours to export, adding 
increased strain to a live system. 

Once a time for the export execution is agreed between the client and the provider, all 
the project participants need to be informed that data extraction is taking place. While 
some systems support the concept of marking projects as 'complete'I'archived' 
effectively making it read only, other do not. Those which do not have this 
functionality will need to deploy additional methods to ensure consistency of project 
data. While it is technically feasible to set up export rules that will only export objects 
that have been created before a specified date, any changes to an objects metadata or 
any object deletions cannot easily be handled by these rules. For example if a 
document existed at the time that the export process was started, but was deleted by a 
user during the process, before the document was exported, then it would not be 
included in the exported project data. Therefore it is only possible to produce a 
snapshot of the project if it can be guaranteed that for the duration of the export 
process no user activity is undertaken on the project. Several different methods to 
achieve a genuine snapshot can be deployed, each with advantages and drawbacks: 

• Inform all project participants that the project is been exported and that 
they should not enter it for the duration of the process. This option has the 
advantage that no changes need to be made to the project; however it does 
rely on everybody obeying the request. 

• Disable the accounts of all project participants for the duration of the 
export, restricting access to the system. This option ensures that no 
changes can be made to the project because users can not access the 
system. However if these users were collaborating on other projects then 
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access to these would also be restricted; additionally extra effort would be 
required to both disable then enable the accounts. 

• Restricting users' access to the project that is scheduled to be exported, 
allowing users to continue to use any other projects that they are members 
of on the system. Again the advantage lies in the fact that the project data 
cannot be changed by any of the project participants, but by adjusting the 
access controls the project is being altered anyway. Special care needs to 
be taken if using the option to understand the impact it will have on the 
particular project collaboration system in question. 

• Export the project from a restored backup of the system will ensure that no 
changes can be made to the project during extraction. This however will 
add additional time to the project transfer. 

Ensuring that the project remains unaltered throughout the data extraction is also 
essential when it comes to verifying that the data has been exported, to ensure that it 
is an accurate representation of the project. 

3. DATA CONSISTENCY AND VERIFICATION 

The process of ensuring the extracted project data from the live system is an accurate 
representation of the project data held is a critical step in the transfer process. No 
matter how good the import application is, if the data supplied is faulty then the 
reproduced project will also contain errors. Clients need to be confident that data 
consistency will be maintained throughout the transfer, so a robust verification 
methodology is needed, but again a trade-off must be made between detail and time, 
with extra checks causing delays in the transfer process. While each utility used for 
extracting project data should/will come with its own error checking capabilities, 
these may need to be augmented with sanity checks to ensure that everything is as 
expected. The use of XML as the storage mechanism for project data outside of the 
collaborative tool makes these check easier to perform. 

To give prospective clients confidence that extracted data will be consistent and free 
from error, each vendor will need to have tested and verified the export routine in a 
large number of scenarios. Depending on the relationship that exists between client 
and vendor, self-verification mayor may not be adequate. To give the greatest 
confidence in data export, clients should seek some level of independent assurances 
that the extraction produces a true representation of the project. 

Vendors seeking to support the ability of project data extraction should go through the 
following stages during the development and testing of their routine. 
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• Since the exported data will be held in XML format, manual Checks of the 
exported data can be carried out on small test projects extracted from the 

. system. Test projects should contain all the components of the source 
system, but in small quantities that can easily be checked. 

• Automated checks of the exported system that compares the extracted 
information against that which is contained in the collaborative system, 
this process is substantially quicker then the manual checks. However, a 
full automated check of all the extracted project data is the equivalent of 
extracting the data once again from the system, meaning that this method 
is of the greatest use when testing extraction software due to time 



constraints and live system performance impact. This automated checking 
will provide confidence in the extractor so when it is used on large project 
in the live system this checking is not required. 

• Importation of the data back into the system, will allow checks to be made 
on the exported data to ensure that it is capable of being imported back 
into the system correctly. Initial test should be conducted on small projects 
which will make the process of checking quicker while examining the 
maximum level of functionality of the extractor utility. 

4. DATA SECURITY 

As the data is extracted from the project collaboration system, all the security that had 
been applied to the objects and documents is lost, allowing anybody who gains access 
to the data-free reign to view or amend it. Therefore it is of paramount importance to 
add some level of security back as soon as possible, especially before any data is 
transferred from the secure environment from which it was extracted. Security is 
critical for two very different reasons; firstly to deny access to data and secondly to 
prevent the data from being changed while in transit. In any data transfer activity 
containing project data it must be clear whether or not the data has been modified by 
third parties while outside of the extranet systems. With the need for security firmly 
established, the vendor must only decide whether to encrypt the data during 
extraction, or after validation of the export. Should data be encrypted during 
extraction then additional time will be necessary to validate the exported data, adding 
to the total time required for the transfer. If security is added to the data as it is 
generated then the extraction process will take a longer period of time, furthermore 
verifying the extracted data to ensure that it is an accurate reproduction of that stored 
in the system will also take a longer period of time. Different methodologies for 
adding security are shown in table 1.) 

5. DATA STORAGE 

As project data is being transferred between different collaborative systems, some 
data will need to be stored outside of the system, regardless of whether it is being 
directly read and written or read, stored and then written. To enable data to be 
transferred between systems a common method of describing this data outside of the 
system is needed, to ensure that data is interpreted correctly by the destination system. 
In recent years XML has emerged as the leading data exchange platform, and been 
used in a number of construction specific initiatives like ebXML [13], aecXML [14] 
and bcXML[15]. Figure 2 shows how the vendor to standard mapping information is 
used to take data extracted XML data from the source system and reproduce it 
correctly in the destination system. The methodology for the storage of project data 
should be selected from existing data exchange standards that both source and 

. destination system support. Within the United Kingdom the majority of vendors 
support the NCCTP XML based data exchange standard [16]. This attempt at a the 
creation of a generic construction based collaborative system model for individual 
vendors to map to is the latest in a number of proposals [17], [18] and [19]. 
If the two systems do not support the same standard or support conflicting standards 
then agreement will need to be made on which standard should be used for the 
transfer. Should neither organisation support an existing standard then they are free to 
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either develop a protocol for transfer between their two systems or both adopt one of 
the existing models. Constructing and implementing, or just implementing protocols 
for data exchange is not a quick process with many stages of testing required to 
ensure that the system works. 

For any system used for storage of project data in a neutral method outside of the 
system the minimum requirements are: 

• Support for User Accounts, associated user metadata and the overall 
organisational structure that they exist within. 

• Support for objects, associated metadata and the overall system in which 
they are contained within the project. 

• Access Control List methodology, allowing for object rights to be defined 
• A method for recording audit events on the objects that are to be stored 

outside the system. 

6. PHYSICAL DATA TRANSFER BETWEEN COLLABORATIVE 
SYSTEMS 

To allow for the project data to be imported into the destination system, it is necessary 
for the data to be physically moved from the source system to the destination system. 
To achieve this transfer several different options are available to the parties, including 
direct transfer over the internet and physical transportation via some external media, 
such as CD, DVD or Hard Disk Drive. Each of these options has its own practical 
difficulties and potential solutions with the selection been governed by the size of 
project data and the timescales involved. 

Dependant upon network bandwidth, other requirements for this connection, it may 
actually be quicker to transfer data on a physical media between the two sites. 
However if transferring over a network then actions need to be made to minimise the 
risks associated with the transfer, with continual inspection of the process required to 
ensure that everything has transpired correctly. The data that needs to be transferred 
between the two systems will need to be secured and verifiable once it has reached the 
other terminal. Further difficulties and additional costs in achieving a speedy transfer 
between providers will also be caused by the time necessary to transfer the project 
data to the secure environments employed by many hosting organisations, which are 
required to meet IT management standards like ISOIIEC 17799:2005 [20] and ITIL 
[21]. 

7. IMPORTING PROJECT DATA INTO A COLLABORATIVE 
SYSTEM 

If an extranet supplying company decides that it wishes to, or is asked by a client to 
import existing project data for either another vendor's system or another instance of 
its own environment, the general process can be split into two main sub-processes. 
Firstly the creation of all relevant user accounts and any associated information, and 
secondly the creating of the objects and their metadata. An overview of a standard 
sequence for the creation of project data is shown in figure 3. 
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It is important that the user information is created before the objects as object 
metadata directly relates to users that should exist on the system, for example objects 
are created by a particular user who exists on the system. Although this is the same 
for user accounts it still makes sense for users to be created first as they do not contain 
any references to objects. 

When considering the import process it is important that the ability exists to import all 
of the data that was exported from the other system, while customers may wish to 
manipulate this data either prior to or during import to meet their own specific needs. 
The option to manipulate the data is critical to clients that in some instances will be 
paying for the project collaboration service by the seat, therefore to create a number 
of dead accounts just to maintain data consistency is not an economically viable 
proposal. The solution is to delete these users once the project import has completed 
successfully. However the exact strategy will need to be agreed between the client and 
project collaboration software supplier. 

The key activity prior to import and indeed at the consultation stage is to manage the 
client's expectations of what will and will not be available in the new system. 
Although clients should be aware of what the newly selected system does, they will 
not be aware of the details of how it exactly works and what will not be supported in 
the new system. Therefore clients who seek to have their project data as close as 
possible to its previous taxonomy should seek to find a supplier who supports the 
same type of taxonomy model in their project collaboration system. For example 
support for the concept of nested folders, multiple files per revision or revision level 
permissions. 

7.1 IMpORTATION OF USER ACCOUNTS 

With the import of users there are lots of different things that need to be considered; 
firstly login names of each user must be distinct. Next the information provided about 
the user in the exporting system might not be consistent with information already 
existing in the importing system. Whether the vendor does the import manually or 
they set up rules to control how the users are imported automatically, vendors will 
need to make decisions depending upon the characteristics of the two systems and the 
number of users to be transferred. For small numbers of users the manual option is 
feasible, but as the number increases the chances of errors increase. To aid the 
automated procedure of user import a mapping file is either provided before import or 
during import, allowing the importer to match up those users that exist in the xml with 
those that currently exist in the system. 

7.2 IMpORTATION OF OBJECTS 

Importing the objects will require the actual list of mappings from the users and 
groups that were created on the system. When new objects are created in the system 
they are assigned a new ID, because it is very unlikely that all of the IDs used in the 
xrnl will be available in the import system. Additionally different systems deploy 
different methods of giving objects ID, and thus it would be impossible to assign a 
string id in a system that only supported integer IDs. 

As each project collaborative system stores its data in different structures, the rules 
that govern the uniqueness of each object's ID need to be considered by the importer. 
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It should therefore be assumed by the utility importing that object's ID are only 
unique within their own class, and that a folder for example could potentially have the 
same ID as a document object in the project. This point is of most importance to 
applications whose objects have IDs which are unique amongst a number of different 
classes, folder, document and alias for example. 

The sequence of data export is also of key importance, as the majority of different 
extranet systems hold objects in a hierarchical structure. Therefore as new ids are 
being assigned on creation it is impossible to create an object if its parent object has 
not already been created. Additionally the objects cannot be created directly to follow 
the structure as shortcuts, references to other objects in the project may refer to 
objects that have not already been created. If a Simple API for XML [22] processor is 
being used for reading the XML then a number of passes may be required in order to 
create the different types of objects. As an alternative to multiple passes through the 
entire xrnl document, the importer may elect to use the Document Object Model [23] 
allowing random access to the contents of the XML document. 

As the objects are created in the new system reference will need to be made to the 
user mapping data in order to tie together the metadata about the objects. The 
following items illustrate some of the common linkages between users and objects 
that need to be recreated as projects are moved between systems. 

• The user who initially created the object. 
• The user or group that owns the object, this potentially differs from the creator 

as object owners will have the responsibility of managing the object. 
• The objects audit history which contains all actions users have performed on 

the object. 
• The objects Access Control List (ACL), which holds information about the 

rights users, groups and organisations, have on the object. 

8. Imported Data Consistency and Verification 
As the physical transfer of project data between the two collaborative systems is 
completed, users once again will have access to the documents that it contains. To 
ensure continued confidence, the data that they are able to access must be comparable 
with their rights on the source system. Although an exact one to one mapping of a 
user's permission profile is highly unlikely between systems supplied by different 
vendors checks need to be made to ensure that individual user's rights do not exceed 
those that were held previously. This is especially the case if automated mapping of 
permissions was undertaken at import time, rather then the removal of all permissions 
from all objects contained in the project. 

When conducting checks there are two main methods that could be used to validate 
that the data is an accurate representation of what previously existed in the old 
system. Direct comparison with the old system, via visual inspection of both systems, 
this is only possible if the system that exported the project is still active and that data 
browsing is still authorised. This type of checking is only of limited value as only 
small amounts of data can be checked in this manner, additionally since the new 
system data was generated solely from the xml and that the importer has no control 
over the xrnl that has been produced then this type of checking should only be used as 
a high level check. Since it is impossible to check every object that existed in the 
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project to ensure that permission has been recreated to the satisfaction of client and no 
rights have been exceeded, clients must have confidence in the importers abilities. 

Methods that can be employed to check that the data has been imported correctly are 
as follows: 

• Compare the imported data against the data used in the import to ensure that it 
has been created correctly. The advantage of this is that any errors which exist 
would be reported and corrective action could be taken to repair the imported 
data. The disadvantage is that the amount of time required to do this check 
would be similar to the amount of time that it took to do the initial import. 
This check just like the initial import will impact on the performance of the 
system as it will be accessing the same live data as other system users. 
Additionally this will add extra time to the process and delay the project been 
active on the new system. 

• Manual checks of a subset of the imported data to ensure the data has been 
imported as expected. The advantage of this method is that the checks are 
conducted with the minimum amount of impact on the live system, and 
relatively quickly. 

Client confidence in the import utility can be provided by the user doing a series of 
detailed testing to ensure that data from a variety of differing sources can be 
successfully imported correctly into the system. It is of paramount importance that the 
source system of the project data is known and testing has been conducted between 
the two systems to ensure that data can be moved successfully. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

The size of the project data, the impact on overall system performance, and the need 
for that data to be available as quickly as possible will force the export of project data 
to be conducted at a certain time, and take a certain duration to complete. Only those 
small projects that can be quickly extracted and transferred speedily between the 
systems could potentially be available by the next working day, thus allowing clients 
to experience the minimum of disruption. Larger projects that contain volumes of data 
that cannot be successfully transferred between successive days could potentially be 
transferred over a weekend or an extended holiday such is the case with most current 
software system upgrades or new installs. This approach would allow for risk to be 
reduced and time for any practical problems to be overcome before the data was 
required to be live again. 

The project export procedure produces only a snapshot of the project at one particular 
time, and any information added to the project after this time will not be included in 
the data that will be installed on the destination system. Therefore it is of great 
importance that system users are made aware that the project is to be extracted at a 
certain time and that they will not be able to access the project on that system after 
that time. 

To enable fast transfer of project data between different extranet systems any common 
storage methodology used, that has been created from a vendor neutral perspective, 
must be well supported and gone trough rigorous testing, giving clients confidence 
that transfer will be successful. However the very nature of a generic data store 
system means that it will not cover all the vendor specific attributes that exist within 
all different applications, and thus only those which have been found to be common 
can be transferred between the different applications. If however the transfer is being 
conducted between instances of the same vendor application then theoretically all data 
should be moved. These can be accomplished by a generic system utilising a method 
of extensibility in its data storage system. 

The current work presented in this paper will help in facilitating future work in the 
areas of incremental project data transfer, which will address the practical issues 
identified with the bulk transfer of project data presented in this paper. This will 
eventually lead to a standard for real-time access to external repositories without the 
need to transfer project data between the collaborative systems. 

10. CASE STUDIES 

10.1 TRANSFERRING PROJECT DATA FROM A PROJECT EXTRANET TO A 

ENTERPRISE COLLABORATION SYSTEM 

Since 2004 HBG, one of the UK's leading construction services organisations, have 
run an internal collaboration system based upon Causeway's implementation of 
Livelink, for the construction industry. Prior to this HBG had utilised a number of 
different hosted collaborative solutions to manage their construction projects. To 
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improve information access for all HBG users to the information contained within 
these projects, they wished to have the data replicated in their internal system. 

A suitable project was selected, table 2, from Causeway's hosted service, to be 
transferred to the HBG internal system. The migration was done utilising Causeway's 
Project Import Export Software which is based upon an extended version of the 
NCCTP's Bulk Data Exchange Standard. The extended version was selected for the 
migration since data was been transferred between instances of the same system. 

The extraction of project data from the Causeway ASP system lasted 35 minutes and 
was done to coincide with minimum overall system utilisation. After completion of 
the export, project data was prepared for transfer then transferred to Causeway's 
office from their secure hosting environment, the whole process taking 1 hour. This 
extracted data, was stored in NCCTP bulk exchange format, including all the physical 
documents along with object metadata and user information, was then encrypted to 
DVD and transported to HBG offices to be imported. 

Once the data on the DVD had been unencrypted, the import of project data into 
HBG's environment was done in two stages. The fIrst mapped the 115 user accounts 
from the Causeway ASP system to the existing user accounts on HBG's system, 
creating new accounts for those which did not exist, taking 45 minutes to complete. 
The second stage, lasting 75 minutes, imported the project's data into the HBG 
environment. 

Review of the application logs and testing done by both Causeway and HBG showed 
that the project had been transferred successfully between the systems. 

10.2 TRANSFERRING PROJECTS FROM PILOT TO LIVE ENVIRONMENTS 

Kier Group, a leading UK building and civil engineering contractor, fIrst started 
piloting the use of an Enterprise Content Management System to manage their 
construction projects in 2004. After a number of successful pilot projects they decided 
to roll out the Causeway solution to their entire organisation, requiring them to deploy 
new hardware. However the initial pilot projects where still live and running on the 
pilot servers, and needed to be transferred to the new instance. Table 3 details the 
metrics of the projects migrated from the pilot server. 

Kier and Causeway staff worked together using Causeway's NCCTP based project 
import export software to migrate each project fIrst to Kier's test environment, and 
then after successful validation of the process into Kier's live environment. As all 
project data was kept within Kier's network during the migration there was no 
requirement to encrypt the data when transferring between servers. 

The migration of each project between the pilot and live servers followed the same 
procedure; approximate times for each stage are shown in table 4. 

7) Project data was exported from the pilot server and stored in an NCCTP 
based XML format. 

8) Exported project data was validated, e.g. checking number of documents, 
revisions, etc. 
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9} Project data was moved from the pilot server to the live server. 
10} User account mapping between the pilot and live server was done. 
11} Project data was imported into the live server. 
12} Imported project data was validated against the project on the pilot server. 

The validation of exported and imported data and the migration utility log files 
showed that the projects had been successfully migrated between the pilot and live 
servers. 
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Table 5 - Data Security Methodologies 

, MethodolojO"" r ,.;( :: :., 'AdVantages "'t> : " 
Data Encryption at Generation No unsecured data is stored 

outside of either system. 
Data cannot be modified 

Data Encryption at Transfer The data is secured while it is 
in transit between the two 
systems. 
No extra time required at data 
generation. 
Verification of data is 
possible, and quicker to carry 
out 

Data Unencrypted Verification of data possible 
both after export and before 
import. 
No extra time required to 
encrypt and decrypt, allowing 
projects to be live as quickly 
as possible. 

Table 2 - Metrics ofthe selected HBG Project 

Standard Object ' 
Creation (Folders 
and Documents) 

Disadvantaj:tes: ij: ~:: 
Verification of exported 
made more difficult. 

, ;1j: 

data 

Extra time needed during the 
export process. 
Verification of imported data 
made more difficult 
Data can be changed either after 
export or before import by the 
respective extranet systems. 
Additional Time incurred for the 
total transfer process. 

Data can be changed at both 
ends without anybody knowing. 
Data can be changed by third 
parties without the importer or 
exporter knowing. 

. Project Metric',;'. "". t . ;r:;r, ' ~ l': "alllet' : ; "~' . ".,:i;·· <it ,;. ;;j' , 

Number of Users 115 
Number of Folders 913 
Number of Documents 2231 
Number of Revisions 3703 
Physical Size of Revisions 667MB 
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T bl 3 Mt' fth 3 Ki P . a e - e ncso e er rOJects 
o Proiect Metrld:2>;:il , ":; Ji:' ::4 I \%1#1, 1' .4: '1

, #2 ';H:';0 '. ,'k~ I I #3 '; c;:a 
Number of Users 86 86 86 
Number of Folders 1506 435 432 
Number of Em ails 912 919 294 
Number of Documents 6634 2088 1234 
Number of Revisions 7213 2259 1365 
Total Size of Revisions 2.32GB 305MB 249MB 

Table 4 - Duration of the Separate Project Migration Activities 

'Activity #1~ : .::'; , \hll ' Ilil' #2 ~;<:::;n;#3 

Export Proiect Data 75min 30min 15min 
Validate Exported Data 20min 20min 20min 
Transfer Data 15 min 7min 5min 
User Account Mapping 60min (same users as #1) (same users as #1) 
Import Project Data 153 min 60min 35min 
Validate Imported Data 20min 20min 20min 
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SUMMARY: The objective of the work reported in this paper was to develop an XML 
standard which would enable project data to be transferred between collaborative 
systems provided by different software vendors and used by construction 
organisations. This paper discusses the specific needs for such a transfer capability 
between collaborative systems within this sector, by examining the current use of 
these tools and problems encountered by clients. It sets out the main components that 
underlie the majority of construction specific collaborative systems which forms the 
basis of the generic collaborative system model which has been developed, 
contrasting this with previous data exchange efforts. This paper shows how the 
standard was developed and the procedures undertaken to ensure that it could be 
utilised by the maximum possible set of vendors. It sets out the best practice 
procedure for implementations by vendor organisations and the required testing to 
confirm a successful transfer. The paper also highlights some of the practical 
problems that were encountered when transferring projects between heterogeneous 
systems during the project and in subsequent deployments of the solution. Finally, the 
paper concludes with methods of taking the workforward as afoundation to allow for 
greater interoperability between systems in the future. 

KEYWORDS: DATA EXCHANGE, XML SCHEMA, 
CONSTRUCTION, COLLABORATIVE SOFTWARE, NCCTP 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Network of Construction Collaboration Technology Providers (NCCTP) is an 
organisation of vendors, TABLE 6, founded in 2003, which provides collaborative 
solutions to construction organisations primarily in the UK, although member's 
solutions are used on projects throughout the world (NCCTP, 2004). Collaborative 
systems provided by participating organisations range from project extranets that can 
be utilised on a single project basis, through to enterprise wide systems with several 
organisations providing both. Initially containing seven vendors the NCCTP's fIrst 
project was to develop a vendor neutral standard enabling the transfer of project data 
form one system to another, the outcomes of which are reported here. Since its initial 
inception three additional vendor organisations have joined and are participating on 
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the continuing efforts towards greater standardisation within the industry, (Aconex, 
2005, BCL, 2004, NCCTP, 2005). 

TABLE 6: NCCTP Member Organisations 

Vendor Vendor's link to NCCTP 
4Projects hlttl://www.4pro·ects.comi 
Aconex http://www.aconex.comlCorporatelNewslLatest-NewslAconex-Joins-The-NCCTP.html 
Asite http://www.asite.comipartners.shtml 
BIW http://www.biwtech.comlcp rootlhlMedia Centre/BlW helps found NCCTP/2721 
Business Collaborator http://www.groupbc.coml 
CadWeb hlttl:/Iwww.cadweb.co.uklaboutusf/partners 
Causeway Technologies hlttl:llwww.causewav.comicorooverview/affiliations.htm 
Sarcophagus http://www.sarcophagus.co.ukl 

The bulk project data exchange standard described in this paper approached the 
challenge from the perspective of the current structure of the deployed solution used 
on construction projects. By fitting the proposal to the existing systems, rather then 
trying to define an ideal model of a collaborative system it would be easier for 
vendors to implement with their current and future products. This approach contrasts 
earlier interoperability efforts where the proposed solutions were either arrived at 
from a solely theoretical view point or through collaboration with a single vendor. 

This paper presents the work done in creating the NCCTP bulk data exchange 
standard and its implementation by collaborative system vendors. It sets the context 
of this work by initially describing the current collaborative systems used by the 
construction sector, and then examining the industrial need for the bulk project data 
exchange. It then examines the previous work done in defming a generic model of a 
collaborative system and how this relates to the model constructed by the NCCTP, for 
data transfer. The paper then shows the stages involved in transferring project data 
from one collaborative system to another, which were discovered through inter
organisational testing, followed by the potential barriers which exist to transfer. 
Finally the paper suggests possible future work which could build on the research 
presented in this paper. 

2. CURRENT COLLABORATIVE SYSTEMS 

Collaborative systems in general refer to a set of web based technologies which 
enable employees from a number of different organisations to share information 
effectively while working on a construction project or a series of projects. FIG. I 
from (Wilkinson, 2005) shows how collaborative systems have changed the way 
project participants communicate during the project. These technologies are primarily 
document management, version control, workflows, drawing management, viewing, 
mark-up of drawings, searching and permission based access to content. Collaborative 
systems are known for their high availability and 2417 access to information, allowing 
construction organisations to work effectively on projects located throughout the 
world. Since their inception as hosted project extranets they have expanded into a 
number of different forms, each of which is best suited for a particular situation, 
including enterprise and hosted enterprise varieties which are discussed below. 
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FIG. I: Traditional Project Communication (left), and Project Communication using Collaborative 
System (right) 

2.1 HOSTED EXTRANET SOLUTIONS 

Hosted extranet solutions are collaborative environments where project data is held in 
a remote secure location by the actual software vendor, with all infrastructure and 
applications managed by the vendor. FIG. 2 illustrates this model of multiple self 
contained projects being accessed my multiple clients over the intemet. Normally 
deployed on a per project basis some bulk agreements do exist, especially with clients 
who do a large number of construction projects (4Projects & Tesco Express, 2003). 
Its independence of any of the parties which are collaborating on the project is a 
major advantage of this type of collaborative solution. However by their nature 
extranet solutions are usually shared amongst a large number of different companies 
working on different projects, which can affect performance at peak utilisation times. 

FIG. 2: Hosted Extranet Solution 

2.2 ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS 

Enterprise solutions are collaborative environments that are operated by the 
construction organisation, with the software provided by a collaborative vendor but 
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managed by staff who report directly to the organisation, with examples like Buzzsaw 
Enterprise Server (AutoDesk, 2004) and Enterprise Collaboration from Business 
Collaborator (BCL, 2007). These systems allow for an unlimited number of projects 
and are more easily integrated into the companies other existing systems. Since the 
system belongs to the client it can be customised to their exact specifications which 
are not possible when using a single shared extranet solution. Advantages which this 
flexibility can bring are highlighted by ARUP who deploy Causeway's Collaborative 
solution as their own ASP service called ARUPLink (Cutler 2006). However since 
they are operated by a particular organisation, they are not seen as being as 
independent as hosted solutions. 

Enterprise solutions deployed by clients fall into two main categories, those just used 
by a company's own employees, FIG. 3 and those shared with 3rd party organisations, 
FIG. 4. When an organisation uses an enterprise solution for only internal staff they 
usually work with a number of hosted extranet solutions as well, to enable 
collaboration between their organisation and other project participants. 

FIG. 3: Internal Only Enterprise System 

FIG. 4: Shared Enterprise System 
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6.1.1 

2.3 HOSTED ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS 

Hosted enterprise solutions are collaborative environments that are operated by the 
collaborative software vendor for the sole use of a single client or a single project. 
The service is managed and maintained by the vendor similar to an extranet system, 
but since it is single use, it can be customised according to the client or projects' 
individual requirements. They differ from project extranets as they do not require 2417 
availability, but only that which is required by the customer. However, they are vastly 
more expensive then their shared equivalents as software and hardware needs to be 
purchased, unlike extranets where these costs are shared amongst all users. 

3. THE INDUSTRIAL NEED FOR THE ABILITY TO TRANSFER 
PROJECT DATA BETWEEN COLLABORATIVE SYSTEMS 

The need for a mechanism to bulk transfer project data between different systems can 
be seen from both the perspective of client and vendor with each seeking different 
positive outcomes from the transfer ability. Vendors are collectively keen to increase 
the utilisation of collaborative products, and clients are seeking to gain these benefits 
in a secure and predictable environment. Work by (Birkby and Nugent, 2002) 
suggests that transfer provision should be included in the contracts between vendors 
and clients. The following two sections examine in more detail the need from each 
stakeholder group. 

3.1 THE VENDOR'S NEED FOR DATA TRANSFER 

Through the implementation of a project data exchange standard, the vendor 
community is collectively seeking to change some of the perceptions held by clients 
about the providers of collaborative tools, by addressing the concern raised by authors 
e.g. (Birkby and Nugent, 2002, Hampton, 2001, McBride, 2003, Berning and 
Flanagan, 2003). The standard is aimed at increasing confidence in the tools by 
providing a mechanism for the extraction of project data from one system and easy 
importation into another should the need arise. 

Increasingly the larger clients have begun to select a single system to help to manage 
all of their projects in a single environment. These clients having spent large sums of 
money on· systems and training staff on how to use these systems will require the 
ability to migrate their pre-existing projects form other systems to the one that they 
have purchased This barrier to use of collaborative systems by clients was 
highlighted by the (NCCTP, 2006) 'Proving Collaboration Pays' Survey where 67% 
of respondents identified training on different tool a significant barrier to use. Further 
work (Yeomans et aI, 2005) had found that the reluctance to retrain for new tools has 
lead to difficulties for system users, creating a negative perception of collaborative 
tools. 

3.2 THE CLIENT'S NEED FOR DATA TRANSFER 

In an attempt to meet the improvement targets demanded by Egan, (Egan, 1998) the 
UK Construction sector has increasingly been employing project extranet technology 
to manage the vast amount of information generated during a project. In the initial 
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stages of this drive many construction organisations developed their own solutions, 
but as the complexity of solutions grew, these were largely replaced by offerings from 
specialist software vendors. The move towards utilising a service provided by others 
raised a number of concerns about the reliability of the solutions and the business 
models operated by the vendors. 

Construction organisations were concerned that once a particular service had been 
selected for a project, they were effectively locked in as it would be exceedingly 
difficult to get the data out into any other system. Additionally when the concept of 
enabling data transfer was first discussed, many of the vendors of collaborative 
software were still largely unproven (Krojevski, 2001). This coupled with industry 
publications questioning the financial predicament of some providers (Building, 
2004), continues to affect confidence in the collaboration provider industry. Client's 
confidence in collaborative products has been further shaken by some early high 
profile failures of providers, and then their inability to access their data (Holden, 
2001). 

Since the rapid growth of the sector has lead to the creation of a large number of 
different suppliers of collaborative software solutions, industry watchers, such as 
Garner have been predicting wide spread consolidation. This thinking has been 
reinforced by Lane (Lane, 2003) who in his analysis of the collaboration industry 
expected that the UK collaborative software market would consolidate to around 3 
main vendors. Those vendors leaving the marketplace would need to transfer their 
remaining active client projects to the vendors continuing to operate. 

4. GENERIC COLLABORATIVE SYSTEM MODEL 

Enabling Project Data transfer between heterogeneous systems requires a conceptual 
model of how data is structured. (Bjork, 1993) presented a model of how documents 
were stored in such a system. (Rezgui and Cooper, 1998) then progressed the subject 
further by examining the workings of different document management systems, going 
on to present a migration from document-based to model-based information 
representation and structure. However this was contradicted by (Hajjar and AbouRizk, 
2000) who put forward an alternative approach which moved away from the shared 
model approach to document management. Their work on a definition of organisation, 
document data and project based data specifically customised for the construction 
sector. (ISO, 2000a) attempted to standardise the metadata associated with documents 
and (ISO, 2000b) focused on construction related documents. Most of these attempts 
to standardise the data however were not flexible enough for data transfer needs. 

The wide spread emergence of XML as a data exchange platform, has lead to many 
new XML based data exchange standards for the construction industry such as 
ifcXML (lAI, 2001) and aecXML (lAI, 2004). While the aecXML initiative was 
aimed at producing a collection of transaction schemas, ifcXML did offer storage and 
transfer capabilities applicable to Collaborative systems. The Leeds University (2002) 
DocLink specification then extended the ifcXML model and applied this to the 
transfer of documents and associated metadata between collaborative systems, 
developing a series of data transfer transactions that could be executed in near real
time. 
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In contrast to previous work the generic model of a collaborative system designed by 
the NCCTP members, takes the existing structure of their repositories as a foundation, 
allowing vendors to more easily conform as no restructuring of their data is required. 
The Information defined in the NCCTP standard is divided into two main subtypes, 
the actual documents and structures which exist in the project, and the people who 
interact with these objects. Within a compliant XML document all definitions of users 
and the structures in which they are held, organisations and groups, are defined within 
the two NCCTP elements organisations and groups. Similarly all the information 
regarding documents is contained within the NCCTP element folders. A Diagram 
showing the main classes and their relationships of the NCCTP Standard can be seen 
in FIG. 5. 
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4.1 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BULK EXCHANGE 
STANDARD 

To ensure that the proposed standard was suitable to allow project data to be 
exchanged between any collaborative systems it was important that vendors 
implemented it against their own systems as early as possible in the project. The 
NCCTP used a series of implementation workshops to improve the standard and 
ensure that it meets the needs of all vendors. Between each workshop individual 
vendors would attempt to implement that latest revision of the standard then bring any 
issues they encountered for discussion and rework at the next workshop. 
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During the implementation stage a number of test projects where created by each 
vendor, for intra-organisational testing of the project data exchange solution. Through 
the transfer of these test projects a series of key steps have been identified which will 
form the basis of any transfer of project data between collaborative systems. This 
common migration process is illustrated in FIG. 6, with each step explained in the 
remainder of this section. 
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Destination System 

1) The selected project is extracted from source collaborative system and stored in the 
NCCTP XML format. This extraction includes all objects, files and versions along 
which the project participants and the groups are structured into. 

2) A process is undertaken to verify that the extracted data is a true representation of 
the project as it existed in the source system. The level of verification done will 
depend upon the requirements of the client and the speed at which the transfer of data 
must be accomplished. During intra-organisational testing of the standard, vendors 
were required to complete detailed checklists to verify the data. 

3) The method selected for the data transfer from source to destination system will 
depend on the quantity of project data and the speed the project has to be live on the 
destination system. 

4) Importing/mapping of user and groups from the source collaborative system into 
the destination system. User or groups which already exist in the destination system 
will have to be mapped, while users and groups which do not exist will have to be 
created. When mapping users between source and destinations system care needs to 
be taken to ensure mappings are correct and that the same user could have different 
details on the two systems. 

5) Objects, including folders, documents and reVISiOns are imported into the 
destination collaborations system. User and group mapping information obtained from 
step 4 are used to recreate object access control lists and audit history. 

6) A process is undertaken to validate that the information which has been imported 
into the system is a true representation of the project which was defmed in the xml 
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document(s). The level of verification done on the imported data before end users are 
allowed to interact with it once again will depend upon how quick the client wishes to 
get the project data accessible to users again. During intra-organisational testing of the 
standard, vendors were required to complete detailed checklists to verify the data. 

4.2 PRACTICAL BARRIERS TO PROJECT TRANSFER 
BETWEEN DIFFERENT COLLABORATIVE SYSTEMS 

Even with standards in place a number of issues remain that place pressures on 
organisations to remain with the provider that they currently have. Some of these 
issues can be addressed by providers, by increasing the confidence in transfer 
mechanism. Several issues are a direct result of the differences that exist between 
systems and therefore cannot be resolved since each system has been developed over 
years and are unlikely to change the fundamentals of how the system works 

As the number of project participants increase the task of ensuring correct user, group 
and organisation mapping becomes an enormous task. Although automated utilities 
could be written, the risk of getting it wrong and exposing documents to the wrong 
users would not be acceptable. 

Different collaborative systems store object access control lists at different levels, 
which could prove problematic if moving from a more to less detailed structure. FIG. 
7, shows an example of the potential data corruption which could occur when moving 
project data between systems, which supportACL's (Access Control List) at the 
document level and revision level respectively. The figure shows that when moving 
data to a more fine grained system scenario (1) no issues occur. However if data were 
transferred from a revision level permission system to the document level system 
scenario (2), the potential exists to expose content to the wrong users, or remove 
access rights to objects which existed in the source system. 
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1 Source System: Document Level ACL 

2 Source System: Revision Level ACL 

UserA-$ee 

Destination System: Revision Level ACL 

User A • Delete 
UserB -See 

Destination System: Document Level ACL 

Usar A - Delete or See 
User B - $ell « NOthing 

FIG. 7: Potential Data Corruption Issue when Migrating Access Control Lists 

When transferring a large project between collaborative systems the amount of 
downtime required extracting, transferring and then re-importing the data may be too 
large to be acceptable to the client and their partners. Additionally as each different 
collaborative system has it own uniqueness, project data will never appear exactly as 
it did in the old system discouraging clients from transferring data in anything other 
then a real emergency. With the change of user interface and the loss of productive 
work that this could bring to the organisation, users not knowing how to use the 
interface correctly, the perception amongst users could be created that data has been 
lost during the transfer process. 

5. FUTURE WORK 

The work presented in this paper in defining the generic collaborative system used by 
the construction industry, can form the basis of a number of different future research 
paths. This is especially possible since the standard devised was the collective work of 
the majority of the key suppliers of this technology to the construction sector. The 
following sections outline the three most likely future projects which would build on 
this work. 

5.1 EXTENDING THE STANDARD 

The current version of the standard covers the core components, common to all 
vendors which make up a collaborative system. This work could be extended to defme 
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some of the optional functionalities offered by some of the vendors, making it easier 
for other vendors to recognise the features in the XML output. Currently these 
extensions can be exported by the vendor but the schema does not defme how they 
should be stored in XML. 

5.2 INCREMENTAL PROJECT UPDATES 

The incremental replication of project data across a number of different project 
collaboration systems is a logical extension of the initial work done on bulk exchange. 
This enhancement would allow for users to access, although not in real-time, project 
data through a familiar interface. This is a logical extension since the objects being 
updated on each system are those already defined by the NCCTP standard, 
documents, revisions, access control etc. 

5.3 REAL-TIME INTEGRATION 

Real-time int\!gration of collaborative system offers users the ability to view, modify 
, or delete information stored in a number of different collaborative systems from a 
single user interface. Unlike incremental project updates, outlined in section 5.2, there 
is no requirement to duplicate the information on all linked systems, and none of the 
delays are associated with the staged updating of information. Through its common 
defmitions the NCCTP standard will help move towards this by offering vendors a 
generic way of describing the content which exists in their repository. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

With the development and implementation of the NCCTP bulk project exchange 
standard clients of collaborative solutions can now have the confidence that the ability 
exists to migrate live projects should the need arise. This reduces the risks associated 
with using these tools from the client's perspective, and increasing confidence in the 
project collaboration solution providers. This standard will allow for the common 
defmitions now agreed upon by the NCCTP members to form the basis for greater 
level of interoperability in the future, allowing for the incremental exchange of data 
between the collaborative systems, and eventually the potential of real time access to 
information stored in different collaborative repositories from a single familiar 
system. 

The ability to transfer project data between systems offers great benefits in post 
project analysis for those organisations which utilise an enterprise wide system. It 
allows for all users throughout the organisation, not only those who participated on 
the project, access to the data through their usual application. 

While the developed standard in theory is capable of transferring projects at any time 
during their life cycle, it may only be practical to move this data in particular 
circumstances, due to the associated down time required for the migration. Likely 
opportunities for the bulk transferring project data would include: 

• The vendor storing the projects is no longer able to offer the service so 
a new provider is required. 

• A phase of the project is completed, and there is gap before the next 
phase starts. 
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• Project data is being transferred from an internal system to an external 
system to allow for collaborative working with other organisations. 

Through the inter-organisational testing which has been conducted as part of the 
implantation of the exchange standard it is recommended that wherever possible the 
destination systems selected by clients should be structured as close as possible to the 
source system. The advantage being that it will allow users of the system to interact 
with the migrated objects more quickly then if this has been manipulated to fit into the 
new system. 
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1 PREFACE 

This is Version 1.102 oftheNCCTP Data Exchange Standard. 

1.1 DOCUMENTS INCLUDED 
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The specification Includes: 

• This document in Adobe Portable Document Format (ncctpDXS-
1.102.pdf). 

• The ncctp data exchange XML schema document 
(NCCTP _v1_102.xsd). 

• The classes and interrelationships document (NCCTP Standard 
Document.doc) 

• Provider Abbreviations Document 

In case of a discrepancy between this document and the NCCTP Data 
Exchange Schema, then the NCCTP Data Exchange Schema 
document should be considered normative. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 MOTIVATION 

The NCCTP (Network for Construction Collaboration Technology 
Providers) formed in December 2003. The current members of the 
network, managed by CIRIA, are: 

4Projects, Asite, BIW Technologies, BuildOnline, Business 
Collaborator, Cadweb, Causeway Technologies and Sarcophagus. 

The network aims to promote the effective use of online technology to 
support collaborative working on projects and capital developments in 
UK construction. It aims to increase interoperability between systems 
- engendering easy transfer of data through definition and adoption of 
standards. The Network will promote the benefits of using collaborative 
technology and demonstrate the value of collaborative working. 
Importantly, it provides a single independent body with whom clients 
can communicate regarding the future development of collaboration 
technology. 

2.2 GOALS 

160 

The NCCTP seeks to promote the benefits and use of collaborative 
technology in the construction and related industries, by achieving the 
following objectives: 

• To develop and implement an agreed set of data exchange 
standards between all members to enable bulk transfer of data 
from anyone system to another. 

• To develop and implement an agreed set of data exchange 
standards between all members to enable routine transfer of 
information between systems for cross project working. 

• To establish a group whose membership broadly represents the 
collaborative technology providers working within the 
construction industry and provides a vehicle to address generic 
market and technology issues. 
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3 USE CASES 

3.1 CONSOLIDATION OF DATA INTO A CENTRAL 
REPOSITORY 

Quick Fix Joiners are a large national organisation supplying joinery 
services to the construction industry. They have an enterprise wide 
content management system, which they use to coordinate activities 
across the entire business. The companies' employees collaborate with 
many other organisations on projects throughout the country; however 
since they are not the main contractor or client different extranet 
systems are used on different projects. At the completion of their 
involvement with the project Quick Fix Joiners request a copy of the 
data that they had access to, so they can make it available to their 
entire organisation, leveraging the knowledge gained on the project. 

Upon receipt of the request the company that initially set up the project 
extranet makes a request to the vendor for a copy of the project data, 
Since the vendor is a member of the NCCTP and fully supports the 
bulk data exchange standard they are able to provide the company 
with a copy of the project data, which they then forward to Quick Fix 
Joiners. 

When the data is received Quick Fix Joiners pass this data on to their 
enterprise system provider, who also supports the bulk data exchange 
standard, to import into their enterprise system. Once the data has 
been integrated into the system project coordinators from Quick Fix 
Joiners give none project participants appropriate access rights to the 
data. 

Thus the knowledge gained during the participation in the project is 
retained within the organisation. 

3.2 EMERGENCY PROJECT REACTIVATION 
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A road network maintenance company successfully won a 10 year 
contract to maintain a 50 mile section of a major roadway, which over 
the past two years has been managed using a project extranet system. 
Recently however the extranet system provider has been experiencing 
difficulties maintaining their service level and is in danger of going out 
of business. The road maintenance company wishes to move it data to 
a more stable supplier and comes to an agreement to get a copy of the 
project data in NCCTP format 



With the project no longer live of the existing extranet system, the 
company is eager to quickly reactive the project on a new vendors 
system. To minimise staff retraining they select a system to is as close 
as possible to the system that they are migrating from, and one that 
supports the data exchange standard. 

The data is migrated and the project is now accessible to all the users 
from the previous system. 
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4 THE GENERIC SYSTEM MODEL 

4.1 PROJECT PARTICIPANTS 

This Section contains items that are directly associated with the 
participants of the project. 

4.1.1 ORGANISATIONS 

A Container that holds users who belong to the same organisation from 
the perspective of the collaborative system, allowing the user account 
to appear with greater context for other partiCipants on the project. If an 
exporting collaborative system holds multiple projects which each 
derive their participant list from a commonly held set of organisations 
then special assessment of which organisations to include in the export 
will be needed. A valid extraction of organisation should only include 
those that have users who are currently, or have previously 
participated on the project, or are participants or have previously 
participated in the project collectively. 
For example 'a steel maker' organisation is currently a participant of 
the 'tall building' project, therefore when exporting the project this 
organisation and all its users should be included in the XML Document 
outputted from the system. However the project also includes 'sample 
user' as a participant, who belongs to the 'building company' 
organisation which itself is not in the projects participants list, therefore 
on export the organisation should be included, but only contain the 
user account of 'sample user'. 
Note: the organisationlD given to any organisation included in the 
export XML Document must be unique amongst all other organisations 
exported within the project. 

4.1.1.1 OFFICES 

An Organisation's offices are the physical locations in which its users 
work. Each organisation may have any number of separate offices, 
including zero, but should only specify one of these offices are their 
main office. If user details include reference to an office then is office 
must be present within the same organisation as the user. For Example 
a user who is a child of one organisation cannot be associated with an 
office that is a child of another organisation. 
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Note: the officelD given to any office within the entire project exported 
must be unique amongst all offices; no two office elements can have 
the same officelD value. 

4.1.1.1.1 ADDRESSES 

An organisation office is a physical location that will have an associated 
postal address, which the standard allows to be defined as a child of 
the office element. Exports may optionally include address details for 
the offices that are defined within the exported project data. This 
address is of the same type as those that can be associated with both 
the project and individual users. 

4.1.2 USERS 

The User element holds details about the system account of a user 
who is or has been associated with the project, which are grouped by 
the organisation to which they belong. Users are the individual people 
that work with the data contained in the project, uploading, 
downloading and viewing documents. Users are referenced from many 
different objects in the NCCTP System, and references cannot be 
made to any users who do not exist in the export. 
To allow for this rule about every user being present in the XML the 
concept of a Power User who is a users who is created by themselves. 
Note: the userlD given to any user must be unique amongst all users 
that exist within the exported project, regardless of which organisation 
they belong to. 

4.1.2.1 ADDRESSES 

The postal location contact details of the user account stored in the 
system can be used when address information is specified on a user 
level. User address information can be included along with reference to 
an office with its own postal address information, or in place of an office 
reference. Indeed a user can exist with no personal postal address or 
link to office. 

4.1.3 GROUPS 
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Groups are a collection of users or other groups that exist within a 
project for the purpose of Access Control Lists or Document 
distribution. A Group can contain any number of children that can exist 



within any of the organisation associated with· the project. However 
Groups cannot contain Organisations as members, and if the exporting 
system allows this then the exporter must replace this group member 
accordingly. The following 2 solutions are recommended for the 
replacement of organisations in groups: 

Solution 1: Whenever an organisation is a member of a group, 
simply add all members of that organisation to the group as individuals. 

Solution 2: Create a group that contains all the members of the 
organisation and add this as a member of the group as opposed to the 
organisation. 

4.2 OBJECT NODES 

This Section contains information relating any of the nodes that exist 
within the project. 

4.2.1 PROJECTS 

Contains all the objects related to the collaborative project. 

4.2.1.1 ADDRESSES 

The Postal location contact details of the project that is being 
transferred, if the exporting system contains information about where 
the project is located then this should be store here. Each project can 
only have one address entry and any system that holds multiple 
addresses for any project should just export the main address to a 
compliant NCCTP XML Document. 

4.2.2 FOLDERS 

Folders Objects define the structure in which documents are filed, and 
maybe nested infinitely within the project workspace. Folder objects 
can contain any number of child nodes supported by the ncctp schema, 
but must have a unique id property amongst all other folder objects 
contained within the project. 
Vendor systems that do not contain the concept of folders will need to 
create temporary transfer folder objects to store all documents, with the 
recommendation that documents should be logically grouped into 
suitable folders. 
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4.2.3 DOCUMENTS 

Document Objects are containers that hold one two many revisions of 
that document. Each Document Object contained in the exported 
project must have a unique id property amongst all other document 
objects. 

4.2.3.1 REVISIONS 

Revisions of a document, these objects are containers that hold the 
file{s) associated with the revision. Each revision that exists within the 
exported project must have a unique id property amongst all other 
revision objects that exist within the project. 
The Value of the revisionStatus property of the revision must be one of 
those revision statuses defined within the project exported, held within 
the revisionStatuses container. 

4.2.3.1.1 FILES 

A file associated with a revision through its parent child relationship, it 
does not include the file data, only information about the file, and its 
location in an external file store. Each file object that exists within the 
exported project must have a unique id property amongst all other file 
objects that exist in the project. 

4.2.4 ALIAS' 

Shortcuts to Documents which are stored in a different location within 
the project folder structure, allowing user's quick navigation to 
documents that are stored in disparate locations. Only aliases to 
document are supported in the current version of the schema, should 
the system allow for aliasing of other node types then these cannot be 
handled by the alias class. 
Note: The aliaslD assigned to an alias must be unique amongst the 
entire set of alias' that exist within the exported project. 
Any aliases to objects that are stored outside of the project being 
extracted are not supported although exporters could add an additional 
folder to the export to hold these objects. However causation must me 
used to ensure that these objects do not reference any other objects or 
users that exist outside of the project. 

4.3 ACCESS CONTROL LISTS 
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User's rights to interact with the objects that are contained within the 
project are stored in access control lists. These objects can be the child 
of any of the following objects, project, folder, document, revision and 
file. The access control list contains one entry for each user permission 
profile that can be assigned to an object, which can be either a user, 
group or organisation reference. 

4.3.1 PERMISSION MODEL 

The model consists of a series of privileges that a specified user, group 
or organisation has on an object. The privileges are split into a number 
of levels which are logically built upon each other. Therefore for a have 
privileges in that exist in the third level they must have certain level one 
and level two privileges as well. 

Level 1 See 

--~ .. -.--
Level 2 SeeContents Modify 

Level 3 EditAttributes Addltem DeleteRevision 

~:..--.--- .... --

Level 4 Delete AddRevision 

---+--~ 
Level 5 EditACL 

Example 1 - To have permissions to edit Access Control Lists that user 
must have permission to do all other actions on the object as well. This 
makes perfect sense because if a user could change the access 
control list then they could give themselves the other permissions 
anyway. 

Example 2 - If a user has permissions to add Items to an object the 
must have permissions to See the object see the contents of the object 
and modify the object. This again makes sense as if the user was 
unable to see the object then they would not be able to find it to add 
the other object to it. 

4.3.2 CASCADING OF PERMISSIONS 

The permissions applied to an object shall be inherited by all children 
unless another access control list is applied to that child specifically. 
Through the application of a new access control list an object will not 
get any of the permissions that existed on the parent node only those 
that are defined in the new access control list. Therefore a new access 
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control list cannot be used to amend the permissions that exist on an 
object only define them in totality. 

Example 1 - In a system that supports Access Control Lists at the 
document level, and not the revision level, it should be assumed that 
the Access Control List on the document is applied to all revisions, and 
files. 

Example 2 - A Folder Object Contains 3 Documents, 2 of which have 
an Access Control List defined; only the document that does not have 
an access control list should inherit the list from the folder. 

4.3.3 NCCTP DEFINED PERMISSIONS 

The following is a list of permission that can be granted to users, 
groups or organisation on objects in the system: 

see - See the name of the item listed in a browser page. 

seeContents - See contents of the item (Le. see a list of items within a 
container or view/fetch/download a document). 

modify - Modify the name, description or configuration of an object. 

editACL - Open the permissions page for that object and set access 
control permissions for other groups and users (This provides total 
access to the item). 

editAtlributes -

add Item - Add Objects to this object available only for projects and 
folders. 

deleteRevision - Allows user to delete a revision of an item. 

Delete - Delete the Item. 

add Revision - Reserve the item allowing the user to create new 
revisions. 

4.4 AUDIT HISTORY 

An Objects Audit history records actions that have taken place on the 
object since it was created, the time that these actions occurred and 
the performer of the action. The first chronological action on any object 
should be the create action, and no other action should happen before 
this. All users referenced in the audit history must be contained in the 
exported project, even if they have since been deleted or removed from 
the project. 

4.4.1 NCCTP DEFINED AUDIT EVENTS 
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The following is a list of allowable audit events defined by the NCCTP 
Standard: 

Upload - An object is uploaded to the system. 

Download - An object is down loaded from the system. 

Revise - An object is revised in the system. 

Modify - An objects properties are changed in the system. 

Delete - An object is deleted from the system. 

Create - An object is created in the system. 

View - An object in the system is viewed. 

Reserve - An object in the system is reserved by a user. 

Unreserve - An object in the system is unreserved by a user. 

4.5 REVISION LINKING 

Revision Linking provides support the linking individual revisions with 
other revisions or project participants. 

4.5.1 REVISION RECIPIENTS 

This is a distribution mechanism that allows for access to be granted a 
particular revision for a number of project participants. All information 
that is contained within these links should be replicated in the Access 
Control List for the revision in question. All references to project 
participants in these links should be contained in the export project 
document. 

4.5.2 REVISION LINKS 

Revision Links enables association/attachments/XREFs between 
revisions, allowing each revision to link to many others. Revision Links 
is an optional child of revision but if included must reference at least 
one other revision. All revisions reference in revision links must exist 
with the project that has been export. 
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VERSION AUTHOR ORGANISATION DATES NOTES DISTRIBUTION 
LIST 

1.0 ScottMoses Causeway 6m January 2005 Draft Distributed via the 
Documentation NCCTP web 

group 
2.0 ScottMoses Causeway 4m April 2005 Additional Distributed via the 

Column added to NCCTP web 
tables group 

3.0 ScottMoses Causeway 27'" September Changes for Distributed via the 
2005 vl.l02 of the data NCCTP weh 

exchange group 
standard 

3.1 ScottMoses Causeway 2Sm March 2006 Front Page and Distributed via the 
Headers added to NCCTP web 
the document Group 
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.~ 8 " 0 8-

.5 ~ g-
Element Name Element Description Type ~ ~ ~ VI 

Enterprise M I I 

Root Element ofthe schema contains all other elements 
project The project holds all information regarding the users, group, M I I 

organisations, folder and documents that are associated with 
the project 

pro.ieet 
Holds all of the information that relating to the pro·ect 

_projectID System ID of the pro· ect PKxs:string M I I 
exportMetadata Container that holds information about the project that has M I I 

been el<J'<llted 
name Project Name for display purposes, should be unique to each xs:string M I I 

client 
startDate The calendar date which the project started xs:date 0 0 I 
endDate The calendar date which the project is due to end xs:date 0 0 I 
pro·ectNotes Any miscellaneous project notes xs:string 0 0 I 
status Indicates the current status of the project can either be 'active' ref to status M I I 

or 'deleted' 
dientID Client that the pro· ect belongs to xs:string M I I 
ownerID Link to user who owns the pro· ect FKxs:string 0 0 I 
clientProjectlD The clients internal project ID, differs from the projected as xs:string 0 0 I 

this is ~em generated 
createdByID Link to user who created the pr<!iect on the ITStem FKxs:strin~ 0 0 I 
dateCreated The date and time that the project was created on the system xs:dateTime 0 0 I 
lastModifiedByID Link to the last user who modified the project on the system FKxs:string 0 0 I 
dateLastModified The date and time that the project was last modified on the xs:dateTime 0 0 I 

system 
##Other Allows additional project metadata to be included in any 0 0 . 

project export. Additional elements must be derIDed in 
additional schemas that are referenced in any XML export 
document 

organisations Container that holds all of the organisations that are associated M I I 
with the pro· ect 

groups Container that holds all of the groups that are dermed by the M I I 
pro·ect 

address Details about the physical location of the project 0 0 I 
revisionStatuses Container that holds a list of statuses that that can be attached 0 0 I 

to revisions 
ael Contains information about the rights of users, groups and M I I 

organisations on the project Until other acls are derIDed this 
information is cascaded down through the folder structure 

folders Folders define the structure for the filling of documents. For M I I 
very large xml files the document elements can be derIDed 
within external xml files These files are referenced in the main 
document by the documentRef element The string contained 
within the element will point to the location of the of the 
external xml file that defines the document 

exportMetadata 
Information about the exported data 
featuresExported Container that holds information about the objects contained in M I I 

the project 
dateOfExport When the project was exported from the source system xs:date M I I 
exportNotes Information about the project exported that could be of use to xs:string M I I 

the destination system. 
soureeSystem Tag that identifies the source ofthe project data xs:string M I I 
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featuresExported 
Indicates the features that are supported in this export 
project true if this class of object is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
organisations true if this class of object is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
users true if this class of ob· ect is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
offices true if this class of ob·ect is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
projectAddress true if this class of object is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
userAddress true if this class of object is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
officeAddress true if this class of object is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
groups true if this class of ob·ect is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
revisionStatuses true if this class of ob· ect is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
projectACL true if this class of ob·ect is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
folderACL true if this class of object is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
documentACL true if this class of object is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
revisionACL true if this class of object is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
documentAuditTrail true if this class of ob· ect is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
revisionAuditTrail true if this class of ob·ect is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
fileAuditTrail true if this class of object is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
revisionLinks true if this class of object is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
revisionRecipients true if this class of object is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
folders true if this class of ob· ect is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
documents true if this class of ob· ect is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
aliases true if this class of ob·ect is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
revisions true if this class of object is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
files true if this class of object is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 
multipleFiles true if this class of ob· ect is included in the export xs:boolean M I I 

or2anisations I I I I I 
A container that holds all of the organisations that are associated with the pro·ect 
organisation . I Details of a single organisation I IM I I I· I 

I I I I I I 

organisation 
Details of a single organisation that is associated with the project 
organisationID System ID of the organisation, must be unique amongst all PK xs:string M I I 

organisations 
name The name that is stored within the organisation should be xs:string M I I 

unique. 
primary{ ontact Organisations primary contact stored within the system xs:string 0 0 I 
website Main Organisational website xs:anyURI 0 0 I 
status Indicates the current status of the organisation either refto status M I I 

'active' or 'deleted' 
createdByID Link to user who created the organisation on the system FK xs:string 0 0 I 
dateCreated The date and time that the organisation was created on the xs:dateTime 0 0 I 

sYstem 
lastModifiedByID Link to the last user who modified the organisation on the FKxs:string 0 0 I 

system 
dateLastModified The date and time that the organisation was last modified xs:dateTime 0 0 I 

on the system 
##Other Allows additional organisation meladata to be included in 0 0 • 

any project export. Additional elements must be defined in 
additional schemas that are referenced in any XML export 
document. 

users A container that holds details of all the users that are M I I 
associated with this organisation 

offices A container that holds details of offices that are associated M I I 
with the organisation 

users I I I I I 
A Container that holds all the users who are members of a particular organisation 
user 1 information about an individual user who is a participant in the 1 

IM 11 I· 1 project 

I I I I 
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user 
users account and contact infonnation 
userID System ID of the user, must he unique amongst all users PK xs:string M I I 

eXllOrted 
10gioName The name used by the user to gain access to the system. sign- xs:string M I I 

in name. 
firstName The users first name xs:string M I I 
middleName The users middle name xs:string 0 0 I 
lasIName The users last or family name xs:string M I I 
email The users primary email address xs:strin~ M I I 
phoneNumber The users phone number xs:string 0 0 I 
faxNumber The users fax number xs:string. 0 0 I 
mobileNumber The users mobile number xs:string 0 0 I 
officeID Link to an office that is owned by the organisation FK xs:string 0 0 I 
iobTitleRole The users job title or role xs:string 0 0 I 
status Indicates the current status of the user either 'active' or reftostatus M I I 

'deleted' 
createdByID Link to user who created the user on the systero FKxs:string 0 0 I 
dateCreated The date and time that the user was created on the system xs:dateTime 0 0 I 
lastModifiedByID Link to the last user who modified the user on the s.YSIem FKxs:string. 0 0 I 
dateLastModified The date and time that the user was last modified on the xs:dateTime 0 0 I 

system 
lastLogin Date and Time that the user last logged into the systero xs:dateTime 0 0 I 
lastPasswordChange Date and Time when the users password was last changed xs:dateTime 0 0 I 
timeZone The time zone that the user is located in xs:string 0 0 I 
language The lanJlllllge used ~the user xs:string 0 0 I 
##Other Allows additional user metadata to be included in any project 0 0 . 

export. Additional elements must he defined in additional 
schemas that are referenced in any XML export document. 

address Address information held for the user on the systero 0 0 I 

address 
Physical location of office, project or user. Country: should be entered in accordance with ISO 3166-1 
addressl Line I ofthe address xs:string M I I 
address2 Line 2 of the address xs:string 0 0 I 
address3 Line 3 of the address xs:string. 0 0 I 
town Town xs:string M I I 
state-County The State or Country in which the location is xs:string 0 0 I 
country The country in which the location is xs:string 0 0 I 
zip-postCode The Zip Code or Post Code of the location xs:string 0 0 I 

offices I I I I I 
A container that holds a number of offices that are associated with an organisation 
office I Details of an individual office I 10 I 0 I· I 

I I I I I I 

office 
Details of a single office that is associated with an organisation on the pro' ect 
officeID ~stem ID of the office must be unicjue amongst all offices PKxs:strin&. M I I 
description description of the office xs:string 0 0 I 
isMainOffice Indicates weather this office is the organisations main office, xs:boolean M I I 

'true' or 'false'. 
phoneNumber The main phone number of the office xs:string 0 0 I 
faxNumher The main fax number of the office xs:string 0 0 I 
##Other Allows additional user metadata to be included in any project 0 0 • 

export. Additional elements must be defined in additional 
schemas that are referenced in any XML export document. 

address postal address details for the office M I I 

2roups I I I I I 
A Container that holds the grouJ'S that are associated with the projectJproject grJJlIJls) 
group I Individual Group defined within the project I 10 I 0 I· I 

I I I I I I 
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~roup 
Details of a single group that is associated with the project 
groupID System ID of the group, must be unique amongst all groups PKxs:string M 1 1 
name The display name assigned to the group, should be unique xs:string M 1 1 

amongst all project groups 
status Indicates the current status of the group either 'active' or refto status M 1 1 

'deleted' 
createdByID Link to user who created the group on the system FKxs:string 0 0 1 
dateCreated The date and time that the group was created on the system xs:dateTime 0 0 1 
lastModifiedByID Link to the last user who modified the group on the system FKxs:string 0 0 1 
dateLastModified The date and time that the group was last modified on the xs:dateTime 0 0 1 

system 
##Other Allows additional group metadata to be included in any project 0 0 . 

export. Additional elements must be dermed in additional 
schemas that are referenced in any XML export document. 

groupUsers A container that holds details of all the users who are members M 1 1 
ofthe group 

~roupUsers I I I I I 
A container that holds the members of a group 
groupUser Reference to an individual member of the group [0 J 0 I· I 

I I I I I I 

~roupUser 
Details of a single member that is a member of a group 
groupUserID System ID that identifies the user as part of the group PK xs:string M 1 1 
userID or Reference to the ID of a user specified within the user element. FK xs:string M 1 1 
groupID The userID or groupID must be that of a user or group that is 

contained within the XML export document. 
status Indicates the current status of the user within this group either refto status M 1 1 

'active' or 'deleted' 

revisionStatuses I I I I I 
A container that holds the allowable status for which revisions my be issued 
revisionStatus J Individual status that a revision may_be issued for I IM I 1 I· I 

I I I I I I 

revisionStatus 
Details a status for which revisions can be issued within this project 
statusID System ID of the revision status, must be unique amongst all PKxs:string M 1 I 

revision statuses 
description A string that highlights the revision statuses display name xs:string M 1 I 
status Indicates the current status of the revision status 'active' or ref to status M 1 1 

'deleted' 

ad I J I I I 
Access Control List for an object (Project, Folder, Document, etc.). A container that can hold one-to-many permissions detailing 
rights on the parent ob' ect. 
pennissions 1 Holds the rights for an individual actor I IM 11 I· 1 (OrganisationlGrouplUser) on a ob' ect. 

I I I I I I 
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permissions 
Details the rights of an individual actor on an object within the system 
originatorlD System ID of the user who granted the permission PKxs:string M 1 I 
groupID or One and only one of these to be included referencing the FK xs:string M 1 1 
userID or system ID of a group, user or organisation. Indicates to what 
organisationID the permission applies to and must match to a group, user or 

organisation that is defined within the XML document. 
see See the name of the item listed in a browser page. xs:boolean M 1 1 
seeContents See contents of the item (i.e. see a list of the items within the xs:boolean M 1 1 

container, or view/fetchldownload a document). 
modify Modify the name, description or configuration (catalog, list xs:boolean M 1 1 

item or hidden) of the item. 
editACL Open the permissions page and set access control permissions xs:boolean M 1 1 

for other users and groups (This provides total access to the 
item!) 

editAttributes Allows users to adjust the attributes of an object (Change the xs:boolean M 1 1 
description associated with it). 

addItem Add items to this item (available only for folder and compound xs:boolean M I I 
document& 

deleteRevision Delete revision of the item. xs:boolean M 1 1 
delete Delete the item. xs:boolean M 1 1 
addRevision Reserve the item, allowing you to create new revisions. xs:boolean M 1 1 

folders I I I 1 I 
A container that holds a number of folder elements. (Zero to Many folder elements) 
folder I Folders defme the structure for the filling of documents. I 10 I 0 I· I 

I I I I I I 

folder 
A container for folders, documents and alias' that defines the structure in which documents are stored 
folderID System ID of the folder. PK xs:string M I 1 
name folders display name xs:string M 1 1 
description description of the folder xs:string 0 0 1 
sequence Allows for the custom ordering of folders displayed to the user xs:string 0 0 1 
fullOualifiedName As an aid when using hierarchal folders xs:string 0 0 1 
status Indicates the current status of the folder either 'active' or refto status M I I 

'deleted' 
createdBvlD Link to user who created the folder on the system FKxs:string 0 0 1 
dateCreated The date and time that the folder was created on the system xs:dateTime 0 0 1 
lastModifiedByID Link to the last user who modified the folder on the system FKxs:string 0 0 1 
dateLastModified The date and time that the folder was last modified on the xs:dateTime 0 0 I 

. system 
##Other Allows additional folder metadata to be included in any 0 0 · project export. Additional elements must be defined in 

additional schernas that are referenced in any XML export 
document. 

acl Access Control List for the folder. 0 0 1 
auditTrail Container that holds all actions that have been preformed of 0 0 1 

this document. 
folder New folder defmition, allows nesting of folders to form the 0 0 • 

hierarchical folder structure 
document Details of a document within this folder. 0 0 • 
documentRef Reference to a document that is defined within another XML xs:string 0 0 · document, in order to reduce the size of the main XML 

document. 
alias Shortcut to a document that exists within another folder. 0 0 · 
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document 
Contains one-to-many revisions 
documentlD System ID of the document, must be unique amongst all PK xs:string 

documents 
name Documents display name as seen by users, should be unique xs:string 

within its parent folder, 
description description of the document held within the system xs:string 
status Indicates the current status of the document either 'active' or ref to status 

'deleted' 
ownerlD Link to user who owns the document. FK xs:string 
createdBvlD Link to user who created the document on the system FKxs:string 
dateCreated The date and time that the document was created on the system xs:dateTime 
lastModifiedBylD Link to the last user who modified the document on the system FK xs:string 
dateLastModified The date and time that the document was last modified on the xs:dateTime 

system 
##Other Allows additional document meladata to be included in any 

project export. Additional elements must be defmed in 
additional schemas that are referenced in any XML export 
document. 

acl Access Control List for the document. 
auditTrail Container that holds all actions that have been preformed of 

this document. 
revisions Container that holds all of the revisions of this document. 

auditTrail I 
A container that holds all of the events that have happened to an ob'ect document, revision, file , 
event Individual action that that happened to the ob' ect. 

J 

event 
Details of a single event that has been recorded on the associated object 
eventID System ID of the event. 
action Name of the action that was undertaken on the object. Must be 

one of the following 'Upload', 'Download', 'Revise', 
'Modify', 'Delete', 'Create', 'View', 'Reserve' and 
'Unreserve' . 

userlD Link to the user who preformed the action on the object. 
notes description ofthe event 
dateStamp time and date that the event happened 

revisions 
Container that holds the revisions of a particular document. 
revision I Details an individual revision oftbe document. 

I 
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revision 
Details of a sin~le revision of a particular document 
revisionID System ID of the revision, must be unique amongst all PKxs:string M I I 

revisions 
revisionRef xs:string 0 0 I 
revisionNotes xs:string_ 0 0 I 
authorID or Reference to the author who created the revision. Select one of FK xs:string 0 0 I 
authorName these elements depending if the author is a known user within orxs:string 

the system. 'authorlD' is a link to a known user specified 
within the XML export document, while 'authorName' 
specifies a person outside of the system. 

dateAuthored The date which the revision was created, could be different xs:date 0 0 I 
from the date the revision was added to the mtem. 

revisionStatus The status for which the revision has been issued. The data xs:string 0 0 I 
included within this element must be one of the 
revisionStatuses which has been defined in the XML export 
document. 

status Indicates the current status of the revision either 'active' or refto status M I I 
'deleted' 

isLatestRevision A flag that indicates that this revision is the current revision of xs:boolean 0 0 I 
the document. 

createdByID Link to user who created the revision on the system FKxs:strin~ M I I 
dateCreated The date and time that the revision was created on the system xs:dateTime M I I 
lastModifiedByID Link to the last user who modified the revision on the system FKxs:string 0 0 I 
dateLastModified The date and time that the revision was last modified on the xs:dateTime 0 0 I 

system 
##Other Allows additional revision metadata to be included in any 0 0 . 

proj ect export. Additional elements must be defined in 
additional schemas that are referenced in any XML export 
document. 

acl Access Control List for the revision. 0 0 I 
files Container that holds all the files associated with this revision. M I I 
recipients A container holding all of the recipients of a revision. 0 0 I 
revisionLinks A container that holds all the revisionLink elements. 0 0 I 
auditTrail Container that holds all actions that have been preformed of 0 0 I 

this document. 

files I I I I I 
A container that holds all the files associated with a particular revision. one to many files 
file t One file that is part of a revision. I IM I I I· I 

I I I I I I 

file 
Details about a file that is part of a revision, does not include the fIle data, only information about the file and its location on an 
external file store. 
filelD System ID of the file must be unique amongst all files PKxs:string M I I 
fileName Original filenarne. xs:string M I I 
MIMEType MIME Type ofthe file. xs:string 0 0 I 
fileSize The size of the file in bytes. xs:integer 0 0 I 
status Indicates the current status of the file either 'active' or ref to status M I I 

'deleted' 
pathToFile A relative file name and path to the file on disk. Assumes that a xs:string M I I 

local root folder is set up during Import and Export. File narne 
conventions left to exporter. 

auditTrail Container that holds all actions that have been preformed of 0 0 I 
this document. 

##Other Allows additional fIle metadata to be included in any project 0 0 . 
export. Additional elements must be defmed in additional 
schemas that are referenced in any XML export document. 

recipients I I I I I 
A container that holds all of the recipients of a particular revision. 
recipient I Organisation, group or user that has been sent this revision. I IM I I I· I 

I I I I I I 
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recipient 
User, group or organisation on the distribution list for this particular revision. 
recipientID PKxs:string M I I 
userID, groupID or System ID of the recipient, must match one of the defmed ID FKxs:string M I I 
organisationlD specified in the XML document. 
issuedBy Link to the user who issued the revision to this user, group or FK xs:string M I I 

organisation. 
dateIssued The date and time that the revision was distributed to the user, xs:dateTime 0 0 I 

group or organisation. 
dateAcknowledged The date and time that the user, group or organisation xs:dateTime 0 0 I 

acknowledged the receipt of the revision 
status Indicates the current status of the recipient either 'active' or ref to status M I I 

'deleted' 
##Other Allows additional recipient metadata to be included in any 0 0 • 

project export. Additional elements must be defined in 
additional schemas that are referenced in any XML export 
document. 

revisionLinks I J I I I 
A container that holds all the revisionLink elements. 
revisionLink I Enables AssociationlAttachmentsIXREFs between revisions. I IM I I I· I 

I I 

revisionLink 
Enables AssociationlAttachmentslXREFs between revisions. 
revisionLinkID System ID of the revisionLink, must be unique PK xs:string M I I 

amongst all revisionLinks. 
childRevisionlD ID that identifies the revision that is linked to this FKxs:string M I I 

revision 
status Indicates the current status of the link . either ref to status M I I 

'active' or 'deleted' 

alias 
Link to document that is contained within another folder allows the same document to be in more then one folder. 
aliasID System ID oflhe alias. PKxs:string M I I 
narne Display name for this shortcut xs:string M I I 
documentID Link to document that the alias represents, must be defmed in FK xs:string M 1 I 

the export document. 
##Other Allows additional recipient metadata to be included in any 0 0 . 

project export. Additional elements must be defmed in 
additional schemas that are referenced in any XML export 
document. 
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NCCTPSTANDARD 

INTERNAL TESTING - EXPORT 

Vl.S 

31ST MARCH 200S 

CREATED BY: SCOTT MOSES & TIM COLE 

LAST REVISED BY: SCOTT MOSES 

This set of tests is to be preformed on a representative export file generated 
by the application and is intended to check that each element defined by the 
NCCTP Standard holds the correct project data. 

Any of the tests that apply to elements that are not supported by a vendors 
export application should be marked in the results table as "Not Supported". 

Definitions: 

ACL Application Control List 
XML Export Data The data exported according to the NCCTP Standard 
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VERSION AUTHOR ORGANISATION DATE NOTES DISTRIBUTION 
LIST 

1.4 Scott Moses & Causeway 1'7"' January 2005 First Version of the internal Distributed via the 
TimCole testing documentation to be NCCTP web 

completed by the expotters group 
of an NCCTP compliant 
oro·ecl. 

1.5 ScottMoses Causeway 31" March 2005 Changes to testing Distributed via the 
document requested at the NCCTP web 
NCCTP technical meeting group. 
(13 March 2005). To be 
circulated to the group for 
comment. 
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Test Elements 

1. Project ACL 
Check that the project ACL is an accurate representation of the permissions 
of users at the project level. 

TEST: 
Select at least 2 users and confirm that the project ACL permissions created 
in the XML Export document for those users are an accurate representation of 
those that existed in the exporting system. 

Note: these permissions will be cascaded down through the folder structure 
until new ACL's are defined. 

2. Folder ACL 
For a number of XML folder elements with ACL's defined, check that the 
individual user/group/organisation permissions are an accurate representation 
of the systems. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 folders with ACL's defined and confirm all individual 
user/group/organisation per missions in the XML Output Data are accurate 
representation of the applications ACL for that object. 

Note: these permissions will be cascaded down through child objects 
(Folders/Documents) until a new ACL is defined. 

3. Document ACL 
For a number of XML Document elements with ACL's defined, check that the 
individual user/group/organisation permissions are an accurate representation 
of the systems. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 document elements with ACL's defined and confirm all 
permissions in the XML Output Data are an accurate representation of those 
that existed in the application. 

Note: these permissions will be copied down to revisions unless new ACL's 
are defined on the revision. 
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4. Revision ACL 
For a number of XML revision elements which have ACL's defined, check that 
the individual user/group/organisation permissions are an accurate 
representation of the systems. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 revision elements that have an ACL defined and confirm that 
the per missions in the XML Output Data are an accurate representation of 
those that existed in the exporting application. 

5. Document Audit History 
For a number of documents check that the exported audit history is the same 
as the document audit history on the system. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 documents from the initial application data, locate these in 
the exported file "and confirm that the audit history has been accurately 
represented in XML Output Data. 

6. Revision Audit History 
For a number of revisions check that the exported audit history is the same as 
the revision audit history on the system. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 documents from the initial application data (can be the same 
as used in the previous test), locate these in the exported file and confirm that 
the revision audit history in the XML Output Data is an accurate 
representation of that which existed in the application. 

7. File Audit History 
For a number of files check that the exported audit history is the same as the 
file audit history on the system. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 files from the initial application data, locate these in the 
exported file and confirm that the audit history created in the XML Output Data 
is an accurate representation of that which existed in the application. 

8. Folders 
Check that the total number of folders in the XML Export Data are the same 
as the number as in the collaboration system. 

TEST: 
Check the number of folders in the original application and confirm that the 
same number exists in the XML Output Data as existed in the application. 
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9. Documents 
Check that the total number of documents in the XML Export Data is the same 
as the number as in the collaboration system. 

TEST: 
Check the number of documents in the original application and confirm that 
the same number exists in the XML Output Data as existed in the application. 

10. Revisions 
Check that the correct number of revisions exist for documents in the XML . 
Export Data(s}. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 documents from the initial application data (can be the same 
as used in previous tests), locate these in the exported file and confirm that 
the correct number of revisions exist in the XML Output Data as existed in the 
application. 

11. Files 
Check that the correct number of files exist for revisions in the XML Export 
Data(s}. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 document revisions from the initial application data (can be 
the same as used in previous tests), locate these in the exported file and 
confirm that the correct number of files exist in the XML Output Data as 
existed in the application. 

12. Users 
Check that the correct number of users is defined within the XML Export Data. 

TEST: 
Check the number of users, associated with the project in the original 
application and confirm that the same number exists in the XML Output Data 
as existed in the application. 

Note: This is of particular importance to vendors that may hold multiple 
projects each with their own set of distinct users. 
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13. Groups 
Check that the total number of groups in the XML Export Data is the same as 
the number as in the collaboration system. 

TEST: 
Check the number of groups, associated with the project in the original 
application and confirm that the same number exists in the XML Export Data 
as existed in the application. 

14. Group Members 
Check that groups contain the same members in the XML Export Data as they 
did in the collaborative system. 

~~ . 
Select at least 3 group elements and confirm that the members are the same 
in the XML Export Data as existed in the application. 

15. Organisations 
Check that the number of organisations that are exported matches the 
organisations that are held on the system. 

TEST: 
Check the number of organisations, associated with the project in the original 
application and confirm that the same number exists in the XML Output Data 
as existed in the application. 

16. Organisation Users 
Check that the list of users for organisations is correct, for the project that is 
being exported. 

TEST: 
Select at least 2 organisations, associated with the project in the original 
application and confirm that the users of each organisation in the XML Output 
Data are correct. Only those users from the organisation that is associated 
with the exported project should be included in the export document. 

Note: This is a key item for vendors that hold multiple projects, with the same 
organisations working on multiple projects. 
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17. Correct Current Revision 
Check that the current revision indicated in the XML Export Data match those 
that are held on the system. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 document elements that hold multiple revisions and confirm 
that the current revision indicated in the application matches that in the XML 
Data export. 

18. Alias Links 
For a number of Alias' check that the documents referenced in the XML 
Export Data matches those which exist within the system. 

TEST: 
Select at least 3 alias' from the initial application data, locate these in the 
exported file and confirm that the document referenced is the same in the 
XML Output Data as in the application. 

19. Revision Links 
Check that the documents are correctly linked to their revisions. 

TEST: 
Select at least 3 revision links from the originating application, locate these in 
the exported file and confirm that the document referenced is the same in the 
XML Output Data as existed in the application. 

20. Revision Recipients 
Check that the Revision Recipients associated with any revIsion in the 
Exported XML Data accurately match those that exist in the application. 

TEST: 
Select at least 3 revisions, which have revision recipients from the initial 
application data, locate these in the exported file and confirm that the 
document referenced is the same in the XML Output Data as existed in the 
application. 

21. Organisations Offices 
Check that the XML Export Data contains an accurate representation of the 
office data that existed in the application. 

TEST: 
Select at least 3 organisations that have at least one office defined from the 
initial application, locate these in the exported file and confirm that the data in 
the XML Output Document is an accurate representation of that which existed 
in the application. 
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22. Correct Head Office 
Check that organisations head offices indicated in the XML Export Data match 
those that are held on the system. 

TEST: 
Select at least 2 organisation elements that hold multiple offices and confirm 
that the head office indicated matches in both the exported XML Data and 
application. 

23. Project Address 
Check that the data contained within the project address in the Export 
Document matches the project address data held on the system. 

TEST: 
Check the address data, associated with the project in the original application 
and confirm that the data has been reproduced with no data loss in the XML 
Output Document. 

24. User Address 
Check that User Address details have been correctly reproduced in the XML 
Export Data. 

TEST: 
Select at least 3 user elements that hold addresses and confirm that the 
equivalent data exists in the XML Output Data as existed in the application. 
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NCCTP Standard - Export Testing Checklist 

Product: 

No.F 

Date of Testing: 

Check Project ACL.. . .. 
2 Check Folder ACL 
3 .. Check Document ACL> 
4 Check Revision ACL 
5 Check . Document· ..•. Audit 

.. History'" , 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
' .....• 
12 
13 
14 

15 
16 
17. 

18 

.19 
' .. 

20 

21 
I' ... 

22 

23 
24 

Check Revision Audit 
History 
Check File Audit History 
Correct Number of Folders 
Correct Number of , 
Documents;,· 
Documents Hold Correct 
Number of Revisions 
Revisions Hold Correct 
Number of Files> .... 
Check Users 
Check Groups .. 
Groups hold the Correct 
Members 
Check Organisations· 
Check Organisations Users 
Check . that Current 
Versions are indicated 
Check Alias' refer to the 
Correct Document 
Check. Revision's, Revision 
Links .•.•.•... 

Check Revision's, Revision 
Recipients 
Check 
Offices ." 

.organisations 

Check that Head Offices 
are Indicated 
Proiect Address 
User Address 

.... • i, 

. ...... . 

.. 

... 
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NCCTPSTANDARD 

INTERNAL TESTING - IMPORT 

Vl.S 

31ST MARCH 2005 

CREATED BY: SeOTT MOSES & TIM eOLE 

LAST REVISED BY: se OTT MOSES 

This set of tests is to be preformed on a project that has been presented as a 
compliant NCCTP XML Data File. The checks are intended to verify that the 
data has been imported correctly to the new Collaborative System ("the 
application"). 

The file used to undertake Import testing must be one that has been through 
Export testing in accordance with the "Internal Testing - Export" document. 
This will identify any issues relating to the creation of the file that may impact 
on the Import testing (e.g. elements not present or unsupported in the 
exporting application). Any tests that refer to data that has not been provided 
by the exporter should be marked in the results table as "Unavailable for 
Import". 

Any of the tests that apply to elements that are not supported by a vendors 
import application should be marked in the results table as "Not Supported". 

Definitions: 

ACL Application Control List 
XML Import Data The data exported according to the NCCTP Standard 

used here as the Import Data into a collaboration system 
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VERSION AUTHOR ORGANISATION DATE NOTES DISTRIBUTION 
LIST 

1.4 Scot! Moses & Causeway 17'" January 2005 First Version of the internal Distributed via the 
TimCole testing documentation to be NCCTP web 

completed by the importer group 
of a NCCTP compliant 
project. 

1.5 Scot! Moses Causeway 31" March 2005 Changes to testing Distributed via the 
document requested at the NCCTP web 
NCCTP technical meeting group. 
(13 March 2005). To be 
circulated to the group for 
comment. 
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Test Elements 

1. Project ACL 
Check that the project ACL imported into the application accurately represents 
the permissions of users at the project level in XML Import Data. 

TEST: 
Select at least 2 users and confirm al/ ACL permissions, at the project level in 
the newly created project are an accurate representation of those that are 
contained in the XML Import Data. 

Note: these permissions should be cascaded down through the folder 
structure until new ACL's are defined. 

2. Folder ACL 
Check that the individual user/group/organisation permissions are an accurate 
representation of the data in the XML Import Data. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 folders with ACL's defined and confirm all individual 
user/group/organisation per missions in the newly created project, are an 
accurate representation of those contained in the XML Import Data. 

Note: these permissions should be cascaded down through child objects 
(Folders/Documents) until a new ACL is defined. 

3. Document ACL 
Check that the individual user/group/organisation permissions have been 
accurately recreated in the new system. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 document elements with ACL's defined and confirm all 
permissions created on the documents in the new system are an accurate 
representation of those in the XML Import Data. 

Note: these permissions should be copied down to revisions unless new 
ACL's are defined on the revision. 

4. Revision ACL 
Check that the individual user/group/organisation permissions have been 
accurately recreated in the new system. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 revision elements that have their own ACL defined and 
confirm that those ACL's have been created in the new project with an 
accurate representation of the data that is held within the XML Import Data 
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5. Document Audit History 
For a number of documents check that the imported audit history is the same 
as the document audit history in the XML Import Data. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 documents from the newly imported project, locate these in 
the XML Import Data and confirm that the audit history has been accurately 
reproduced, with no data loss in the new project. 

6. Revision Audit History 
Check that the imported audit history is the same as the revision audit history 
in the provided XML Import Data. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 document revisions from the newly imported project (can be 
the same documents as used in the previous test), locate these in the XML 
Import Data and confirm that the revision audit history has been accurately 
reproduced with no data loss. 

7. File Audit History 
For a number of files check that the imported audit history is the same as the 
file's XML Import Data audit history. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 files from the newly imported project, locate these in the 
provided XML file and confirm that the audit history has been reproduced with 
no data loss. 

8. Folders 
Check that the total number of folders in the XML Import Data is the same as 
the number now in the Collaboration System. 

TEST: 
Check the number of folders in the new application and confirm that the same 
number existed in the XML Import Data as now exists in the new application. 

9. Documents 
Check that the total number of documents in the XML Import Data is the same 
as the number as are now in the collaboration system. 

TEST: 
Check the number of documents in the new project and confirm that the same 
number existed in the XML Import Data as now exist in the application. 
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10. Revisions 
Check that the correct number of revisions exist for documents in the 
application. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 documents from the application data (can be the same as 
used in previous tests), locate these in the XML Import Data and confirm that 
the correct number of revisions exist in both. 

11. Files 
Check that the correct number of files exist for revisions in the application. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 doc/.lment revisions from the application data (can be the 
same as used in previous tests), locate these in the XML Import Data and 
confirm that the correct number of files exist in both. 

12. Users 
Check that the correct number of users is defined within the new project as 
existed in the XML Import Data. 

TEST: 
Check the number of users, associated with the project in the new application 
and confirm that the same number existed in the XML Import Data. 

Note: This is of particular importance to vendors that may hold multiple 
projects each with their own set of distinct users. 

13. Groups 
Check that the total number of groups in the XML Import Data is the same as 
the number that are now in the collaboration system. 

TEST: 
Check the number of groups, associated with the project in the new 
application and confirm that the same number exists in the XML Import Data. 

14. Group Members 
Check that groups contain the same members in the newly imported project 
as they did in the XML Import Data. 

TEST: 
Select at least 3 group elements and confirm that the members are the same 
in the output XML Import Data as now exist in the application. 
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15. Organisations 
Check that the number of organisations in the XML Import Data matches the 
organisations that are held on the new system. 

TEST: 
Check the number of organisations, associated with the new project in the 
application and confirm that the same number existed in the XML Import Data. 

16. Organisation Users 
Check that the list of users for organisations is correct. 

TEST:. 
Select at least 2 organisations from within the imported project and confirm 
that all their users have been accurately recreated, from the data contained 
within the XML Import Document. 

Note: This is a key item for vendors that hold multiple projects, with the same 
organisations potentially working on multiple projects. 

17. Correct Current Revision 
Check that current revision indicated in the XML Import Data match those that 
are now held for documents in the project. 

TEST: 
Select at least 5 documents that hold multiple revIsions from within the 
application and confirm that the current revision indicated matches that in the 
XML Import Data. 

18. Alias Links 
Check that the document referenced by an alias in the XML Import Data 
matches that which now exists within the system. 

TEST: 
Select at least 3 alias' from the newly imported project, locate these in the 
XML Import Data and confirm that the document referenced is the same as 
now exists in the application. 

19. Revision Links 
Check for document revisions that have revision links that these links refer to 
the correct documents. 

TEST: 
Select at least 3 revisions, which have revision links in the newly imported 
project, locate these in the XML Import Data and confirm that all the 
documents referenced are the same as now exist in the application. 
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20. Revision Recipients 
Check that the Revision Recipients associated with any revision in the XML 
Import Data accurately match those that now exist in the application. 

TEST: 
Select at least 3 revisions, which have revision recipients from the newly 
imported project, locate these in the XML Import Data and confirm that al/ the 
users referenced are the same as now exist in the application. 

21. Organisations Offices 
Check that the newly imported project data contains an accurate 
representation of the office data that exists in the XML Import Data. 

TEST: 
Select at least 3 organisations that have at least one office defined in the XML 
Import Data, locate these organisations offices in the new system and confirm 
that the data is an accurate representation of that in the XML Import 
Document. 

22. Correct Head Office 
Check that organisations head offices indicated in the XML Import Data match 
those that now exist in the application. 

TEST: 
Select at least 3 organisation elements that hold multiple offices and confirm 
that the head office indicated matches in both the XML Import Data and 
application. 

23. Project Address 
Check that the data contained within the project address in the provided XML 
Import Data matches the project address data that now exists in the 
application. 

TEST: 
Check the address data, associated with the project in the new application 
and confirm that this information has been reproduced with no data loss from 
that contained within the XML Import Document. 

24. User Address 
Check that the user address information has been correctly reproduced in the 
new application. 

TEST: 
Select at least 3 user elements that hold address information and confirm that 
this address data in the new system is an accurate representation of that 
which existed in the XML Import Document Data. 
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24. Truncated Fields 
If size limits are imposed by the importing application on any data that can be 
populated via an NCCTP import process, then the importing user should be 
made aware that the data will be truncated. 

TEST: 
Select at least 3 elements for which size restrictions apply in the importing 
application, and that the elements in the XML Import Document Data exceed 
those limits. Ensure that the importing utility makes the user aware that the 
data will/has been truncated by the application. 

Note: The test is passed if the receiving application either ' 
- Clearly warns the user of the specific instances where truncation will 

take place and prevents duplicate string elements resulting; and/or, 
_ Provides the user with clear visibility of the corrective action that is to 

be taken and the means to avoid duplicate strings. 
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NCCTP Standard· Import Testing Checklist 

Product: Date of Testing: 

fNb: ll f'n~~t:,L ,~,:] ;1,.;:;'3 •.. :. I PasslEaJl;j .. CommentS1l~Ji1H ::;i::~.:~:.:'\ ... 
1 Check Project ACL .' , :; 

2 Check Folder ACL 
3' . Check Document ACL .. .. 
4 Check Revision ACL 
5 Check Document Audit , .... .:; ': 

History ".; ':. , . .. . ,"'. 
6 Check Revision Audit 

History 
7 Check File Audit History .... ... ;' 

8 Correct Number of Folders 
9 Correct Number of '. : 

Documents' " .: : .. 
10 Documents Hold Correct 

Number of Revisions 
11 Revisions Hold Correct, :" 

Number of Files 
12 Check Users 
13 Check Groups . 

14 Groups hold the Correct 
Members 

15 Check Organisations .... : 

16 Check Organisations 
Users 

17 Check that Current 
Versions are indicated '. .. 

18 Check Alias' refer to the 
Correct Document 

19 Check Revision's, 
Revision Links .. 

20 Check Revision's, 
Revision Recipients 

21 .' Check Organisations ..... 
Offices ..... " . '" ,. 

22 Check that Head Offices 
are Indicated 

23 Project Address .... 
24 User Address 
25 Truncated Fields 
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APPENDIX G INDEPENDENT TESTING OF NCCTP 
IMPLEMENTATIONS 
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NCCTPSTANDARD 

INDEPENDENT TESTING PROPOSAL DOCUMENT 

Vl.2 

4TH APRIL 2006 

CREATED BY: SCOTT MOSES 

This document outlines the procedure that should be followed by the vendor 
and tester when an organisations NCCTP implementation is independently 
tested. 
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VERSION AUTHOR ORGANISATION DATE NOTES DISTRIBUTION 
LIST 

1.0 ScottMoses Causeway Ism September Draft Version of the Distributed via the 
2005 proposal for independent NCCIP web 

testing of each organisation group 
implementation of the 
NCCTP data exchange 
standard 

1.1 ScottMoses Causeway Ism March 200S Additional of Draft forms to Distributed via the 
complete during the testing NCCTP web 
process. group 

1.2 ScotlMoses Causeway 4~ April200S Updated for 29/03/2006 Distributed via the 
meeting. New Import test NCCIP web 
included. group 



Independent Testing of NCCTP Implementations 

Activities to be completed prior to the commencement of Verification 

The prospective organisation must have submitted a sample project that 
complies with the current supported version of the NCCTP Data Exchange 
Standard, along with supporting materialiv that helps in the interpretation of 
the project exported. The submission must also include completed 
documentation that states the export and subsequent import completed 
successfully; and the areas of the Data Exchange Standard supported during 
each of these activities . 

. • ....... 
Successfully Ex~orted Project 
Exported Project Supporting Material 
Completed Export Testing Documentation 
Successfully Import Project 
Completed Import Testing Documentation 
Documentation of Procedures' 

Verifying the Data Exported to the NCCTP Standard 

Minimum Requirements of the Exported Sample Project 

• The project must contain at least one user who has participated but has 
now had their access removed. 

• The project must contain one and only one project object, no sub
projects are allowed in the export file. 

• Exported projects must contain a minimum of 5 users who exist within at 
least 3 different organisations. 

• Access Control List's used by the objects within the exported project 
should utilise a least one of the three levels of permissions allowed 
Document, Revision or File. 

• The selected project should contain the maximum amount of content that 
is supported by the NCCTP Standard. Any of the elements that are not 
included in the export should be considered not supported by the source 
application. To help evaluate the elements contained in the export the 
tester should make reference to the completed internal testing 
documentation provided by each company. 

iv Supporting Material may consist of project metrics, screenshots of each of the critical sections for 
testing, and or a viewable archive of the project that includes access to all data exported. 
v Each Organisation should supply details of how they resolve anomalies between the data that they 
importing and their own system. 
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Sea/ability Testing of the Export Utility 

The organisation must prove that their extraction application is capable of 
exporting data from large projects that better replicate those that actually exist 
on the live systems deployed by the vendor. The organisation is not required 
to export a client's project from their live system if they do not wish to for any 
particular reason, and can provide their own large test project for this check. 
However the project must be installed on one of the live system operated by 
the provider. The scalability test is not designed to check the NCCTP 
functionality supported by the vendor's application just that the application is 
capable of extracting real project data. Therefore the minimum requirements 
of the project used for scalability testing are: 

• The project must contain a minimum of 10,000 documents 
• The exported data must validate against the NCCTP Data Exchange 

Standard 

Testing Procedure for Verification of the Export Utility 

1. Vendor supplies access to the project data contained within the 
system through their standard interface. 

2. Tester verifies that the project selected for export contains all of the 
different elements that the 'organisation claims to support, by examining 
the export testing documentation supplied. 

3. The vendor conducts the export of the sample project. 
4. The tester should then validate the exported project against the current 

version of the NCCTP Data Exchange Standardvi
• If the project was 

exported using the xml file splitting supported by the standard then a 
selection of the separate document xml files should also be validated 
against the standard. 

5. The tester should then complete a new instance of NCCTP Export 
Test Documentation for the project that has been exported. A 
successful test should return no fails, in any of the areas supported by 
vendors system. 

6. Either prior, during or after the sample project has been exported and 
tested; the vendor should allow the tester access to large project that 
is to be used for scalability testing on the live system. 

7. The vendor then needs to start the export of the project used for 
scalability testing. 

8. Once export is completed the project should be validated by the tester 
against the current version of the NCCTP Data Exchange Standard 
using the tool specified by the NCCTP Technical Group. 

9. The tester should then conduct some basic tests on the xml 
documents produced to satisfy themselves that the exported data is 
OK. 

10. The tester completes a report on how the testing has gone stating if 
the vendor organisation has successfully completed this stage of the 

vi The NCCTP Technical Group needs to specify a tool to be used by the person conducting the tests to 
validate the exported project data. 



test. If the export test has not been successfully completed then the 
tester should indicate the areas where the vendor has failed to meet 
the stated requirements. 

11.lf the test has been failed then arrangements need to be made 
between the vendor and tester to re run the tests at a later date. 

Proposed Export Testing Plan (Day 1) 

'6. Tner ElI8II'IinesthePrOjec:tto be used tJrScalablIyT~1"Q 
[7·.-ScalDbiIyT~ng~lse~······· .. ...... . 

'8-~SceIabIlyTeSlngPrt;eclElIJX)Ito.t.~!d-~s;;;n·.--·· ... -
[g.=.Se!.eq~}~~~.~.~ .. 
l1.D .. :.T~~.~.~~~.~.~.~ ~.~~ ~ .......... . 

NCCTP Supported Export Extensions Testing 

The NCCTP Standard has been designed with extensibility in mind and 
member organisations are encouraged to enhance their exported data with 
other data that they hold that is not directly supported by the standard. 
Although for an organisation to claim compliance with the standard these 
extensions do not need to be included or tested, the person conducting the 
test should at a minimum confirm that the extended export still validates 
against the current version of the standard using the validation tool specified. 
If an organisation provides extensions to the schema that do validate against 
the standard then these can be recorded as supporting an extended version 
of the NCCTP standard. 
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Verifying the Data Imported from the NCCTP Standard 

Project Data Required for the Import Tests 

The import test should be conducted with the sample project held by the 
NCCTP that contains all of the elements contained within the NCCTP 
schema. To aid with the verification of the data imported 'into the system the 
tester can utilise the supporting material that is supplied with the sample 
project. 

Extracted Project Data 

In addition to the import test conducted with the example project that contains 
all NCCTP elements, the tester should select at random one of the compliant 
projects exported by any of the system. The list of available project for 
selection by the tester will include the latest compliant project export form 
each NCCTP organisation, which has been verified as compliant by other 
NCCTP members. 

Scalability Testing of the Import Utility 

For a vendor to claim that they are fully NCCTP complaint they must 
demonstrate that their' import application is fully scalable, and capable of 
importing projects that are more realistic representations of the projects that 
could potentially be moved. The importing vendor is not expected to import a 
project that has been exported from one of the other compliant systems, but 
to use the standard example scalability testing project that is held centrally by 
the NCCTP Technical group. The scalability import test is not designed to 
check the NCCTP functionality supported by the vendor's application just that 
the application is capable of importing project data of any magnitude. 
Therefore the minimum requirements of the project used for scalability testing 
are: 

• The project to be imported must contain a minimum of 10,000 
documents 

• The project data must validate against the NCCTP Data Exchange 
Standard 



Testing Procedure for Verification of the Import Utility 

1. Tester supplies the vendor with the sample project, taken from the 
NCCTP Technical group's central repository to ensure that no pre
processing and/or data manipulation has occurred. 

2. Vendor examines the project and conducts any pre-processing 
required to prepare the data for import. 

3. Vendor imports the data into one of their systemsvii
• 

4. The tester should complete a new instance of NCCTP Import Test 
Documentation for the project that has been imported. A successful 
test should return no fails, in any of the areas supported by vendor's 
systemviii

• 

5. Tester supplies the vendor with a sample project that is suitable for 
conducting scalability testing of the project import utility. 

6. Vendor examines the project and conducts any pre-processing 
required to prepare the data for import. 

7. Vendor then imports the large project onto one of their systems. 
8. The tester then verifies that the project has been imported correctly by 

conducting a series of testsix
• 

9. The tester completes a report on how the testing has gone stating if 
the vendor organisation has successfully completed this stage of the 
assessment. If the import test has not been successfully completed 
then the tester should indicate the areas where the vendor has failed 
to meet the requirements. 

10. Tester selects which existing project exported by another NCCTP 
Member that the organisation will import. 

11. The Vendor examines the project and conducts any pre-processing 
required to prepare the data for import. 

12. Vendor Imports the project data into one of their systems. 
13. The tester should complete a new instance of NCCTP Import Test 

Documentation for the project that has been imported. A successful 
test should return no fails, in any of the areas supported by vendor's 
system. 

14. Tester writes the import summary report. 
15. Tester concludes the Independent testing process and completes any 

outstanding documentation. 
16.lf the test has been failed then arrangements need to be made 

between the vendor and tester to re run the tests at a later date. ' 

vii The NCCTP Technical Group will need to specify if the project must be imported into a live system, 
or if the project can be imported into a test system. The person conducting the test needs to ensure that 
the import been conducted is creating the project that they are due to carry out there tests on. 
viii Please note that an understanding of how a system import application deals with a particular 
situation will be needed The vendor should document the different ways in which potential problems 
are overcome. For example how a system based on document level permissions will deal with 
importing a project at includes permissions stored at the version level. 
ix The number and type of tests that need to be conducted on the imported project used for scalability 
testing need to be collectively defined by the NCCTP Technical Group. 
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Proposed Import Testing Plan (Day 1) 

Proposed Import Testing Plan (Day 2) 

NCCTP Supported Export Extensions Testing 

The tester will be unable to check any extensions exported from any of the 
systems and therefore this will not be any part of the test. 



NCCTP Independent Testing Forms 

Form Name: NCCTP Independent Testing Request Form 
Form: NCCTP-IT#1-REQ 
Completed By: Vendor 
When: After fully implementing the standard and completing the associated 
documentation 

Form Name: NCCTP Independent Testing Pre-Test Checks Form 
Form: NCCTP-IT#2-PT 
Completed By: Tester 
When: Prior to arranging to visit the Company Site 

Form Name: NCCTP Independent Testing Export Checks Form 
Form: NCCTP-IT#3-EXP 
Completed By: Tester 
When: While Conducting the Export Checks on Site 

Form Name: NCCTP Independent Testing Import Checks Form 
Form: NCCTP-IT#4-IMP 
Completed By: Tester 
When: While Conducting the Import Checks on Site 

Form Name: NCCTP Independent Testing Assessment Report 
Form: NCCTP-IT#5-REP . 
Completed By: Tester 
When: After completing the required tests 
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1 Preface 
----_._--------

This is version 1.0 of the NCCTP Incremental Project 
Updating Specification. 

1.1 Documents Included 

This specification includes: 

• This document in Microsoft Word Format 
(ncctpIPUv1.102.doc). 

• The XML Schema Document that defines the data 
transferred (IPUv1.0.xsd). 

In case of discrepancy between this document and 
the contents of the IPUv1.0 XML Schema this 
document should be considered normative. 



2 Introduction 

2.1 Motivation 

2.2 Goals 

As the number of different extranet providers has 
increased and more organisations are required to use a 
multitude of these systems concurrently on numerous 
different projects, the need incremental data transfer 
has become apparent. The aim of the ncctp incremental 
project updating specification is to provide the common 
framework that would allow project data to be 
transferred between systems throughout the duration of 
the project. 

Since all systems will export their incremental updates 
to the same generic format application developers will 
only need to build a single incremental export and 
import application for their content repository, allow 
multiple connection instances. 

Clients will be able to bring back information stored in 
many distributed project extranets to their central 
enterprise content management system, at key stages 
during the project. Conversely they will be able to push 
information from their chosen central repository to any 
project specific extranet 

The guiding principles governing the design of this 
specification are: 

It should not be tied to any particular underlying 
architecture, data source or protocol. 

The specification is, of course, built upon the ncctp bulk 
data exchange standard, which describes the 
commonalities that exist between different extra net 
systems used by the construction industry. Hence 
achieving this goal is not difficult in itself. The main 
challenge is to ensure that the solution is flexible 
enough to be used by all different instances of systems 
in use. 
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It should allow for relatively easy implementation 
on top of as wide a verity of existing systems, as 
possible. 

A concentrated effort was made to ensure that it was 
relatively easy to implement both the incremental 
export and import application on top or most major 
vendor's systems used by the construction industry. 

It should transfer the minimum data between 
systems, allowing for data consistency to be 
maintained. 

Incremental project updates could be achieved using 
the existing ncctp bulk data exchange standard, 
however this would result in a huge quantity of excess 
data been extracted and transferred. This specification 
has reduced this data to the minimum required for 
successfully maintaining the data consistency between 
participating systems, while maintaining the project 
structure defin'ed by the bulk data exchange standard. 



3 Use Cases ---- --.-~------

3.1 Single Central Repository 

WeBuild Corporation, a large contractor in the 
construction sector operates an enterprise wide content 
management system, but also participates on projects 
that utilise independently host extranet systems. Their 
Knowledge Management Team would like for all project 
data to be held within the one system so that all 
employees can access relevant information. 

The team implements the ncctp incremental project 
updating solution and receives regular updates from 
each project that they are participating on, allowing 
every member of the organisation access to valuable 
knowledge without the need to access the extra net 
system directly. 

With the incremental updating solution operating 
successfully, as projects finish there is no need for 
WeBuild Corporation to loose any of the data as they 
have been keeping their' own system updated 
throughout. This means that they will not need to ask 
the client or system provider for relevant project data at 
completion. 
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3.2 Transfer of Hosting Responsibility 

Grand Hotels, a worldwide client who build and operate 
hotels, have been piloting a number of different 
extranet systems, to be used throughout the entire 
enterprise. After a year long assessment one solution 
has been selected, and the company wish to have all 
project data stored within the same system. 

The projects which are active on the unsuccessful 
extranet providers are on tight schedules and Grand 
Hotels do not want to risk any down time or errors that 
are associated with one time only bulk transfer of 
information. 

They therefore select to use the ncctp incremental 
project updating solution to start replicating the 
dispersed project data on to their central collaboration 
system, while people are still using the extranet system 
for project collaboration. 

Once assured that the data stored on the enterprise 
system is an accurate representation of that on the 
extra net system, and all external parties have been 
given the necessary training for new system, they make 
the switch between the project been hosted by the 
extra net provider remotely to the project been hosted 
internally. 



Pilot 

® 

Since incremental project updates can be carried out at 
short time intervals Grand hotels where able to make 
the switch one weekend, having full confidence that the 
data was accurate. 

3.3 Updating Project Extranet from Central Repository 

Infrastructure Design and Construct are an organisation 
that specialise in road and rail projects. Although they 
have a central corporate collaboration system, they also 
make extensive use of project extra nets for the unique 
advantages a neutral hosted solution brings. Their team 
would like for data and updates to be automatically 
pushed from the central to extranets that their 
employees participate in. 

The organisation selects the ncctp incremental data 
exchange methodology as a mechanism for populating 
and updating the information which is held on external 
project collaborative platforms. Eliminating the manual 
need to check and update the information stored. 

With the incremental updating solution working 
correctly 3rd party organisation now have access to the 
latest information without the need to access the central 
system. While Infrastructure Design and build do not 
have to check to see which documents need updating 
on which extranet. 
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-----------------
4 The Generic Repository Model 

Object 

A Content Repository consists one or more projects, 
each of which contain a series of objects held in a tree 
structure. Objects can optionally contain other objects 
but must contain specific properties dependant upon 
their object type, along with a series of optional 
properties. Each object and property has only one 
parent object, and properties cannot contain objects or 
other properties. 

Any object in the hierarchy can be identified from its 
unique id property and associated object type, note that 
id's are only guarantied to be unique within a single 
object class. For example specifying a Folder object with 
an id property of 12345 would locate the relevant object 
in the tree structure. 



4.1 Major Repository Branches 

The Content Repository is split into three major 
branches; the first holds the information relating to 
project users, the second holds information relating to 
user collections within the project, while the third stores 
the project documents. 

4.1.1 Project Users and Project Groups 

, 
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For project data to be successfully transferred between 
systems the same user accounts must exist on all 
systems. Incremental project updates received from the 
source system will contain references to user and group 
objects that exist within the source systems content 
repOSitory. These references will need to be translated 
by the destination system to users and groups objects 
that exist within its content repository. 

To allow these translations the destination system is 
required to keep user and group object mapping data; 
While the source system is required to maintain that 
mapping data through the incremental updates which it 
passes. 
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4.1.2 Project Documents 

Project documents refer to documents and the filing 
structure in which they are stored in the content 
repository . 

For new object to be created in the correct location of 
the documents branch of the content repository the 
same objects must exist on all the participating 
systems. Incremental project updates received from the 
source system will contain references to other objects 
that exist within the source systems content repository. 
These references will need to be translated by the 
destination to objects that exist within the destination 
systems content repository. 

To allow for translations to be made the destination 
system is required to keep object mapping data; while 
the source system is required to maintain that data 
through the incremental updates it passes to the 
destination system. 



5 Incremental Project Updates 

Incremental project updating is a one way process that 
allows replication of project data between two different 
extra net systems. This one way only transfer of data 
means that only participants on the source system will be 
able to edit the project objects, and that the data should 
be read only once in the destination system. 

If data within the destination system is modified it may 
be impossible for the incremental process to find the 
correct object that it should be working with. 

Project updates can take the form of object creation, 
modification, or deletion only. 

However an additional section will cover the phenomena 
of object translation within the overall ncctp object tree. 
For Example a user is moved from one organisation to 
another organisation, or a document is moved from one 
folder to another folder. 

5.1 Object Creation 

All new objects created in the source system must be 
included in any incremental project update as created 
objects. 

237 
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5.1.1 Project Object Creation 

238 

Project objects should not be created through the 
incremental project updating process. The initial transfer 
of information between the systems should take the form 
of a single bulk extraction followed by a bulk import of 
data into the destination system. After the initial bulk 
export which contained the project object incremental 
project updates can be created regardless of weather or 
not the data has been imported into the destination 
system yet. 

All bulk project exports must comply with the latest 
supported version of the ncctp bulk data exchange 
schema. 



5.1.2 Organisation Object Creation 

An Organisation is a direct child of the project object, so 
within the creation definition both the object type project 
and its child property id must be specified, along with the 
organisation object definition. The definition of 
organisation passed within the create update must 
comply with the latest supported version of the ncctp bulk 
data exchange standard; allowing both organisation users 
and offices to be defined in the same incremental update. 

~-:~: .. =-) 
L--~~-l 
L. . .: ____ J 

The organisationID property of the organisation object 
must be unique amongst those already synchronised with 
the destination system; else the incremental creation of 
the organisation will be considered an update of an 
existing organisation not the creation of a new 
organisation. 

239 
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S.1.3 User Object Creation 

240 

A user object is a child of an organisation object, so 
within the creation definition both the organisation type 
and its associated id property must be specified. The 
definition of a user passed as part of the create update 
must comply. with the latest supported version of the 
ncctp bulk data exchange standard. 

,--------__ J 

I ... I 
--_~ ____ I 

Only user accounts that previously did not exist as a 
participant on the project should be passed as part of a 
create update, those that have changed organisations, or 
been undeleted should not be created as new objects. 

Thus the create update will instruct the destination 
system to create a new user account on the destination 
system, that belongs to one of the organisations that are 
synchronised between the systems. 



5.1.4 Office Object Creation 

An office object is a child of an organisation object, so the 
create definition for the office object must include both 
the organisation type and its associated id property. The 
definition of an office passed must comply with the latest 
supported version of the ncctp bulk data exchange 
standard .. 

oIIicelD 

Incremental creation of new office objects will most likely 
follow the creation of new instances of the organisation 
object, but can equally be added to organisation objects 
that have existed since the initial bulk data transfer. 

The create update instructs the destination system to 
make a new instance of the office object as a child of the 
organisation specified. However this new office must not 
have property values that conflict with a pre-existing 
office object. For example the property 'isMainOffice' 
cannot be set to true for a new office if an office already 
existing has the property value set to true. Should the 
new office be required to be the new main office then 
additional modify updates should be sent to adjust the 
property values on both office objects. 

241 
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5.1.5 Group Object Creation 

242 

The group creation incremental update includes all 
information required to create a group in the destination 
system, and must comply with the group object definition 
specified in the ncctp bulk data exchange standard. This 
group definition must be contained within a single xml 
document which in it entirety validates against the latest 
version of the ncctp incremental data exchange standard. 

Any group object created must have an unique property 
value for groupID within the project which is being 
incrementally replicated. Any group update whose groupID 
property value matches an existing group will be assumed 
to be a modification of that existing group. 

New Group object creation may contain groupUser object 
children; however all referenced user objects must have 
already been incrementally replicated in the destination 
system or be defined in the same incremental update as 
the group creation. 



5.1.6 GroupUser Object Creation 

The groupUser creation incremental update allows for new 
members to be added to groups which have already been 
replicated in the destination system. The xml definition of 
the groupUser must conform to that specified within the 
ncctp bulk data exchange standard, and must be held 
within an xml document that validates against the latest 
supported version of the ncctp incremental data exchange 
standard. 

A groupUser will only be successfully added to a group if 
they are member of one of the organisations that are 
replicated between the source and destination system. 
Attempting to add a groupUser to a group where they 
already exist will be assumed to be a modification; 
however since groupUser information cannot be modified 
the request will be ignored. 

Removal of groupUsers from a group is discussed in 
section 5.3 

243 
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5.1.7 Address Object Creation 

244 

An address object can either be a child of a project, office 
or user object, and since not mandatory for project and 
user objects does not have to be included in those objects 
initial creation. The definition of an address passed must 
include the parent object type and its associated id 
property. All Address object definitions must comply with 
the latest supported version of the ncctp bulk data 
exchange standard. 

Incremental creation of address can only be applied to 
those objects that currently do not have any address 
data. Any Address Object specified for an object that 
already holds Address Data will be treated as a 
modification of the existing data, not the creation of a 
new Address object. 

The create update instructs the destination system to add 
address data to the parent object specified in the update 
request. Changes to existing Address object data should 
be done using an address object update specified in 
section 5.2. 



5.1.8 Folder Object Creation 

A Folder object is a child of the either the project object 
or another folder object, so in the create update both the 
type of parent object and the associated id property value 
must be specified. The definition of folder passed within 
the create update must comply with the latest supported 
version of the ncctp bulk data exchange standard, but 
should not contain any object children. Any child objects 
that the folder has must have been created after the 
folder was created so will be passed as additional create 
updates. 
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Included in the folder definition must be a single audit 
record that records when the object was created and by 
which user object, additional audit records should be 
passed as additional modify updates. 

Should the source system support inheritance of access 
control lists, then the initial control list of the folder object 
should be included as part of the folder definition within 
the create update. All changes to this original access 
control list must be passed as modify updates to the 
destination system. 
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A Document object is a child of a folder object, so the 
create update must include the parent object type folder 
and its associated property value for id. The definition of 
the document passed must validate against the current 
supported version of the ncctp bulk data exchange 
standard with the exception been that it must not hold 
any revision children. All additional revision objects 
associated with the document must be created with 
separate create updates. 

Included in the document definition must be a single 
audit record which shows when the object was created, 
the structure of the audit record must comply with the 
latest version of the ncctp bulk data exchange standard. 
All addition audit data for the document should be passed 
as separate modify updates. 

Should the source system support inheritance of access 
control list, then the list inherited from the parent object 
should be included as part of the document definition 
within the create update. All changes to this original 
access control list must be passed as modify updates to 
the destination system. 



5.1.10 Alias Object Creation 

An Alias object is a child of a folder object, so the create 
update must include the parent object type folder and its 
associated property value for id. The xml representation 
of the alias object passed must validate against the 
current supported version of the ncctp bulk data 
exchange standard. 

Included in the alias definition must be the minimum of a 
single audit record which shows when the object was 
created, the structure of this audit record must comply 
with the latest supported version of the ncctp bulk data 
exchange standard. 

Any Object Referenced by the Alias Object must exist 
within the synchronised project and either has already 
been created in the destination system or is included in 
the same incremental update. 
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A Revision object is the child of a document object, so the 
create update must include the parent document object 
and its id property to which the revision belongs. The 
definition of the revision object passed must comply with 
the latest supported version of the ncctp bulk data 
exchange standard. 
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Accompanying the xml representation of the revision 
must be all the physical files that are referred to within 
the revision definition. 

The Create Revision Object Incremental update instructs 
the destination system to add a revision to a document 
object which either already exist in the system or is 
included in the same incremental update. Any attempt to 
create a revision without is parent object being present 
should throw an error. 



5.1.12 File Object Creation 

A File object is the child of a revision object, so the create 
update must include the parent revision object and its 
associated id property. The definition of the file must 
comply with the latest supported version of the ncctp bulk 
data exchange standard. 

Accompanying the xml representation of the file must be 
the physical file which is referred to within the file 
definition. 

The create file object Incremental update instructs the 
source system to add a file to a revision that either 
already exists in the system or is included in the same 
incremental update. Attempting to add a file to a revision 
that does not exist in the destination system should throw 
an error. 
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The Recipient Object Creation Incremental Update 
instructs the destination system to add a new recipient 
object to the revision specified in the request. The correct 
revision object is identified by the id property value and its 
position in the overall object tree. The xml definition of the 
recipient object must validate against the latest supported 
version of the ncctp bulk data exchange standard, and the 
entire document xml must comply with the ncctp 
incremental data exchange standard. 

The property user specified in the recipient object must 
refer to a user object that has already been created in the 
destination system or is included in the same incremental 
update as the reCipient object creation. 

The id property value of the recipient must be unique 
inside the containing revision for a new reCipient object to 
be added successfully. If a recipient with the same id 
property value already exists then the incremental update 
will be considered as an update of this existing recipient 
object. 



5.1.14 RevisionLink Object Creation 

The revisionLink Object Creation Update instructs the 
destination system to add a new revisionLink object to the 
revision object specified in the request. The correct 
revision is identified by the revision id property value and 
the position of the revision object in the object tree. The 
overall xml document sent containing the revisionLink 
Creation update must validate against the latest supported 
version of the ncctp incremental data exchange standard; 
while the xml definition of the revisionLink object must 
conform to the object speCification defined in the ncctp 
bulk data exchange standard. 

The revIsion object referenced in the RevisionLink must 
already have been created in the destination system or be 
included in the same incremental update as the 
revisonLink object itself. 

The id property of the revision link object must be unique 
amongst all other revisionLink objects for that revision. If 
a revisionLink already exists in the destination within the 
specified revision that has the same id property value then 
the create update will be assumed to be a modification, 
adjusting the values of the pre-existing object. 
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The revisionStatus Object update instructs the destination 
to add a revision status to those statuses which document 
revisions can be assigned. The id property of the new 
revisionStatus must be unique amongst all those already 
existing on the project else this create update will be 
assumed an update of an existing revision status object. 
The xml definition of the new revisionStatus object must 
comply with the latest supported version of the ncctp bulk 
data exchange standard; while the xml document in which 
the new revision is contained must validate against the 
ncctp incremental data exchange standard. 

New revisionStatus objects that had an initial status 
property set to Deleted should not be assumed by the 
source system to have been created in the destination; 
due to the different ways in which systems handle the 
deletion of these types of object. It is recommended that 
objects always be created with a status property value of 
active to ensure maximum compatibility. 



5.1.16 AuditTrail Object Creation 

Audit Trial Objects hold information about the history of 
an object from its. creation, user interaction then 
potentially its deletion. All auditable interaction with an 
object in the source system must be replicated in the 
destination system, which is done through the creation of 
additional auditTrail objects. Unlike other object types 
auditTrail objects can only be created, they can never be 
modified or deleted. 

The incremental xml update document to create a new 
auditTrail object must contain an audit object xml 
definition that conforms to the ncctp bulk data exchange 
standard; while the entire xml document must validate 
against the ncctp incremental data exchange standard. 

The object to append the auditTrail event is defined by the 
position of the object within the object tree structure. Any 
user, group or organisation referenced in the auditTrail 
event must have already been created in the destination 
system or be included in the same incremental update as 
this auditTrail Object. 
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An Access Control List object holds the rights users, group 
and organisation have on other objects in the collaborative 
system. Any application of permissions to an object should 
be incrementally updated in the destination system to 
ensure that object security is maintained. Therefore the 
creation of an access control list object, only refers to the 
initial application of permissions to an object that had no 
permissions applied to it before. Changes to Access 
Control Lists should be maintained through the 
modification update. 

Initial XML definitions of access control list should to the 
ncctp bulk data exchange standard while the XML 
incremental update document should validate against the 
ncctp incremental data exchange standard. 

The object to which the new access control list object is to 
be applied is defined by the position of the object within 
the object tree structure. 

Depending upon the purpose of the incremental transfer 
access control list object creations may be ignored as all 
objects will be set to read only in the destination system. 



5.2 Object Modifications 

Any changes to incrementally replicated objects within 
the source system must be made to objects in the 
destination system in order to keep the two systems 
synchronised. Modifications are categorised as changes to 
existing objects metadata only. For Example adjusting the 
name of a folder would be classified as a modification 
while adding a new member to a group would be a 
creation. 
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Changes in the source system to the project objects 
metadata, audit history or access control lists needs to be 
replicated in the destination system, however the addition 
of new child object folders, organisation etc. do not 
constitute a modification of the project object itself. 
Project Object updates definitions should conform to the 
latest supported version of the ncctp incremental data 
exchange standard. 
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Only metadata changes to the project object will be 
discussed in this section, audit History changes and 
access control list changes have their own section as they 
are universally applicable. 

Project object updates will only include properties that 
have changed, with the exception of those required by 
the schema for object identification. For Example the 
presence of an endDate element in the update will mean 
that the end Date property of the project object has 
changed in the source system. While its absence for the 
xml definition of the project object will indicate that the 
property value is unchanged. 



The project id property cannot be changed through the 
Project Object Modification process. 
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The Organisation object modification update will allow for 
changes in an organisation objects properties on the 
source system to be duplicated in the destination system. 
Only changes to Organisation objects properties should 
be done through this modification, additional office or 
user objects do not constitute an update to the 
organisation object. All Organisation Object Modifications 
must validate against the latest version of the ncctp 
incremental data exchange standard. 

Organisation object modification updates will only include 
properties that have been changed in the source system, 
with the exception of those which are required by the 
schema to identify the object. The absence of an element 
from the xml definition will indicate that the object 
property value has not changed in the source system. 

This Update instructs the destination system to change 
object property values for the organisation specified in 
the request. 

The Organisation objects id property cannot be adjusted 
using this method. 



5.2.3 User Object Modification 

The user object modification update allows for properties 
of the user object that have been changed in the source 
system to be replicated in the destination system. Any 
changes to child objects of the user object are covered in 
additional sections, and do not constitute an update of 
the user object itself. Updates to the user object must 
comply with the latest supported version of the ncctp 
incremental data exchange standard. 
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User object modification updates will only include 
properties that have changed in the source system, any 
property not included in the xml definition of the user 
should be assumed to be unchanged. The only exception 
to this is for those properties that are required for object 
identification by the destination system. 

This update instructs the destination system to change 
object properties for the user object specified, with the 
exception of the id property that cannot be modified using 
this method. 
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The office object modification allows for the properties of 
an office object that have been changed in the source 
system to be updated in the destination system. Any 
changes to child objects, namely address objects, are 
covered in additional sections and do not constitute a 
change to the office object itself. Updates to office objects 
must comply with the latest supported version of the 
ncctp incremental data exchange standard. 
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With the exception of those object properties that are 
required for object identification only those properties 
that have changed in the source system should be 
included in the xml representation of the office object. 
Any property not included in the definition of the office 
object will not have changed value in the source system. 

This update gives the destination system all the 
information required to adjust the office object so it is 
synchronised with the office that exists in the source 
system. All properties with the exception of the office id 
property can be modified using this method. 



5.2.5 Address Object Modification 

The Address object modification allows for properties of 
an address object to be modified in the destination 
system. Any updates to the address object properties 
must be valid to the latest supported version of the ncctp 
incremental data exchange standard. 

Address object modification updates should include 
reference to the parent object as a means of 
identification. All address object properties can be 
modified using this method, and those included in the xml 
definition, with the exception of those required by the 
schema will be assumed to have changed. 
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Changes to the properties of folder object in the source 
system are replicated in the destination system by the 
folder object modification update. Any changes to child 
objects, documents, alias' or additional folder are 
discussed in additional sections along with audit and 
access control list updates. Modification updates must 
conform to the latest supported version of the ncctp 
incremental data exchange standard. 
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Folder object modification updates should only include 
property values that have changed in the destination 
system, along with. those required by the schema for 
object identification. All properties not included can be 
assumed not to have changed. 

All folder property values with the exception of the id 
property can be modified using the method. 



5.2.7 Document Object Modification 

The Document object modification update allows for 
changes to a document objects property values in the 
source system to be replicated in the destination system. 
Any changes to child objects, namely revisions, audit and 
access control lists will be discussed in additional sections 
and do not constitute a modification of the document 
object itself. All document object modification updates 
must valid again~t the latest supported version of the 
ncctp incremental data exchange standard. 
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Document object modification updates should only include 
those property values that have changed in the source 
system along with those required by the schema to 
identify the object. All object property values not included 
in the update should be assumed not to have changed in 
the source system. 

All document property values can be modified using this 
method with the exception of the id property value 
required for object identification. 
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Property changes to an alias object in the source system 
are replicated in the destination system using the alias 
object modification update. Changes to alias child objects 
like access control lists and audit will be discussed in 
additional sections, and do not constitute modifications to 
the alias object itself. Alias modification updates must be 
valid against the latest supported version of the ncctp 
incremental data exchange standard. 

The" xml definition of alias passed in the incremental 
update will only include those object properties that have 
changed in the source system and those required to 
identify the alias object, namely the id property value. All 
those property values not present in the xml definition 
can be assumed not to" have changed in the source 
system. 

All alias object properties with the exception of the id 
property can be modified using this method. However if 
the property documented is modified the newly 
referenced document must either already exist in the 
destination system or be included in the same 
incremental update. 



5.2.9 Revision Object Modification 

The revision object modification update allows· for 
changes made in the source system to a revision object 
to be made in the destination system to the same 
revision object. Any changes to revision child objects do 
not constitute a change to the revision object and only 
modification to revision object properties are covered in 
this method. All Revision object modification updates 
must conform to the latest supported version of the ncctp 
incremental data exchange standard. 

Revision Object modification updates only should include 
property values that have changed in the source system 
along with those properties required by the schema for 
identification. All property values not included in the 
update are assumed not to have changed in the source 
system. 

All Revision properties with the exception of the id 
property can be changed using this method. However any 
changes in the revisionStatus property must be to one of 
the values speCified for the project. If the change is to a 
value not already duplicated in the source system then 
this additional revision status must be included in the 
same incremental update. 
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The file object modification update is used to replicate 
incremental changes to the file object made in the source 
system, to the file object in the destination system. Any 
changes to file object children do not constitute changes 
to the file object and only those made to properties should 
be updated using this method. All file modifications 
incremental updates created must conform to the latest 
supported version of the ncctp incremental data exchange 
standard. 

File Object Modification updates should only include those 
properties that have changed in the destination system, 
with the exception of those required for file object 
identification. All object properties not included in the 
update should be assumed to have remained unchanged. 

All file object property values with the exception of the id 
property value can be updated in the destination system 
using this method. 



5.2.11 Recipient Object Modification 

The recipient object modification update is used to 
replicate changes in the destination system that have 
occurred to the recipient object in the source system, for 
example the dateAcknowledged property has now been 
set. All updates to recipient object must validate against 
the ncctp incremental updating specification. The recipient 
object to be updated is identified by the value of the 
recipientID property included in the recipient update 
request and its position in the object tree. 

Recipient Object modifications should only include those 
property values that have changed and those which are 
required by the schema. Any property value not included 
in the update can be assumed by the importing system to 
not have changed. 

All recipient object properties with the exception of 
recipientID can be updated by this method; however 
change to an attribute other then dateAcknowledge should 
be made with the deletion of the existing recipient object 
and the creation of a new one. 
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An Acces Control List Modification can either take the form 
or adjusting the permissions aSSigned to another object, 
creating permissions for a new object or removing 
permissions. Any incremental update of an objects access 
Control List should include all permissions specified on the 
object, reguardless of whether or not they have changed. 

When the destination system is processing an incremental 
access control list updates, it will interprate the contents 
as follows: 

If a permission object exists for another object in the 
destination system, but is not included in the incremental 
update then this permission object has been removed in 
the source system. 

If a permission object does not exist in the destination 
system, but is included in the incremental access control 
list object update then this permission object has been 
added to the source system and therefore should be 
added to the destination system. 

If a permission object exists for an object in both the 
destination system and in the incremental update, then 
the destination system knows that either this permission 
object has been modified or is unchanged. The destination 
system willl therefore need to compare the rights granted 
in the in both instances and update trhe destination 
system if required. 

The object to which the modified access control list 
belongs is denoted by it position in the overall object tree. 
All incremental access control list modification must 
validate against the latest supported version of the ncctp 
incremental data exchange standard. 



5.3 Object Deletion 

All new objects deleted in the source system must be 
included in any incremental project update as deleted 
objects. Deletion is indicated to the destination system by 
the setting of the objects status property value to· 
'Deleted'. 
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A Project object deletion incremental update instructs the 
destination that the project object identified by its 
projectID property should be marked as deleted. The 
requested deletion of the project object is indicated by the 
setting of the status property value to 'Deleted'. All project 
deletion incremental updates must validate against the 
latest supported version of the ncctp incremental data 
exchange standard. 
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The deletion of a project object will lead to the deletion of 
all subsequent child objects contained in the project; 
therefore it is not required to set the statuses for all these 
objects in the incremental update. 

Although it is possible to delete a project object through 
an incremental update it is recommended that the 
functionality is not implementated, thus reducing the risk 
of accidental deletion. 



5.3.2 Organisation Object Deletion 
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This incremental update instructs the destination system 
to remove an organisation object, and it triggered by the 
organisation object being deleted in the source system. 
The deletion of the organisation object is specified in the 
incremental update by setting the property object to 
'Deleted'. All Organisation object deletions must validate 
against the latest supported version of the ncctp 
incremental data exchange standard. 

The deletion of Organisation object from the system will 
automaticall delete all user and office objects that it 
contains, therefore it is not required to set the status 
property value for these objects individually. 

Note that the deletion of an organisation object will not 
remove any references that exist to this organisation in 
oother oibjects in the system. For example no access 
control lists that contain rights for the organisation will be 
removed. 

If the destination system supported the retention of 
deleted organisation objects then any changes to 
additional property values for the object should be make 
in addition to setting the status propewrty value to 
'Deleted'. 
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A Folder object deletion incremental update instructs the 
destination that the folder object identified by its folderID 
prop 



5.3.6 Folder Object Deletion 

A Folder object deletion incremental update instructs the 
destination that the folder object identified by its folderID 
property and its position in the object tree. should be 
marked as deleted. The requested deletion of the folder 
object is indicated by the setting of the status properties 
value to Deleted. All folder deletion incremental updates 
must be valid against the latest supported version of the 
ncctp incremental data exchange standard. 

The deletion of a folder object will lead to the cascading 
deletion of all child objects contained under the folder in 
this branch of the object tree. Therefore it will not be 
required to set the status of child objects to Deleted within 
the incremental update. 

The deletion of folder child objects such as documents and 
revisions will not affect any objects that reference these 
objects. 
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The Document Deletion incremental update allows for 
document object selected in the source system to also be 
deleted in the destination system. The deletion of the 
document object is indicated by setting its status property 
to Deleted, in a document update that is valid against the 
latest supported version of the ncctp incremental data 
exchange standard. The document object to be deleted by 
the destination system is identified by the documented 
object property and the document objects position in the 
ncctp object tree. 
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The Deletion of a Document object will lead to the deletion 
of all revision objects it contains, and subsequent objects 
below it in the object tree. It is not required to set the 
status of these child objects to Deleted in an incremental 
update. 

The deletion of a document object will not affect any alias 
objects that reference this document, or any objects that 
reference revisions contained within the document. 



5.3.8 Alias Object Deletion 

Deletion of Alias objects in the source system is replicated 
in the destination system through the alias object deletion 
incremental update. The alias update passed in the 
deletion request must conform to the latest support 
version of the ncctp incremental data exchange standard. 
Alias object deletion is achieved by setting the alias 
objects status property to Deleted. The alias which is to be 
marked as deleted in the destination system is identified 
by the aliased property and the object tree in which the 
alias object is contained. 

Deletion of an alias object will not delete the object to 
which the alias refers. 
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The revision object deletion update allows for the deletion 
of revision objects in the destination system. The 
definition of revision passed to the destination system in 
the incremental update must confirm to the latest 
supported version of the ncctp incremental data exchange 
standard. Revision Object deletion is achieved by setting 
the status property of the revision to Deleted. The 
destination system identifies which revision is to be 
deleted by the id property of the revision and the tree 
structure in which the revision is held. 

Deletion of a revision object will lead to the deletion of all 
child objects held within that revision. It will not be 
required to set the status of all the child objects 
individually to Deleted. 

A Revision Object can only be deleted if the document 
object holds more then one revision. 

The revision object deletion will not affect any revision 
links that pOint to this revision. 



5.3.10 File Object Deletion 

The file object deletion update allows for the deletion of 
file objects in the destination system. The definition of file 
passed to the destination system in the incremental 
update must confirm to the latest supported version of the 
ncctp incremental data exchange standard. File Object 
deletion is achieved by setting the status property of the 
file object to Deleted. The destination system identifies 
which file is to be deleted by the id property of the file and 
the position within the object tree the file is positioned. 

A File object can only be deleted if the revision to which it 
belongs holds more the one file. 
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The recipient object deletion incremental update allows for 
recipient objects deleted in the source system to be 
deleted in the destination system. The deletion of the 
object is indicated by setting the status property value of 
the recipient object to Deleted. If the destination system 
keeps deleted objects then another changes to the 
recipient object included in the same incremental update 
must also be made to the object; however if the object is 
deleted form the destination system then these changes 
do not need to be made. 

All incremental updates that delete recipient objects must 
validate against the latest ncctp incremental data 
exchange standard. 

It is not advised that recipient objects are deleted as they 
hold audit· information about who had seen the 
information, when they where issued it and the date of 
acknowledgement that may not be maintained in the 
general object audit trai,l. 



5.3.12 RevisionLink Object Deletion 

RevisionLink Object deletion allows linkages between 
revisions to be removed from the revision objects in the 
destination system; allowing it to represent the revision 
object in the source system. The destination is informed 
that the link has been deleted by the setting of the status 
property value in the revision Link object to Deleted. If the 
destination system continues to hold revisonLinks after 
they are deleted then another changes, represented by 
adjustments to other property values should also be 
made. Incremental revisionLink Delete Updates must 
validate against the ncctp incremental data exchange 
specification. 
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5.4 Object Translation 
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Object translations are the movement of an object from 
one position in the object true to another position in the 
object tree; however objects can only be moved to a 
position in the tree that is supported by the ncctp 
specification. For Example it would not be possible to 
move a document object from being a child of a folder 
object to being the child of an organisation object because 
this parent child relationship is not supported by the 
specification. Object translations represent a change in the 
object tree structure, with common examples being a user 
changing organisation, or a folder being moved in the 
system. 

The following two sections show how object translations 
for both the folder and organisation branches are 
represented in the ncctp incremental data exchange 
specification. 



5.4.1 Organisation Branch Translations 

Object translations within the organisation branch can 
only take the form of user objects being moved from one 
organisation object to another organisation object. Since 
the user object properties have already been defined in 
the destination system all it is required from the update is 
information that indicates that the user object has moved 
organisation. This is achieved by placing the user object as 
a child of its new organisation in the incremental update. 
The destination system then recognises the user by it 
userID property value and the fact that it is in a different 
organisation, to the one in which it currently exists. 

Any changes to the user objects property values, such as 
a change of office reference can also be included in the 
same incremental update. 

Note if a user object has been created and then moved 
between two incremental updates then the full definition 
of the user object must be passed in the incremental 
update. 
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5.4.2 Folder Branch Translations 
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Object translations in the folder branch can take the form 
of folder, document or alias objects moving their position 
in the overall object tree. Since these objects have already 
been,created in the destination system it is not required to 
pass their full definitions in any incremental update. As 
object id property values are unique amongst their object 
class, objects can be identified from this information 
alone. 

The translation of objects is achieved by placing the 
translated object into its new position in the object tree 
within the incremental update. When importing the 
incremental update the destination system will recognise 
the object and the fact that it is now located in a different 
place in the object tree. 

Any changes to properties of the moved object since the 
last incremental update can also be passed along with the 
object definition. 

Note if an object was created and then moved between 
two incremental updates or between the bulk exchange 
and first incremental update then the full object definition 
must be passed in the incremental update. 



6 Exam ies 

6.1 Object Creation 

The following example xml documents illustrate how various ncctp 
objects are created within an incremental update. These files are for 
illustrate purposes only as likely incremental updates will contain a 
number of creation, modification, deletion and translations actions. 
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6.1.1 Organisation Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new organisation object (organl). 

<?xml version='l.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns='http://www.ncctp.net' xmlns:xsi='http://www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance' 
xsi:schemaLocation=.http://www.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-l\SCOTIM-l\Desktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_vl_000.xsd'> 
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<project projectlD='proj1234S'> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true<lorganisaUons> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true<lfolderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditT rail>true</revisionAuditT rail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>true<lrevisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documenls>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true<lfiles> 
<mulUpleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

<lfeaturesExported> 
<dateOfExport>2006.{)4.{)1 <ldateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations> 

~Qj~aoisa:tion organisationID='organl';; _H", 

fname>Organisation Alpha</name> 
fprimaryContact>scott mgse~~/p~ifl]arYGQi]~ 
~status>Active</status> 
~createdByID>adminUser<fcreatedByID~ 
fdateCreated>2006-04-01T21:54:0Q<ldateCreated~ 
flastModifiedByID>adminUser<nastModifiedByID> """ """." "~ 
:O:dateLastModined~2006.-04:Q1T21:51:QQ2da!eL~?tMg9[!i§d?: 
;<=users::: 

~user userID='user4'> 
w • . floginName>testUser4<Jjog'iri~~iilEl~ 

;::.fir:stNarne> Test<iftrstName>, 



:<midaleName>4<TmTadleName> 
~la$tName>User<nastName~ , 
<email>test.user4@ncCtp.nei<temalr~ 
fPhoneNumber>01509805000<lphoneFumbe~ 
;<faxNumber>01509805001 </faxNumber>, 
<mobileNumber>8888888888~~lmobj!eNurnbe,~ 
<officeID>office 1 <!officeID~ 
~ObTjtleROle>Engineer<nOb]ljeRoi6~ 
<status>Active<fstatus> 
<createdByID>adminUser<{createdBy!D~ 
~ateCreated>2006-04-01T21 :54:00</dateCreated~ 
;<laStModifiedByID>admlnUser,~nastMQdifiedBY1D~ 
:gIateL<!~tModifl~<!?~006:94: 

fTastC09in>2!J66:04:01T2E5'4;OO<Jlasn:ogrn~ 
:::JastPa~qwordGhange>2Q06~Q41 

ft1meZOrle><rtimeZone~ 
;<:language><{language~ 

~addres~~aadrem>addresSf<la(fdress1> 
faddreSS2>address2<!addreSs21 
~address3>addre5s~<faqdress3~ 
:':town>!own<Jtown::l 

, {'W'-",""~"., .'~>"" W.'O~~'C"',* 
~state-County>county(/state-:G911!I~ 
<country>country<!country>: 

-."" ...'_ ~zip-pq?tC()de?post9Ode<Jz1p-po~fCo(Je~ 
~addres!l~ 

<ruse~ <f-"" c,'~ , 

~9 
A <officeofflcelD="offlce1";; 

<description>Main' Office<laescnption~ 
, ,,' ';<lsMainOffice>lrue<lisMainOfffCe)l 

~'phOneNumber>88888888888<lphOneNul!iPe~ 
I::faxNumber>88888888888<lfaxNumbe~ 
:::address:': ' ", .,' , ' , " 

, ' ~addressf>aaaresSf<7addressf~ 
<addiess2>addreSS2<laddress2~ 
~address3~address39addre$S3~ 
<town>town<{town> 
<stale~County>cou~lY<lState':Coun~ 
~coUlltry>country</i:ountry~ 
<zip-postCgde>postcode<lzip:pOstCod~ 

gJaddreSs~' ' , 
<lOffice~ <Toffices't ,,' i 

~rgatil~ation>, 
<{organisations> 
<groups!> 
<aell> 
<folders!> 

<Iproject> 
<{Enterprise> 
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6.1.2 User Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new user object (userS), within an 
organisation object (organ!). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2005 U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http://www.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001fXMLSchema-instance" 
xSi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:IDOCUME-1ISCOTTM-1IDesktoplncctpINCCTP _INC_v1_000.xsd"> 
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<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<featuresExported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true<JorganisaUons> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true<JprojectAddress> 
<userAddress>true<fuserAddress> 
<officeAddress>true<JofficeAddress> 
<groups>true<fgroups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true<fprojectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true<JrevisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true<fdocumentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true<frevisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>true<!revisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documenls>true<fdocumenls> 
<aliases>true<faliases> 
<revisions>true<Jrevisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<mulUpleFiles>true<fmuIUpleFiles> 

<JfeaturesExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-01 <fdateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update<JexportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

<JexportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>AcUve<fstatus> 
<clientlD>Technicial Group (NCCTP)<fclientlD> 
<organisaUons> 

<organisation organisaUonID="organ 1"> 
<name>OrganisaUon Alpha</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<users> 

~ili,lserID::'user5"> ~~ .. ~. ~d'_ 
floginName>testUser5<11ogi~Dlilm!l~ 
j(firstName> Test<ifirstName>j 
~middleName>5<fmiddleName> 
~lastName>User<nastName>:.,~ •• 
<email>test.user5@ncctp.net<Jemail> 
;g,_IlQn.ekl\!l)1.b&t;LQ1909~Q9QQQ~PlJQ!1~~uirl~:~r~ 



</users> 
<offices!> 

</organisation> 
</organisations> 
<groups!> 
<ad/> 
<folders!> 

</project> 
<!Enterprise> 

~/use~ 

<laxNumOer>015()980500f<JfiiXNu 
:,mobileNumber;>8888888888~~/rn .... be~ 
;:officeID>ilfficel <lofficeID>mww~~, 
<job TitieRole>Engineer::uob Title Bole:>: 
<stalus>Aaive</status~ 
<crealedByID>adminUser</creaiedBylD~ 
<dateCreated>2006-04-01T21:54:00</dateCreafed~ 
<lastModifiedByID>adminUser:cnasIModifiE!dByID::; 
~da!eLastModifled>2QO~-04~ 

:<1,islLagln> 2006-04:011'21 :54:(jQ3]lastLoglij" 
<lastPasSW,ordCharig~~2006:0~i 

<tTm;;zOne><ftimeione~ 
<language>~/language~ 
<address:rl 
~ . ... ~aaress1>addressf<!aaaress1l 

faddress2~address2<laddress2~ 
<adgress3>address3<!address3~ 
ktown>town</!ciwn> 
:::state·Cou~ty>oountY</state:CoLJnlY~ 
~Country>country</coun!ry> 

w_:r:;: .. w. kzip~postCode?:pOStoode~ziP:p9stCodii~ 
~/~.o.dress~ 
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6.1.3 Office Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new office object (office2), within an 
organisation object (organ!). 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2005 U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns='http://www.ncctp.net' xmlns:xsi='hllp:l/www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance' 
xSi:schemaLocation=.http://www.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCOTTM-1\Desktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd'> 
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<project projectl D='proj 12345'> 
<exportMetadata> 

<featuresExported> 
<project>true<lproject> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projeclAddress>true</projeclAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>lrue<lofficeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projecIACL>true</projecIACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documenIACL>true<ldocumenIACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documenlAuditTrail>true</documenlAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true<lrevisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>lrue</revisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documenls>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true<lrevisions> 
<files>lrue<lfiles> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-01 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update<lexportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project<lname> 
<status> Active</status> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations> 

<organisation organisationlD='organ 1'> 
<name>Organisation Alpha<lname> 
<status>Active</status> 
<users!> 
<offices> 

5Q,ffi~j)ftlceID;'9ffice2'> .' . ......, • 
FdescripUon>Northem Office</descrjptipl}::' 
i<isMainOffice>false</isMainOfftce> 
fPhoneNumber>88888888888</PhoneNumf!lI~ 
;.::faxNumbE!J?~?ell.8.~88881L<jfaKf'lurD.Qeg 
~C!g.Qr~s£ 



</offices> 
</organisation> 

</organisations> 
<groups!> 
<aell> 
<folders!> 

</project> 
</Enterprise> 

fadctress1>adi:fiess1 <liiddress1 ~ 
~addresS2>address2<!address21 
:<address3>address3<laddress~~ 
:<town>lown</town> ( > > >4-~>,,>w~~~,>,~p"m>_, 

:<state-Courlty>county<lstate-Cour:!ty~ 
<CQuntry>counlry<lcountry> 
<zip·postC0ge>postcode</zip::P9srCode~ 

~dareSs:>, 
3officEl~ 
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6.1.4 Group Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new group object (groupl), within the 
project object (proj12345). 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2005 U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns='htlp://www.ncctp.net' xmlns:xsi='htlp:/Iwww.w3.org12001IXMLSchema-instance' 
xsi:schemaLocation=.http://www.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCOTTM-1\Desktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 

<project projectlD='proj12345'> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipients>true</revisionRecipients> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documents>true</documents> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<multipleFiles>true</mulUpleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-01 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status> Active</status> 
<clienllD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clienllD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups> 

69~ouP nroupID;'groupf;,> 
fname>New Group<lnamlll 
fstatus> Active~l.l?jg~!!l?:: 

c . '.' '" ~groupUs~[S,/~ 
::lgr9lJP~ 

</groups> 
<ad/> 
<folders/> 

</project> 
</Enterprise> 
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6.1.S GroupUser Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new groupUser object (group!user2), 
within the group object (group!). 

<?xml version=·1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http://www.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xSi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1ISCOTTM-1IDesktoplncctpINCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 

<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<featuresExported> 
<project>lrue</project> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>lrue</users> 
<offices>lrue</oflices> 
<projeclAddress>lrue</projeclAddress> 
<userAddress>lrue</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>lrue</officeAddress> 
<groups>lrue</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projecIACL>true</projecIACL> 
<folderACL>lrue<ifolderACL> 
<documenIACL>true<idocumenIACL> 
<revisionACL>lrue<irevisionACL> 
<documenlAuditTrail>true</documenlAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true<irevisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>lrue</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>lrue</revisionRecipients> 
<folders>lrue<lfolders> 
<documenls>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>lrue<irevisions> 
<fiIes>lrue</fiIes> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-01 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active<lstatus> 
<c1ientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)<iclientlD> 
<organisations!> 
<groups> 

<group groupID="group1"> 
<name>New Group Renamed</name> 
<status>Active</status> 

<groupus~~~upUser~grOOpOsei1D=rrgrouprusef~:~ 
<userID>user2</userID~ 
<status>Active</status~ 

<TgrouptJse~ ~" 
</groupUsers> 

<igroup> 
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</groups> 
<ad/> 
<folders/> 

</project> 
</Enterprise> 
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6.1.6 Address Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new address object, within the project 
object (proj12345). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http://www.ncclp.net" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xSi:schemaLocaUon="http://www.ncclp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCOTIM-1\Desktop\ncclp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 

<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true</projecl> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true<lprojectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true<lofficeAddiess> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>lrue</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true<lfolderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>true</revisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documenls>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true<laliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<fiIes>true<lfiles> 
<multipleFiles>lrue</mulUpleFiles> 

<lfeaturesExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-01 <ldateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update<lexportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

<lexportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>AcUve</status> . 
<clientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</c1ientlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<address> 

<address1>addiessTModified<!addresS1;; 
~address2>addreSs2 Modified<laddress1~ 
<ad;lress3>address3 MOdjfie,d~faddreSs1.~ 
<town>town Modified</town:>: 
<state-County>changed<lstat~:Coun~ 
<co1Jntry>changed<lcount~ 
<zip~postCode>Hp1p9Pt-j<lz~:postQOde~ 

</address> 
<ad/> 
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<folders/> 
</project> 

</Enterprise> 

b) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new address object, within the user 
object (xxxxx). 
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6.1.7 Folder Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new folder object (folderLlNl), within 
the project object (proj12345). 

<?xml version="1.O" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http~lwww.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="http~lwww.w3.org/2001/xMLSchema-instance" 
xSi:schemaLocaUon="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCOTIM-1\Desktop\ncclp\NCCTP JNC_v1_OOO.xsd"> 

<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true<iofficeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true<irevisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true<idocumentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>lrue</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipients>true</revisionRecipients> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documents>true</documents> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<multipleFiles>lrue</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-01 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update<iexportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMeladata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>AcUve</status> 
<clientlD>Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<acl/> 
<folders> 

<foiaer'fojderlb;'"torderLmr:~ 
• . <name>Drawings</na~m~ ... ~ .... _~_ •• ~~.~ T fl ___ .'_~ ~_~ 

~desctption> This Folder Win Hold all. project Drawlng~<!d~scription~ 
<sequence> 1 </sequence~ 
<fuIIQualifiedName>Drawings<)fuIl9ua~fieaName~ 
<:status>Active<istatus>; 
<:createdByID>AdminUser<Jc;:eatedByrD~ 
~dateCrea!?d>20Q6:06-14IH;34:29'Sldatecreated~ 
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~(f()rair:: 
</folders> 

</project> 
</Enterprise> 
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~IaSiModifieaByID>AdrninUser</lasIModifiedByID> 
fdale~g§tModifi~Q~QQ~:QE):1?T14:~:2Q<{dgteb~§tMQqjF§~ 
::!1~ql~ 

~erIDissions ongil,atorID;"adrnirl(Jser:~ 
!::groupID>organ1 <lgroupJD~ 
<see>true</see> 
~seeC6ntents>true</seeC~l)t@.rlll?:l 
fmodify>true</modify> 
ic:ediIACL>lrue</editACL> 
;':editAttributes>true<ieditA~[i~Y~ 
.:addltem>lrue<iaddltem> 
i<deleteRevision>true<ideleteReyTsigJl~ 
<delete>true<{delete> 
<addF{eyi§iQn>,true:;laddf{eyi~l()~ 

~germissio!1s~ 
ic:/ad> 
;<alJdltTfllil> 

:.(evenCeventiO;"298S";; 
~ ........... <action>Cre~te<iaction> 

<userIO>adminUser</userID> 
~QQl\lgEQI.dec 'J)raY!i!19s~ 'N.as .. Cr~ti~.:QY:~9iDl6I,J§ei 

_ .. ~. ~?fe§I<iIDp~20Q6:Q6-J2T14::l4:2Q~l~.?Ie~amp~ 
<leyeQ!?J 

~falJ9itTfllil::: 



6.1.8 Document Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new document object (documentL2Nl), 
within the folder object (folderLlNl). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http://w-NW.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:IDOCUME-1\SCOTTM-1IDesktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 

<project projectlD="proj 1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<featuresExported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true<lrevisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true<lrevisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>true<lrevisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documenls>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-01 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update<lexportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active<lstatus> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<act/> 
<folders> 

<folder folderID="folderL 1 N1"> 
<name>Project Drawings</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
[d<prumenldocumenilb;-documeni2N1"3l 

l:name>Sub Surface Dralnage OveN1ew</name> 
~description>Drafl Drai~age Layo\ll?~ldesgipJi911>' 
~status>Active<lstatus:i 
~ownerl[)?AdminUs~L</ownea~ 
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fcreaiedByID>ActiOYilUser<lcrealedByID> 
fdateCreated> 2006-06-12T15: 15:20</da!eCreated~ 
:::laslModifiedByID>AdminUser<llaslModifiedBylD~ 
fdateLil§tMqgiU~Q::fOQ9:QQ::J~n§; 15:20::!g9,\~~?§lMQajnea> 
~Jl9~ 

gpimJj~§loriS~ongrilaIOrID='Admintiser'~ 
tuserID>Adminuser</userID~ 
f see>true</see> ~ . . ..~."~ 
fseeConten!s>true<!seflC:QI1!e,at§~ 
rmodify>true<!modify> .. 
flldilACL:>lrue<!edltACL:>; . ....• .~. , 

tributes>true<ledilAt1ribu\~s>; 
m>lrue<!addltem> 

deleteRevision>true<!del~!~R~Yj§.i2li~ 

• "0/ ~ J~~~~~Y~~~~~~:~:.dd~i0§1Q:Q~ 
:::IPflJllli~§lolJ~ 

<lacl> 
~aUdltIra~> . ___.v. 0/" 

<event eventlD='3100"> 
~ .... '~'~action>Crea!e<)aaiori> 

• >AdminUser</userID> 
• • ..... ""~"o/o/~'''' ." ,.. . . _ . .....• Qc.u.menL.Sub .. Suiiag;::Rri!i~g~ 
Q.x~!yjg!y"'wa$.£rfl . .l!t~gJ1yj.drninU_§flL15;t~;4Q 14.4JJJl~400g:5l~Ol~::'t. .___ .... ......., 
C" ••. '. ... .••.••• •• v, i':911!eSI?~2Q09::....O?i 
J.'J1~;JR;20:::/QIDe,SlaJQPZ 

• .. <!eveiJI~ 
<laud!!T rail::: 
:':revisions> . 
b •••••• Se,visjQD revislonID;"revlsiilnL2N1Rl'> ..... . 

j'4Tl~j§;2Q~~!eC~?!~~~ 

~.I~stMQ~JfL~!3yIQi,A9m.lnV~er~dastM9clift~dBy][)~ 

[ttl§~1§:?Q~9ji~~a,~lMQ1l1fl~~ 

i200iD§19dI.i:;"' A~n)i[\P§~?'> 

~4serl[)it.~mfnuSi(~i~ie[iQ~ 
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<revisionRef>version 1 </revisionRef> 
~\~0§jQnt1Q!fl§> Thi~ ••• ~ •• is .... ~Jh§:::=Fir§1 

~authOrID>ActmjiiUser</authorID> 
~date.A.uthored>.200g:Q9:121dat~l14.th2&~~ 
~!lYl$iQ.l)$Jpjy~EQt 

<statUs>Active<lstatUs> 
<isLatestRevision>true</isLatestRevision> 
~createdByID>AdminUser<!createclByIDz " 
1s<!a,t~Creq~~;!.OQP:96..: 



<aafon>Creat9<fact1Qn~ 

<laCr;;! 
~files~ 

s~~~rlp;Admj[iUser<ZUSeriD~ 

<no.1es>FJ~dratnage,dwg~CieafeapVAd;:Pi~DSer>15;:;5:201fJune"2O:06<!nO\es~ 

~d~S!amll>tQ06-6&:12T15J5.:20~l~teSta~ 

~ascreate(fpyAdiji"in"QseT1 ~:r5:2012Jgn~)OQ6<!nores~ 

J2TJ1?,~15:2Q<7daTe$larnP~ 

<ffolder> 
<flolders> 

<fproject> 
</Enterprise> 

<Tau· 
~ievisTOn~ 

:<JTevi~Oo:s:! 
~aocU:rTI~nt~ 
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6.1.9 Alias Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new alias object (aliasL2Nl), within the 
folder object (folderL1Nl). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http://www.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xSi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:IDOCUME-1\SCOTTM-1IDesktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 
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<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisaUons> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipients>true</revisionRecipients> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documents>true</documents> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<muIUpleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-0 1 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisaUonsl> 
<groups!> 
<ad/> 
<folders> 

<folder folderID="folderL 1 N 1"> 
<name>Project Drawings</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
~lia~~!iasID='alais[2N 1";; 

</folder> 

~name>Short Cut t6 [)~cun,ent<jn?me~ ....... , 
8!gctJmel1tlg~q~uJ1Jej)t~2f'J1.<IgQgJrn~ntlD:: 

~i?Jta§~ 



<!folders> 
<lproject> 

</Enterprise> 
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6.1.10 Revision Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new revision object (revisionL2N1R2), 
within the document object (documentL2Nl). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="htlp:llwww.ncctp.net· xmlns:xsi="htlp:l/www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:IDOCUME-1\SCOTTM-1\Desktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 
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<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<featuresExported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisatlons> 
<users>true<lusers> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true<lprojectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true<lofficeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>!rue</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true<ldocumentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true<ldocumentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditT rail>true</revisionAuditT rail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true<lfileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipients>!rue</revisionRecipients> 
<folders>true<lfolders> 
<documents>true</documents> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006~4~1 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status> Active</status> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<acl/> 
<folders> 

<folder folderID="folderL 1 N1"> 
<name>Project Drawings</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<document documentl D="documentL2N1"> 

<name>Sub Surface Drainage Overview</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<createdByID>AdminUser</createdByID> 
<dateCreated>2006-06-12T 1S:1S:20</dateCreated> 



21:31:00 13 June 2oo6</notes> 

13T21 :31 :OO</dateStamp> 

l3f21:31:QO<)dWetrea1ea~ 

<lastModifiedByID>AdminUser</lastModifiedByID> 
<dateLastModified>2006-Q6-13T21 :31 :OO</dateLastModified> 
<ad/> 
<auditTrail> 

<event eventlD="3110"> 
<action>Revise</action> 
<userID>AdminUser</userID> 

</event> 
</auditTrail> 
<revisions> 

<notes>Revision 2 was created by AdminUser 

<dateStamp>2006-06-

<revision reviSiOn fD~'reVlsfonI2N 1 R2~~ 
<revisionRef>version 2<lrevisioiiRef~ 
:::revisiQJlNotes> This . is .. :: .. tt]e :: .. F~ 

<8iiiFtorlIl>XdffiTriuser<laufuorH5> 
<dateAuthored> 2006-Q6-13.s'dateAutf1ored~ 
~reYlsi6nStatus>For 

<staiLis>ACtlve<Tstatus> 
~isLatestRevision>true<KsIatestRevision~ 
:'::createdByID>AdminUser~/~rllatedBylp~ 
~dateCreated>200()-06~ 

~rastM.O<)i.fie~ByrD>Aamr~(j§~~fta~lliiodifiea$YfQ~ 

<tacl>, 
<filllS~ 

<modifY>true<lmodify> 
:<editACL>true</egl![l.CL~ 
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~e:uaitT[8il> 
<:.~veii! 

gn9te~>Ejll'l. drai!}agev2.dwg.w.as. .. c[e.~te9 !>YI\9mii\IJ~[1.t;t1;Q013l~QDOO(l~I)Qte~~ 

~gaJe$~mp>2QQ6.:O§·J3T21 :~1;QQ<lcla~~§'I?J11J>~ 

~l!serJD?Ad.lTliJ:llls~r<{use[ID~ 

YtgS2iEla!eQby.MffililU.~er:21:3.1 :QQ .1? June 200691)6.~~~ 

<!folder> 
<!folders> 

<lproject> 
</Enterprise> 
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~ ....... fteY~Q~ 
. ... .. ....... ~£~\JdiUr9l!? 
~1r~yi~iOJl~ 

<lrevisions> . 
<!document> 



6.1.11 File Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new file object (fileL2N1R2F2), within 
the revision object (revisionL2N1R2). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2005 U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http://WNW.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="hllp:llwww.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance' 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCOTTM-1\Desktop\ncclp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 

<project projecIlD="proj 12345'> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true<iprojecl> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>\rue</revisionStatuses> 
<projeclACL>true</projeclACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true<irevisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipients>true</revisionRecipients> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documents>true</documents> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-01 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update<iexportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exporIMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<clienIlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clienIlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<ad/> 
<folders> 

<folder folderlD='folderL 1 N 1'> 
<name>Project Drawings</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<document documenllD='documentL2N 1"> 

<name>Sub Surface Drainage Overview</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<createdByID>AdminUser</createdByID> 
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<daleCrealed>2006-06-12T1S: lS:20</daleCrealed> 

<revisions> 

13T21 :31 :OO<ldaleCrealed> 

<revision revisionID="revisionL2N 1 R2"> 
<slalus>Aclive</slalus> 
<crealedByID>AdminUser</crealedByID> 
<daleCrealed>2006-06-

<lastModifiedByID>AdminUser</lastModifiedByID> 

13T22:23:00</daleLasIModified> 

I:fij~~irI)~::pia,m~gElY2:~f~fn(~.~~~ 

~MIMETip.El,:applicalionlpdf<lMI.MgTYp~>, 

~1~§j~~~§~M5Q<lfileSiie~ 

~X~r1t1D~'3114"i 

~i(i!iQD::GI!i?tEl.~/actiQr1~ 

~u§jrID~MminUse.r<lusElrID~ 

<daleLastModified>2006-06-

<files> 

~lly~itTrail> 
;ceven.l 

~riQ~S,>,f[l~0~Lainagevipdf wa(9[~~~e~.~YMilliQU~r~?~;?$~\tQ j~j~rii?9.66</Jioi~s~ 

~d.?J!i§tamp>4006j)6-13T22:23:00~fdat!iStallip>, 

<userID>AdminUser</userID> 

</files> 
<auditTrail> 

, ... ... <teve.nl~ 
~19lJditJrail> 

<event eventlD="3111"> 
<aclion>Modify</acUon> 

<noles>File drainagev2.pdf 
was added to Revision by AdminUser 22:23:00 13 June 2006</notes> 

1~T21 :31 :OO<ldateSlamp> 

<lfolders> 
<lproject> 

</Enterprise> . 
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<lfolder> 

</event> 
</auditTrail> 

</revision> 
</revisions> 

</document> 

<daleSlamp>2006-06-



6.1.12 Recipient Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new recipient object (recipL2N1R2Rl), 
within the revision object (revisionL2N1R2). 

<?xml version=·1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns='httpl/www.ncctp.net' xmlns:xsi="hllp:/lwww.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance' 
xSi:schemaLocation=.http://www.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCOTIM-1\Desktop\ncclp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd'> 

<project projectlD='proj1234S'> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipients>true</revisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documenls>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true</fiIes> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006'{)4'{)1 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<clientlD> T echnicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<acl/> 
<folders> 

<folder folderlD='folderL 1 N1'> 
<name>Project Drawings</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<document documentlD='documentL2N1'> 

<name>Sub Surface Drainage Overview</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<createdByID>AdminUser</createdByID> 
<dateCreated> 2006.{)6-12T1S: 1S:20</dateCreated> 
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13T21 :31 :OO</dateCreated> 

<revisions> 
<revision revisionID='revisionL2N1 R2'> 

<status> Active</status> 
<createdByID>AdminUser</createdByID> 
<dateCreated>2006-06-

<lastModifiedByID>AdminUser</lastModifiedByID> 

13T22:40:00</dateLastModified> 

r~gpieri!!Q::~{~QiQ!2tl1 R2g1'i 

E!J~~]Dlt~siQi~[~~rICl? 

~is~~cI§Yibdminu§~.cinssuedBY~ 

<userID>AdminUser</userID> 

<dateLastModified>2006-06-

<fiIes/> 
<recipients> 

~ieCipl~l}j 

~..... ... <sj§IM§iAQtii~~tat\lS~ 
~(ecipient> 

<lrecipients> 
<auditTrail> 

<event eventlD='3121'> 
<action>Modify</acUon> 

<notes>Revision 2 was 
Issued To TestUser1 by AdminUser 22:40:00 13 June 2006</notes> 

13T22:40:00<fdateStamp> 

<flolders> 
<fproject> 

</Enterprise> 
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</Iolder> 

</event> 
</auditTrail> 

</revision> 
</revisions> 

</document> 

<dateStamp>2006-06-



6.1.13 RevisionLink Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new revisionLink object (RL-0000001), 
within the revision object (revisionL2N1R2). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http://www.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:IDOCUME-1\SCOTTM-1IDesktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd'> 

<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<featuresExported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true<lprojectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true<iofficeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true<idocumentACL> 
<revisionACL>true<lrevisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true<lrevisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>true</revisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true</folders> . 
<documenls>true</documents> 
<aliases>true<laliases> 
<revisions>true<lrevisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-01 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)<lclientlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<ad/> 
<folders> 

<folder folderID="folderL 1 N 1"> 
<name>Project Drawings</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<document documentlD="documentL2N1"> 

<name>Sub Surface Drainage Overview</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<createdByID>AdminUser</createdByID> 
<date Created> 2006-06-12T1S:1S:20</dateCreated> 
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13T21 :31 :OO</dateCreated> 

<revisions> 
<revision revisionID="revisionL2Nl R2"> 

<status>Active</status> 
<createdByID>AdminUser</createdByID> 
<dateCreated>2006..Q6-

<lastModifiedByID>AdminUser<lIastModifiedByID> 

13T23:03:00</dateLastModified> 

QQOOOOt~ 

<userID>AdminUser</userID> 

<dateLastModified>2006-06-

<files/> 
<revisionLinks> 

&XisiQIiUnK: ievfs[QQ[Ul~i[I':::fK~ 

~status~Active</staiUs~ 
;:Z@yisiQQUnk~ .. m. • ...•.•• m~ 

</revision Links> 
<auditTrail> 

<event eventlD="3121"> 
<aclion>Modify</action> 

<notes>RevisionLink to 
revisionL2N1R1 was created by AdminUser 23:03:0013 June 2006<1notes> 

13T23:03:00<ldateStamp> 

<lfolders> 
<lproject> 

<lEnterprise> 
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</folder> 

</event> 
</auditTrail> 

</revision> 
</revisions> 

</document> 

<dateStamp>2006-06-



6.1.14 RevisionStatus Creation Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the incremental update 
required for the creation of a new revisionStstus object (revStatus6), 
within the project object (proj1234S). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http://www.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="htlp:l/www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="htlp://www.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCOTTM-1\Desktop\ncctp\NCCTP _INC_ v1_000.xsd"> 

<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrai\>lrue</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrai\>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditT rai\>true</fileAuditT rail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionUnks> 
<revisionRecipienls>lrue</revisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documents>true</documents> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04..01 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<C\ientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)<lclientlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<revisionStatuses> 

~revlslonmarus~sjal.UsTD:::,·revStatu$6·~ 
~ ... rlnfoimatlon~rdi"'crlptlOnl 

«status> e</stillQs> 
Sffi!sI6~~!a!us>; ~ ... . ~ 

<lrevisionStatuses> 
<ac\/> 
<folders!> 

</project> 
<!Enterprise> 
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6.2 Object Modification 

The following example xml documents illustrate how various ncctp 
objects are modified within an incremental update. These files are for 
illustrate purposes only as likely incremental updates will contain a 
number of creation, modification, deletion and translations actions. 
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6.2.1 Project Modification Example XML 

a) The following example xml file illustrates the updating of the 
projectNotes property for a project (project12345). 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="hllp:ilwww.ncctp.net' xmlns:xsi="hllp:ilwww.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-inslance' 
xsi:schemaLocation="hllp:/Iwww.ncctp.net 
C:\OOCUME-1\SCOTTM-1\Desktop\ncclp\NCCTP _INC_v1_000.xsd'> 

<project projecIlD="proj1234S'> 
<exportMeladala> 

<featuresExported> 
<project>lrue<lproject> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>lrue</users> 
<offices>lrue</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>lrue</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>lrue</officeAddress> 
<groups>lrue</groups> 
<revisionSlatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>lrue<lfolderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>lrue</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>lrue</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>lrue</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true<lrevisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>true</revisionRecipients> 
<folders>true<lfolders> 
<documenls>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>lrue</files> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

<lfeaturesExported> 
<dateOfExport>2006-04-O 1 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremenlal Update<lexportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

<lexportMeladala> 

~~J::wg~IIu~&feae~~~!t~aJ{e~~~~~/~roifnores"n~~al0 .• 6e"updated·.onaI[<destfnarori 
syStems<7iirorecMq!es~ 

<slatus>Active<lslatus> 
<clienIlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)<lclienIlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<acl/> 
<folders!> 

</project> 
</Enterprise> 
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6.2.2 Organisation Modification Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the updating of the name 
property for an organisation object (organ!). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-B"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2005 U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http://www.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncclp.net 
C:IDOCUME-1\SCOTIM-1\Desktop\ncclp\NCCTP JNC_vCOOO.xsd"> 
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<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<featuresExported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true<lorganisaUons> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true<lofficeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true<lfolderACL> 
<documenIACL>true<ldocumentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documenlAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true<lrevisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipients>true</revisionRecipients> 
<folders>true<lfolders> 
<documents>true</documents> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<muIUpleFiles>true</muIUpleFiles> 

<lfeaturesExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04'{) 1 <ldateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update<lexportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

<lexportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project<lname> 
<status> Active</status> 
<clientlD>Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisaUons> 

<organisation organisaUonID="organ1"> 
~!lam§l~9!9aDisa}io~f1ip~§ .. !l~QiIDi9~~m~~ 
<status>Active</status> 
<dateLastModified>2006'{)4.{)1T22:19:00</dateLastModified> 
<users!> 
<offices/> 

</organisation> 
</organisations> 
<groups!> 
<acl/> 
<folders/> 

</project> 



</Enterprise> 
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6.2.3 User Modification Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the updating of the 
phoneNumber property for a user object (userS). 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns='http://www.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi='htlp:l/www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance' 
xsi:schemaLocation=.http://www.ncctp.net 
C:IDOCUME-1ISCOTIM-1IDesktoplncctpINCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd'> 
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<project projectlD='proj1234S'> 
<exportMetadata> 

<featuresExported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projeclAddress>true<lprojeclAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projecIACL>true</projecIACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documenIACL>true<ldocumenIACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documenlAuditTrail>true<ldocumenlAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true<lrevisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>true</revisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documenls>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true<lrevisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 200S'{)4'{) 1 <ldateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update<lexportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

<lexportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group {NCCTP)</c1ientlD> 
<organisations> 

<organisation organisationID="organ 1'> 
<name>Organisation AJpha<lname> 
<status>Active</status> 
<users> 

<user userID='userS'> 
<loginName>testUserS<noginName> 
<firstName> Test<lfirstName> 
<lastName>User<nastName> 
<email>test.userS@ncctp.net<lemail> 
~pnoQeNum~e811JSQQ~06POO<jphoneN4rnb"el~ 
<status>Active</status> 

</user> 



<!users> 
<offices!> 

<!organisation> 
<!organisations> 
<groups!> 
<ad!> 
<folders!> 

<!project> 
<!Enterprise> 
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6.2.4 Office Modification Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the update of office (office2) 
property belonging to an organisation (organ!). It shows the 
updating of the phoneNumber property. 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns='http://www.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="hllp:l/www.w3.orgI2001IXMLSchema-instance' 
xsi:schemaLocation=.http://www.nccip.net 
C:\DOCUME-1ISCOTTM-1IDesktoplncctpINCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd'> 
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<project projectlD='proj1234S'> 
<exportMetadata> 

<featuresExported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true<lorganisations> 
<users>true<lusers> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true<lprojectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true<lofficeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditT rail>lrue</documentAuditT rail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>true</revisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documenls>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-0 1 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Aciive</status> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations> 

<organisation organisationID='organ1"> 
<name>Organisation Alpha</name> 
<status>Aciive</status> 
<users!> 
<offices> 

<office officeID='office2"> 
<isMainOffice>false<lisMainOffice> 
::phq~[~inQ~iiQl~09t11:1~~45ipllQQe,~u[lib~r~ 
<address> 

<address1>address1</addressl> 
<town>town</town> 



<loffices> 
</organisation> 

</organisations> 
<groups!> 
<ad/> 
<folders!> 

</project> 
</Enterprise> 

<laddress> 
</office> 
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6.2.5 Group Modification Example XML 

a) The following example xml file illustrates the updating of the name 
property for a group (group1). 

<?xrnl version=·1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http://WNW.ncctp.net"· xmlns:xsi="htlp:l/WNW.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xSi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCOTTM-1\Desktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 

<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<featuresExported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisa~ons> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true<JprojectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true<JfolderACL> 
<documentACL>true<JdocumentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true<JdocumentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true<JfileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>true</revisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true<Jfolders> 
<documenls>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true<Jrevisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<mul~pleFiles>true</mul~pleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport>2006-{)4-{)1 <JdateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update<JexportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status> Active</status> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group {NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisa~ons/> 
<groups> 

<group gr~~plp:="group1">"~. ..~ .... • 
~Jla~W!1w.Gr()uRlkn.'!.rne~allle~ 
<status>Active</status> 
<groupUsers!> 

</group> 
</groups> 
<acl/> 
<folders!> 

</project> 
</Enterprise> 
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6.2.6 Address Modification Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the update of an address 
property of an office (office2) of an organisation (organ!). It shows 
the updating of the zip-postCode property. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="httpJIwww.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="httpJIwww.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCOTIM-1\Desktop\ncctp\NCCTP _INC_v1_000.xsd"> 

<project projectlD="proj 1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 

. <revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fiIeAuditT rail>true</fiIeAuditT rail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipients>true</revisionRecipients> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documents>true</documents> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<fiIes>true</files> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-01 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<clientID> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations> 

<organisation organisationID="organ1"> 
<name>Organisation A1pha</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<users!> 
<offices> 

<office officeID="office2"> 
<isMainOffice>false</isMainOffice> 
<address> 

<address 1 >address1 </address 1 > 
<town>town</town> 
~zlP~posftQd~?HpIQ6pB<7ilp~postCOde~ 
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</offices> 
</organisation> 

</organisations> 
<groups!> 
<ad/> 
<folders/> 

</address> 
</office> 

</project> 
</Enterprise> 

b) The following example xml file shows the update of an address 
object that is the child of a project (proj1234S) object. It shows the 
updating all address object properties. 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http://WNW.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance' 
xSi:schemaLocation="htlp:/lwww.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCOTTM-1\Desktop\ncclp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 
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<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<featuresExported> 
<project>true<lproject> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true<lfolderACL> 
<documentACL>true<ldocumentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true<lrevisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true<lfileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipients>true<lrevisionRecipients> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documents>true</documents> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true<lfiles> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport>2006'{)4'{)1 <ldateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

<lexportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Aclive</status> 
<dientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<address> 



<aaaress1>adares~sfMOdihed<raadreis~ 
<address2>address2 Modified<{address1~ 
~address3>address3 Modified<laddress1~ 
<town>town Modified<ltown:> 
<state-County>changed<lstate:C'ountY~ 
<cOuntry>changed<lcountry> 
<zip-postCode>Hp,09PN<{zip-posfCode>, 

<{address> 
<ad!> 
<folders/> 

<lproject> 
<!Enterprise> 
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6.2.7 Folder Modification Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the update of the folder 
object property, name and its associated audit entry. 

<?xml version='l.0' encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns='hltp:l/www.ncctp.net' xmlns:xsi='hltp:llwww.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCOTIM-1\Desktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 
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<project projectlD="proj1234S'> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true<lorganisations> 
<users>true<lusers> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true<lfolderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true<lrevisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>true</revisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true<lfolders> 
<documenls>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true<lfiles> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-01 <ldateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project<lname> 
<status>Active</status> 
<clientlD>Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<ad/> 
<folders> 

<folder folderlD='folderL 1 N1'> 
fn~!!1e?l:l[oj~~i[)@wm§3Jlla1J)@~ 
<status>Active</status> 
<lastModifiedByID>AdminUser</lastModifiedByID> 
<dateLastModified>2006-06-12T14:S1 :37 </dateLastModified> 
<auditTrail> 

<event eventiD='298~9'> 
'-<action>Modify<!action> 

~!JserIP~9<!mLnll§§!5lu~erID~ 



</folder> 
</folders> 

</project> 
</Enterprise> 

~aaieStamp~2(j06:o6~1~f14:51:3!<ldate~tamp~ 
</eventg 

</auditTrail> 
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6.2.8 Document Modification Example XML 

a) The following example xml file shows the update of the document 
object property, description and its associated audit entry. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2005 U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise .xmlns="http://www.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:IDOCUME-1\SCOTTM-1IDesktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 
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<project projectlD="proj12345"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true<lproject> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true<lfolderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>true</revisionRecipienls> . 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documenls>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true<lrevisions> 
<files>true<lfiles> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 200S.{)4.Q1 <ldateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<acl/> 
<folders> 

<folder folderID="folderL 1 N 1"> 
<name>Project Drawings</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<document documentlD="documentL2N1"> 

<name>SubSurface Drainage Overview</name> 
~~.escnpUoil>UPdaJe~ .. Qi~l;6iitiJiO~lggsgDP!ior)~ 
<status>Active</status> 
<createdByID>AdminUser<lcreatedByID> 
<dateCreated> 200S.Q6-12T15:15:20</dateCreated> 



<lastModifiedByID>AdminUser<nastModifiedByID> 
<dateLastModified>2006-06-12T16:02:00</dateLastModified> 
<auditTrail> 

<evehteveiilltF"3110"> 
• <action>Modi~<factIon~ 

<usedD>AdminUser<luseFlb> 
~notes>Descrip\ion . was. ::mOdifie~:.bY 

I\diTI~UseI16:6z:6[12 Jun.s· 2b66<7no~ 

~2f16:02:Q0<7dat~tarrw 
~eveJ1~ 

<fauditTrail> 
<revisions/> 

</document> 
<flolder> 

</Iolders> 
</project> 

</Enterprise> 

<dil1~St3rrip>20d6:b6~ 
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6.2.9 Alias Modification Example XML 

a) The following example xml file illustrates the updating of the name 
property for an alias object (aliasL2Nl). 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2005 U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns='http://www.ncclp.net' xmlns:xsi='hltp:llwww.w3.orgI2001IXMLSchema-instance' 
xSi:schemaLocation=.hltp:llwww.ncclp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCOTTM-1\Desktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd'> 
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<project projectl D="proj 12345'> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTraiJ>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTraiJ> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTraiJ> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipients>true</revisionRecipients> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documents>true</documents> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<fiIes>true</files> 
<multipleFiJes>true</multipleFiJes> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport>2006-04-01 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status> Active</status> 
<clientlD>Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations!> 
<groups!> 
<acl/> 
<folders> 

</folders> 
</project> 

<folder folderlD='folderL 1 N1"> 
<name>Project Drawings</name> 
<status> Active</status> 
<alias aliasID='aliasL2N1'> 

</alias> 
</folder> 

Enam~~Sll"6rt YlJt !O"Q9£JJi1)~DI(8&QaIDell}<;ri~me~ 
<documentlD>documentL2N1 </documentlD> 



</Enterprise> 
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6.2.10 Revision Modification Example XML 

a) The following example xml file illustrates the updating of the 
revisionStatus property for a revision (revisionL2N1R2). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http://www.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCQTTM-1\Desktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 
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<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true<lorganisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projeclAddress>true<lprojeclAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projecIACL>true</projecIACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documenIACL>true<ldocumenIACL> 
<revisionACL>true<lrevisionACL> 
<documenlAuditTrail>true</documenlAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true<lfileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipients>true<lrevisionRecipients> 
<folders>true<lfolders> 
<documents>true</documents> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true<lrevisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<mulUpleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-01 <ldateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update<lexportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations!> 
<groups!> 
<acl/> 
<folders> 

<folder folderID="folderL 1 N1"> 
<name>Project Drawings</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<document documentlD="documentL2N1"> 

<name>Sub Surface Drainage Overview</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<createdByID>AdminUser</createdByID> 
<date Created> 2006-06-12T1S:1S:20</dateCreated> 
<revisions> 



13T21 :31 :OO<ldateCreated> 

<revision revisionID="revisionL2N 1 R2"> 
;qevisionStatus>Fo[ 

<slatus>Active</slatus> 
<createdByID>AdminUser</createdByID> 
<dateCreated>2006-06-

<lastModifiedByID>AdminUser<nastModifiedByID> 
<dateLastModified>2006-06-

13T21 :44:00</dateLastModified> 

<userID>AdminUser</userID> 

<files/> 
<auditTrail> 

<event eventlD="3121"> 
<action>Create</acUon> 

<notes>Revision 2 
revisionStatus Changed to For Comment by AdminUser 21:44:0013 June 2006<1notes> 

<dateSlamp>2006-06-
13T21 :44 :OO</dateSlamp> 

</folder> 
</folders> 

<lproject> 
</Enterprise> 

<levent> 
<lauditTrail> 

</revision> 
<lrevisions> 

<ldocument> 
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6.2.11 File Modification Example XML 

a) The following example xml file illustrates the updating of the 
fileSize property for a file object (fileL2N1R2F2). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (hltp:/Iwww.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="hltp:llwww.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="hltp:J/www.w3.orgI2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xSi:schemaLocation="hltp:/Iwww.ncctp.net 
C:IDOCUME-1\SCOTIM-1IDesktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_vl_000.xsd"> 
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<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true<lusers> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true<lprojectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true<lrevisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true<ldocumentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditT rail>tru e<lrevisionAuditT rail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true<lfileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipients>true</revisionRecipients> 
<folders>true<lfolders> 
<documents>true</documents> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

<lfeaturesExported> 
<dateOfExport>2006-04-01 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

<lexportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project<lname> 
<status>Active</status> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<acl/> 
<folders> 

<folder folderID="folderL 1 Nl"> 
<name>Project Drawings</name> 
<status> Active</status> 
<document documentlD="documentL2Nl'> 

<name>Sub Surface Drainage Overview</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<createdByID>AdminUser</createdByID> 
<dateCreated>2006-06-12T1S: lS:20</dateCreated> 



13T21 :31 :OO</dateCreated> 

<fileName>drainagev2.pdl<lfileName> 

~lresTZe?:10005:&43!fileSize> 

eventlD="3112"> 

<action>Modify<laction> 

<userID>AdminUser</userID> 

<revisions> 
<revision revisionID="revisionL2N 1 R2"> 

<status>Active</status> 
<createdByID>AdminUser</createdByID> 
<dateCreated> 2006-06-

<files> 
<file fileID="fileL2N1R2F2"> 

<status>Active</status> 
<pathToFile/> . 
<auditTrail> 

<event 

<notes>File drainagev2.pdl was Updated by AdminUser 22:31 :00 13 June 2006</notes> 

<dateStamp>2006-06-13T22:31 :OO</dateStamp> 

<llolder> 
</folders> 

</project> 
</Enterprise> 

</files> 
<lrevision> 

<lrevisions> 
</document> 

</file> 

</event> 
</auditTrail> 
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6.2.12 Recipient Modification Example XML 

a) The following example xml file illustrates the updating of the 
dateAcknowledged property for a recipient (recipL2N1R2Rl). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2005 U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns='http://www.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="htlp:J/www.w3.orgI2001IXMLSchema-instance' 
xsi:schemaLocation="htlp:/Iwww.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1\SCOTIM-1\Desktop\ncctp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 
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<project projectlD="proj12345"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<featuresExported> 
<project>true<lproject> 
<organisations>true<lorganisations> 
<users>true<lusers> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true<ldocumentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true<lrevisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditT rail>true</fil eAuditT rail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>true</revisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documenls>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true<lrevisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

<lfeaturesExported> 
<dateOfExport> 2006-04-01 <ldateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<acl/> 
<folders> 

<folder folderID="folderL 1 N1"> 
<name>Project Drawings</name> 
<status>AcUve</status> 
<document documentlD='documentL2N1"> 

<name>Sub Surface Drainage Overview<lname> 
<status> Active</status> 
<createdByID>AdminUser</creaiedByID> 
<dateCreaied> 2006-06-12T1 5:1 5:20</dateCreated> 
<revisions> 



13T21 :31 :OO<ldateCreated> 

<revision revisionlD='revisionL2N 1 R2'> 
<status>Active</status> 
<createdByID>AdminUser</createdByID> 
<dateCreated> 2006-06-

<lastModifiedByID>AdminUser<nastModifiedByID> 

13T22:40:00</dateLastModified> 
<dateLastModified>2006-06-

<files!> 

recipientlD='recipL2N 1 R2R 1'> 

<userID> TestUser1 <luserIO> 

<issuedBy>AdminUser<lissuedBy> 

bg.T3f22:44:OO:<7dateAck!1oWfedged~ 

<userID>AdminUser</userID> 

<recipients> 
<recipient 

<dateACknomged>200a: 
<status>Active</status> 

<lrecipient> 
</recipients> 
<auditTrail> 

<event eventlD="3122'> 
<action>Modify</action> 

<notes>Revision 2 was 

<dateStamp>2006-06-
Acknowledged by TestUser1 by 22:44:0013 June 2006</notes> 

13T22:44:00<ldateStamp> 
<levent> 

</auditTrail> 
</revision> 

<lrevisions> 
</document> 

</folder> 
</folders> 

</project> 
<!Enterprise> 
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6.2.13 RevisionStatus Modification Example XML 

. a) The following example xml file illustrates the updating of the 
description property for a revisionStatus Object (revStatus6). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!-Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v200S U (http://www.xmlspy.com)-> 
<Enterprise xmlns="http://WNW.ncctp.net" xmlns:xsi="htlp:l/WNW.w3.org/2001IXMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ncctp.net 
C:\DOCUME-1ISCOTTM-1\Desktoplncctp\NCCTP JNC_v1_000.xsd"> 

<project projectlD="proj1234S"> 
<exportMetadata> 

<features Exported> 
<project>true</project> 
<organisations>true</organisations> 
<users>true</users> 
<offices>true</offices> 
<projectAddress>true</projectAddress> 
<userAddress>true</userAddress> 
<officeAddress>true</officeAddress> 
<groups>true</groups> 
<revisionStatuses>true</revisionStatuses> 
<projectACL>true</projectACL> 
<folderACL>true</folderACL> 
<documentACL>true</documentACL> 
<revisionACL>true</revisionACL> 
<documentAuditTrail>true</documentAuditTrail> 
<revisionAuditTrail>true</revisionAuditTrail> 
<fileAuditTrail>true</fileAuditTrail> 
<revisionLinks>true</revisionLinks> 
<revisionRecipienls>true</revisionRecipienls> 
<folders>true</folders> 
<documents>true</documenls> 
<aliases>true</aliases> 
<revisions>true</revisions> 
<files>true</files> 
<multipleFiles>true</multipleFiles> 

</featuresExported> 
<dateOfExport> 200S-{)4-{)1 </dateOfExport> 
<exportNotes>lncremental Update</exportNotes> 
<sourceSystem>CC</sourceSystem> 

</exportMetadata> 
<name>NCCTP Incremental Update Project</name> 
<status>Active</status> 
<clientlD> Technicial Group (NCCTP)</clientlD> 
<organisations/> 
<groups!> 
<revisionStatuses> 

<revisionStatus statusID='revStatusS'> 
~e~~ripiicin>lnformatipiEl~~icdp~pii 
<status>Active</status> 

</revisionStatus> 
</revisionStatuses> 
<acl/> 
<folders/> 

</project> 
</Enterprise> 
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6.3 Object Deletion 

The following example xml documents illustrate how various ncctp 
objects are deleted within an incremental update. These files are for 
illustrate purposes only as likely incremental updates will contain a 
number of creation, modification, deletion and translations actions. 
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6.4 Object Translation 

The following example xml documents illustrate how various ncctp 
objects are translated within an incremental update. These files are 
for illustrate purposes only as likely incremental updates will contain 
a number of creation, modification, deletion and translations actions. 
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APPENDIX I NCCTP REAL TIME INTEGRATION 
SPECIFICATION 
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1 Preface 

This is version 1.0 of the NCCTP Real-Time 
Collaborative System Integration Specification. 

1.1 Documents Included 

344 

This specification includes: 

• This document in Microsoft Word Format 
(ncctpRTIv1.0.doc). 

• The XML Schema Document that defines the data 
transferred (RTIv1.0.xsd). 

In case of discrepancy between this document and the 
contents of the RTIv1.0 XML Schema this document 
should be considered normative. 



2 Introduction 

2.1 Motivation 

2.2 Goals 

The UK AEC marketplace for collaborative software has a 
number of different suppliers, with solutions picked by 
organisations or on a per project basis. This scenario 
results in users from a single organisation using a 
multitude of different systems across numerous projects. 
The motivation behind this initiative by the NCCTP is to 
allow a user of multiple collaborative systems, the ability 
to interact with content stored in them through a single 
familiar user interface. 

Since members of the NCCTP have already constructed a 
generic way of describing the contents which exist within 
an AEC Specific collaborative system, a generic set of 
methods to access and update this information is a logical 
extension. 

Using a real-time based integration solution between 
vendors, there will be no requirement to duplicate 
repository content, allowing users accesses to the current 
information when it is added to any of the collaborating 
systems. 

The guiding principles governing the design of this 
specification are: 

It should not be tied to any particular underlying 
architecture, data source or protocol. 

The specification is an extension of the NCCTP bulk data 
exchange specification, which describes the 
commonalities which exist between different project 
collaboration systems used by the AEC. The primary 
challenge is to ensure that any proposed solution is 
flexible enough to be applied to none NCCTP members 
should they join the organisation. 
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It should allow for relatively easy implementation 
on top of as wide a verity of existing systems as 
possible. 

The solution for real-time integration must cover only the 
core functionality of typical collaboration systems used by 
the AEC sector. This is to enable the effort put into 
deploying the solution, generates the must reward for 
end users of these collaborative tools. 

It should transfer the minimum data between 
systems directly. 

To minimise the amount of traffic between the 
collaborative systems only data must be included, not 
presentational information. The presentation layer placed 
on top of the data will be dependant upon the 
collaborative service the user is accessing. 



3 Use Cases 

3.1 Large Project Joint Venture 

Main Contractors, UK Construction and Highway Build 
have undertaken a joint venture to improve and maintain 
a major road in the UK. Both organisations have primary 
used a single collaborative solution for their projects over 
the part few years and users are familiar with how the 
applications work after use, and training. In the current 
environment the two contractors would need to decide 
upon which collaborative product would be used for the 
joint venture and the staff of one or both if a 3rd 

collaborative solution was selected would need retraining 
and time to become familiar. 

Organ_A 
Project CoIIabonJ1lon 

System 

User (Organisation A) Use< (Organlsatioo 8) 

The two contractors decide to implement the NCCTP real
time collaborative system integration solution, allowing 
multiple repositories to be linked for a single project. This 
linkage between the systems allows users of each the 
ability to access content added to other systems through 
a familiar user interface as if the content had been added 
directly to their own system. 

Through using a real-time integration solution both 
organisation are able to conduct the collaborative work in 
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a environment where they have access to the wealth of 
information which already exists in their own systems, 
and expose the collaborative content to other users 
without the need to specifically migrate the data into the 
system. 

3.1 AEC Organisation collaborating on multiple projects 
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A sub contractor works on a large number of concurrent 
projects for many different clients and which includes 
having to communicate project information through a 
large number of different collaborative tools. Therefore 
employees of the company need to know the basics of 
lots of different collaborative systems, and the company's 
employees have no mechanism to interrogate data across 
projects. To solve this and other problems the company is 
investing in an enterprise collaboration solution to store 
project data. 

To enable project information which will continue to be 
stored on numerous external collaborative systems to be 
accessed via this new enterprise wide collaborative 
system the company have decided to utilise the NCCTP 
real-time integration specification. 

User 

Through its implementation the specification will allow the 
organisation users to interact with project information 
stored in a number of different repositories without the 
need to leave the enterprise wide collaborative system. 



A Content Repository consists one or more projects, each 
of which contain a series of objects held in a tree 
structure. Objects can optionally contain other objects but 
must contain specific properties dependant upon their 
object type, along with a series of optional properties. 
Each object and property has only one parent object, and 
properties cannot contain objects or other properties. 

Any object in the hierarchy can be identified from its 
unique id property and associated object type, note that 
id's are only guarantied to be unique within a single 
object class. For example specifying a Folder object with 
an id property of 12345 would locate the relevant object 
in the tree structure. 
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4.1 Major Repository Branches 

The Content Repository is split into three major branches; 
the first holds the information relating to project users, 
the second holds information relating to user collections 
within the project, while the third stores the project 
documents. 

4.1.1 Project Users and Project Groups 
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For project data to be successfully accessed from multiple 
collaborative systems the same user accounts must exist 
on all integrated systems, to ensure that access control 
lists are maintained. Data transferred in real-time from 
other collaborative systems will contain references to user 
and group objects that exist within the source systems 
content repository. These references will need to be 
translated by the destination system to users and groups 
objects that exist within its content repository. 

To allow these translations the destination system is 
required to keep user and group object mapping data; 
While the source system is also required to maintain that 
mapping data so the correct information is passed 
through to the collaborative system. generating the 
request. 
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4.1.2 Project Documents 

Project documents refer to documents and the filing 
structure in which they are stored in the content 
repository . 

Since the primary use of real-time integration of 
collaborative systems is to allow. 

To allow for translations to be made the destination 
system is required to keep object mapping data; while 
the source system is required to maintain that data 
through the incremental updates it passes to the 
destination system. 
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5 Real Time Integration 

Real time integration or real time access is the ability to 
interact with content which is stored in different 
collaborative system then the user is accessing by. 
Differing from proposed NCCTP incremental integration it 
can allow users from both systems to manipulate the 
project data since documents, revisions, and files are only 
stored in a single system. 

In a real time integration scenario all audit history and 
access control list changes are stored in the system were 
the object resides. The audit information stored in the 
system can be viewed, but not updated from another 
system. Since all interaction with objects in the system 
will be conducted through the integration then it is the 
system were the object resides which must handle all 
audit recording. 

Real time integration between systems will appear to the 
end users as seamless access to all information 
regardless of where it resides without the need to 
authenticate to different systems. 

It is presented as a series of API's which define the 
functionality which the source system must provide to all 
destination systems. 

5.1 Authentication 
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To enable permlsslons to be applied across multiple 
different collaborative systems the same user and group 
structure must exist on all systems. For example the 
users and groups which are participating on a project in 
one system must also be defined and participating on the 
integrated project on the other systems. 

Users accessing a 3rd collaborative system through their 
own collaborative system will not communicate directly 
with the other system. All their requests will be sent to 
the same system and then forwarded by that system to 
the collaborative system were the data resides. Therefore 
it will not be required to enable user/application 
authentication only application/application authentication. 



To enable the receiving application to know which user is 
requesting the data, each call made to it must included 
encrypted authentication information. The user 
authentication information can then be read and the 
correct information returned based upon that user's 
permissions. 

5.2 User and Group Synchronisation 

Between all participating collaborative systems, users and 
groups associated with the shared project must be the 
same in all systems. Since a degree of manipulation of 
the project participants can occur on any of the linked 
systems it is recommended that separate groups are 
created for this project which do not interact with other 
projects stored on the collaborative instance. 

The synchronisation of user and group information 
between the collaborative systems should be based on 
the transactions outlined in the NCCTP Incremental 
Project Specification. 

The Adjustment of User details must only be conducted 
on the system where the user was initially created, i.e. 
the system which the user accesses the collaborative 
cluster through. This is to avoid potential conflicts which 
could occur if details where adjusted in multiple systems 
at the same time. 

5.3 Repository Browsing 

Repository browsing functions are based around the users 
ability to navigate through the structure of a collaborative 
project. These functions will allow for the users to browse 
inside the project, its folders, examine the revisions of a 
document and the files associated with any revision. The 
information displayed to the user will always be 
dependant upon the permissions that user has on the 
objects they are examining. 
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5.3.1 Project Object Browsing 

This function will return a list of objects which are direct 
children of the project object, based upon the rights of 
the requesting user. To allow the correct information to 
be returned to the user both user authentication 
information and the id of the project object must be 
specified in the request. 

The response return will include a list of objects contained 
within the project object, each of which will include the 
metadata defined by the NCCTP Bulk Data Exchange 
Standard. The response should not contain any nested 
sub information. 

The results returned from the call, will contain data only 
and should be rendered by the requesting application and 
presented to the user. Should no results be returned or 
and error occur the requesting application is responsible 
for informing the user of what has happened. 

Since every collaborative system in the cluster will have 
its own project object it is not expected that this call 
between systems will actual be used in practice, and is 
included for completeness. 

5.3.2 Folder Object Browsing 
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This function will return a list of objects, which are direct 
children of the folder object, based upon the rights of the 
requesting user. To allow a response to be generated by 
the system both user authentication and the id of the 
folder must be supplied in the request. Using the user 
information supplied in the request the application should 
only return those objects which the specified user has 
rig hts to see. 

The response returned will include a list of zero to many 
objects contained within the folder object, each of which 
will include the metadata defined by the NCCTP Bulk Data 
Exchange Standard. The objects included in response 
should not contain any nested sub information. 

The results returned from the call, will contain data only 
and should be rendered by the requesting application and 
presented to the user. Should no results be returned or 



should an error occur the requesting application is 
responsible for informing the user of what has occurred. 

5.3.3 Document Object Browsing 

This function will return a list of document reVISions, 
which belong to the document object. To allow a response 
to be generated by the system both user authentication 
and the id of the document must be supplied in the 
request. Using the user information supplied in the 
request the application should only return those objects 
which the specified user has rights to see. Filtering of 
document revisions will only be done if the application 
supports permissions stored at the revision level. 

The response returned will include a list of one to many 
document revisions contained within the document 
object, each of which will include the metadata defined by 
the NCCTP Bulk Data Exchange Standard. The objects 
included in response should not contain any nested sub 
information. 

The results returned from the call, will contain data only 
and should be rendered by the requesting application and 
presented to the user. Should no results be returned or if 
an error is generated by the request the requesting 
application is responsible for informing the user of what 
has occurred .. 

5.3.3 Document Revision Object Browsing 

This function will return a list of files which belong to the 
document revision object. To allow a response to be 
generated by the system both user authentication and the 
id of the document revision must be supplied in the 
request. Using the user information supplied in the 
request the application should only return those objects 
which the specified user has rights to see. Filtering of files 
will only be done if the application supports permissions 
stored at the file level; else all files will be return. 

The response returned will include a list of one to many 
files contained in the document revision object, each of 
which will include the metadata defined by the NCCTP 
Bulk Data Exchange Standard. The objects included in 
response should not contain any nested sub information. 
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The results returned from the call, will contain data only 
and should be rendered by the requesting application and 
presented to the user. Should no results be returned or 
an error be generated the requesting application is 
responsible for informing the user. 

5.4 View Object Metadata 

View Object Metadata functions allow information about 
specified objects to be retrieved from any of the 
collaborative systems in the cluster. This function can be 
executed against any object contained in the collaborative 
system defined by the NCCTP in the Bulk Data Exchange 
Specification. 

5.4.1 View Project Object Metadata 

This function will return the metadata associated with the 
project object requested. To allow for a response 
containing metadata to be returned the request must 
contain both user authentication information and the id of 
the project object for which the metadata is required. 
Return of the project object's metadata will be dependant 
upon the user's permission to view the metadata of the 
project object. 

The response returned by the function will include the 
metadata defined by the NCCTP Bulk Data Exchange 
Standard for the project object. The response will not 
contain any of the nested information about other sub 
objects which are contained in the project. 

The results returned from the call, will contain data only 
and should be rendered by the requesting application and 
presented to the user. Should no results be returned or if 
an error occurs the requesting application is responsible 
for informing the user of what has occurred. 

Since the project object will reside in every system it is 
not expected that this call will be used in real life, it is 
however included for completeness. View project object 
metadata should be handled by the system which the 
user is accessing directly. 

5.4.2 View Folder Object Metadata 
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This function will return the metadata associated with the 
folder object requested. To allow for a response 
containing metadata to be returned the request must 
contain both user authentication information and the id of 
the folder object for which the metadata is required. 
Return of the folder object's metadata will be dependant 
upon the user's permission to view the metadata of the 
folder object. 

The response returned by the function will include the 
metadata defined by the NCCTP Bulk Data Exchange 
Standard for the folder object. The response will not 
contain any of the nested information about other sub 
objects which are contained in the folder. 

The results returned from the call, will contain data only 
and should be rendered by the requesting application and 
presented to the user. Should no results be returned or 
an error be generated the requesting application is 
responsible for informing the user of what has occurred, 
based upon the information returned by the other 
collaborative system or lack of response. 

S.4.3 View Document Object Metadata 

This function will return the metadata associated with the 
document object requested. To allow for a response 
containing metadata to be returned the request must 
contain both user authentication information and the id of 
the document object for which the metadata is required. 
Return of the document object's metadata will be 
dependant upon the user's permission to view the 
metadata of the document object. 

The response returned by the function will include the 
metadata defined by the NCCTP Bulk Data Exchange 
Standard for the document object. The response will not 
contain any of the nested information about document 
revisions which are contained in the document. 

The results returned from the call, will contain data only 
and should be rendered by the requesting application and 
presented to the user. Should no results be returned or if 
an error occurs the requesting application is responsible 
for informing the user of what has occurred, based upon 
the information returned by the other collaborative 
system or the lack of response. 
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5.4.4 View Document Revision Object Metadata 

This function will return the metadata associated with the 
document revision object requested. To allow for a 
response containing metadata to be returned the request 
must contain both user authentication information and 
the id of the document revisions object for which the 
metadata is required. Return of the document revisions 
object's metadata will be dependant upon the user's 
permission to view the metadata of the document revision 
object, or permissions on the parent document if not held 
at the document revision level. 

The response returned by the function will include the 
metadata defined by the NCCTP Bulk Data Exchange 
Standard for the document revision object. The response 
will not contain any of the nested information about files 
which are contained in the document revision. 

The results returned from the call, will contain data only 
and should be rendered by the requesting application and 
presented to the user. Should no results be returned or if 
an error occurs the requesting application is responsible 
for informing the user of what has occurred, based upon 
the information returned by the other collaborative 
system or the lack of response. 

5.4.5 View File Object Metadata 
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This function will return the metadata associated with the 
file object requested. To allow for a response containing 
metadata to be returned the request must contain both 
user authentication information and the id of the file 
object for which the metadata is required. Return of the 
file object's metadata will be dependant upon the user's 
permission to view the metadata of the file object, or 
permissions on the parent document/document revision if 
not held at the file level. 

The response returned by the function will include the 
metadata defined by the NCCTP Bulk Data Exchange 
Standard for the file object. The response will not contain 
the physical file which is associated with the file object. 

The results returned from the call, will contain data only 
and should be rendered by the requesting application and 



presented to the user. Should no results be returned or if 
an error occurs the requesting application is responsible 
for informing the user of what has occurred, based upon 
the information returned by the other collaborative 
system or the lack of response. 

5.5 Update Object Metadata 

The update object metadata functions allow for objects 
which do not exist in the system which the user is 
interacting with directly to have their metadata updated. 
This type of function can be executed against any of the 
objects defined in the NeCfP Bulk Data Exchange 
Standard. 

5.5.1 Update Project Object Metadata 

Allows some of the· metadata held against the project 
object to be updated from any of the collaborative 
systems which are participating on the project. To allow 
an update to be successfully executed both user 
authentication information and id of the project object 
must be passed in the request along with the updated 
metadata for the project object. The update of project 
metadata will be dependant upon the users permissions 
on the project object which they are attempting to 
update. 

The generated response will include a message of success 
or the reason why the update failed. It is the 
responsibility of the collaborative system making the 
request to inform the user of either its success or failure. 

Since the project object will be stored on every one of the 
collaborative systems contained in the cluster this call 
should not be used. Updates to the metadata on the 
project object should be handled locally by the 
collaborative system the user is interacting with and then 
replicated across the entire cluster. 

5.5.2 Update Folder Object Metadata 

Allows some of the metadata held against a folder object 
to be updated. To allow for an update to be successfully 
executed both user authentication information and id of 
the folder object must be passed in the request along 
with the updated metadata for the folder object. The 
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update of folder metadata will be dependant upon the 
users permissions on the folder object which they are 
attempting to update. Also the metadata selected for 
update must not be one of the restricted items. 

The generated response will include a message of success 
or the reason why the update failed. It is the 
responsibility of the collaborative system making the 
request to inform the user of either its success or failure. 

5.5.3 Update Document Object Metadata 
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Allows some of the metadata held against a document 
object to be updated. To allow for an update to be 
successfully executed both user authentication 
information and id of the document object must be 
passed in the request along with the updated metadata 
for the document object. The update of document 
metadata will be dependant upon the user's permissions 
on the document object which they are attempting to 
update, and the metadata selected for update which must 
not be one of the restricted metadata items. 

The generated response will include a message of success 
or the reason why the update failed. It is the 
responsibility of the collaborative system making the 
request to inform the user of either its success or failure. 



5.5.4 Update Document Revision Object Metadata 

Allows some of the metadata held against a document 
revision object to be updated. To allow for an update to 
De successfully executed both user authentication 
information and id of the document revision object must 
be passed in the request along with the updated 
metadata for the document revision object. The update of 
document revision metadata will be dependant upon the 
user's permissions on the document revision object or on 
the parent document if not held at the document revision 
level. Also the metadata selected for update which must 
not be one of the restricted metadata items. 

The generated response will include a message of success 
or the reason why the update failed. It is the 
responsibility of the collaborative system making the 
request to inform the user of either its success or failure. 

5.5.5 Update File Object Metadata 

Allows some of the metadata held against a file object to 
be updated. To facilitate a successfully update of file 
metadata to be executed both user authentication 
information and id of the file object must be passed in the 
request along with the updated metadata for the file 
object. The update of file metadata will be dependant 
upon the user's permissions on the file object or on the 
parent document revision I document if not held at the 
file level. Also the metadata selected for update which 
must not be one of the restricted metadata items on the 
file object. 

The generated response will include a message of success 
or the reason why the update failed. It is the 
responsibility of the collaborative system making the 
request to inform the user of either its success or failure. 
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5.6 Object Creation 

The set of object creation methods contained in the Real 
time specification allow for objects to be created in 
container objects which do not reside on the same system 
as the user is interacting directly with. For example a user 
wants to add a document to a folder, but the folder does 
not reside on their system. 

Object Creation can be used on any of the objects 
specified in the NCCTP Bulk Data Exchange Standard, and 
are outlined in the following sections. 

5.6.1 Project Creation 
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This function allows for a project object to be created in 
collaborative system by a user who is not acceSSing that 
system directly. To enable the project creation request to 
be successfully executes, the full incremental project 
object definition must be passed in the request, along 
with user authentication information and the id of the 
object to which the project is going to be added as a 
child. The creation of the project object will depend upon 
the user's rights to add objects to the specified container 
object, and that the definition of the project object 
contained in the request is complete. 

The generated response will include a message of 
success, along with the generated id for the project or the 
reason why the create request has failed. It is the 
responsibility of the collaborative system making the 
request to inform the user of either its success or failure. 

Since all collaborative systems in the cluster are working 
on a single project which must have been created prior to 
the commencement of real time updates, this request 
should never be made. It has been included for 
completeness and to support the future concept of sub 
projects inside the main project. 



5.6.2 Folder Creation 

This function allows for a folder object to be created in 
collaborative system by a user who is not directly 
accessing that system. To enable the folder creation 
request to be successfully executed, the full incremental 
folder object definition must be passed in the request, 
along with user authentication information and the id of 
the object to which the folder is going to be added as a 
child. The folder definition passed in this request should 
not contain any additional child objects since the request 
should be sent in real time as the user attempts to create 
the folder. The creation of the folder object will depend 
upon the user's rights to add objects to the specified 
container object, and that the definition of the folder 
object contained in the request is valid. 

The generated response will include a message of 
success, along with the generated id for the folder or the 
reason why the create request has failed. It is the 
responsibility of the collaborative system making the 
request to inform the user of either its success or failure. 

5.6.3 Document Creation 

This function allows for a document object to be created 
in collaborative system by a user who is accessing via 
another collaborative system. To enable the document 
creation request to be successfully executed, the full 
incremental document object definition must be passed in 
the request, along with user authentication information 
and the id of the object to which the document is going to 
be added as a child. The document definition passed in 
this request· should not' contain any additional child 
revisions which should be sent in additional requests from 
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the application. The creation of the document object will 
depend upon the user's rights to add objects to the 
specified container object, and that the definition of the 
document object contained in the request is valid. 

The generated response will include a message of 
success, along with the generated id for the document or 
the reason why the create request has failed. It is the 
responsibility of the collaborative system making the 
request to inform the user of either its success or failure. 

5.6.4 Document Revision Creation 
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This function allows for a document revision object to be 
added to a document in collaborative system by a user 
who is not directly accessing the system. To enable the 
document revision creation request to be successfully 
executed, the full incremental document revision object 
definition must be passed in the request, along with user 
authentication information and the id of the document to 
which the document revision is going to be added. The 
document revision definition passed in this request should 
not contain any files which should be sent in additional 
requests from the application. The creation of the 
document revision object will depend upon the user's 
rights to add objects to the specified document object, 
and that the definition of the document revision object 
contained in the request is correct. 
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The generated response will include a message of 
success, along with the generated id for the document 
revision or the reason why the create request has failed. 
It is the responsibility of the collaborative system making 
the request to inf6rm the user of either its success or 
failure. 

5.6.5 File Creation 

This function allows for a file object to be added to a 
document revision in collaborative system by a user who 
is not directly accessing the system. To enable the file 
creation request to be successfully executed, the full 
incremental file object definition must be passed in the 
request, along with user authentication information and 
the id of the document revision to which the file is going 
to be added. The file definition passed in this request 
should not contain the physical file, which will only be 
referenced inside the request, standard NCCTP behaviour. 
The creation of the file object will depend upon the user's 
rights to add files to the specified document revision 
object, and that the definition of the file object contained 
in the request is valid. 
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The generated response will include a message of 
success, along with the generated id for the file or the 
reason why the create request has failed. It is the 
responsibility of the collaborative system making the 
request to inform the user of either its success or failure. 

5.7 Object Deletion 

The set of object deletion methods allow for objects to be 
removed from the collaborative enVironment, although 
they do not reside in the same repository as the user is 
accessing. Object deletion can be used on any of the 
objects specified in the NCCTP Bulk Data Exchange 
Standard, and are outlined in the following sections. 

5.7.1 Project Object Deletion 
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This call instructs the collaborative system to delete the 
specified project object. To allow for the request to be 
executed both the id of the project object and the user 
authentication information must be passed in the request. 
To perform a successful deletion the requesting user must 
have the rights to delete the project object. Deleting the 
project object will cause all sub objects contained in the 
project to be deleted so the user will also require rights to 
delete all sub objects contained in the project object. 
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The response generated by the requested system will 
indicate the success of the request or the reason why the 



request has failed to execute correctly. It is the 
responsibility of the requesting system to present the 
outcome of the request to the user who executed it. 

Since the project object is essential to the real time 
integration the method should not be requested or 
implemented. 

5.7.2 Folder Object Deletion 

This call instructs the collaborative system to delete the 
specified folder object. To allow for the request to be 
executed both the id of the folder object and the user 
authentication information must be passed in the request. 
To perform a successful deletion the requesting user must 
have the rights to delete the folder object. Deleting the 
folder object will cause all sub objects contained in the 
folder to be deleted so the user will also require rights to 
delete all sub objects contained in the folder object. 
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The response generated by the requested system will 
indicate the success of the request or the reason why the 
request has failed to execute correctly. It is the 
responsibility of the requesting system to present the 
outcome of the request to the user who executed it. 

5.7.3 Document Object Deletion 

This call instructs the collaborative system to delete the 
specified document object. To allow for the request to be 
executed both the id of the document object and the user 
authentication information must be passed in the request. 
To perform a successful deletion the requesting user must 
have the rights to delete the document object. Deleting 
the document object will cause all revisions and files 
contained in the document to be deleted so the user will 
also require rights to delete the revisions and files if the 
system supports permissions at that level. 
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The response generated by the requested system. will 
indicate the success of the request or the reason why the 
request has failed to execute correctly. It is the 
responsibility of the requesting system to present the 
outcome of the request to the user who executed it. 

5.7.4 Document Revision Object Deletion 

This call instructs the collaborative system to delete the 
specified document revision object. To allow for the 
request to be executed both the id of the document 
revision object and the user authentication information 
must be passed in the request. To perform a successful 
deletion the requesting user must have the rights to 
delete the document revision object, or rights to delete 
from the document if not held at this level. Deleting the 
document revision object will cause all files contained in 
the document revision to be deleted so the user will also 
require rights to delete the files. 
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The response generated by the requested system will 
indicate the success of the request or the reason why the 
request has failed to execute correctly. It is the 
responsibility of the requesting system to present the 
outcome of the request to the user who executed it. 

5.7.5 File Object Deletion 
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This call instructs the collaborative system to remove the 
specified file from a document revision. To allow for the 
request to be executed both the id of the file object and 
the user authentication information must be passed in the 
request. To perform a successful deletion the requesting 
user must have the rights to delete the file object, or 



rights to delete from the document or document revision 
if not held at this level. 
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The response generated by the requested system will 
indicate the success of the request or the reason why the 
request has failed to execute correctly. It is the 
responsibility of the requesting system to present the 
outcome of the request to the user who executed it. 

5.8 Retrieve Physical File 

This request retrieves the specified file from a 
collaborative system which the requesting user is not 
directly accessing. The request must contain both the id 
of the file to be retrieved and the user authentication 
information. To perform a successful fetch the user must 
have permission to see the file, at the required level for 
the system hosting the file. 

The response generated by the collaborative system will 
either contain the location of the file which can then be 
retrieved by the collaborative system the user is 
accessing or the reason the request has failed. It is the 
responsibility of the collaborative system that the user is 
accessing directly to send the file to the user. 
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